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Mr. D. C. Gordon: a South African
- wireless amateur, using his home-made receiving apparatus.
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Having taken larger Factory Premises, equipped with up-to-date machinery, we find we can reduce our manufacturing and overhead expenses per unit, and in accordance with our usual practice we are passing the benefit on to our friends-the Radio Public:
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THE 'DUANODE"

"Modern Wireless"

t

in a recent article

on the subject.

This Con tense' consists
o' f'WO matched Condensers, operated uy one
knob, thus uy using
matched COILS It is
a
possible to tune BOTH
Cucutts pertectly with
one operation only. If
any difficulty is experienced in matcffing the
coils they may be roughly matched and a Vernier Condenser connected in parallel
with the smallest. The two sets of fixed Vanes are carefully insulated one from the
other, and the moving Vanes connected electrically; the spindle can thus be connected to II.T. Positive. This condenser eau also be used tor. other purposes. - Tite
two halves (each of '00025 mid.) can be used in =lei or parallel, giving 25/..
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Percy Harris of
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!
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distance
Hundreds Amateurs

long
of
are now receiving America
Stations every night in the week. This has been made possible by the
"
use of our
DUANODE " Condenser which is designed to simplify the
tuning of two stages of High Frequency Amplification.
REPUTATION
Stockists everywhere. Too numYour Component is not a " FALLON" unless
the, name " FALLON " appears on same.
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London Agents ; Vanstones, Ltd., 61, Chandos
Street. Lou -me. N.C.z.
Sole Trade Distributors : Messrs. G. \V. 1.. Ltd.,
Shanknu Road, (.touch End, London, N.S. to
whom all Trade Enquiries should be sent.

TRADE TERMS.

eroasto mention id this space.
Onr Motto is QUALITY FIRST.
and every Article carries our
money -back guarantee.
ALL SElFiSH MANUFACTURE
Delivery ex stock. Cash with
Please include postage
Order.
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Cause and Effect
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that are being obtained by many thousands of users.
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The highly expensive testing apparatus which has
made Pye's Instruments of Precision world -famed
for extreme accuracy is to -day applied to the manufacture of Wireless Apparatus. The direct result
is a supreme standard of reliability proved by
these records of actual results.
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TOPICAL 'NOTES AND NEWS.
A

Continental Evening.
is to be hoped that the B.B.C. will soon

IT

arrange a " Continental" evening." I
am sure that listeners would appreciate
another programme from our friends across
the Channel. From the large number of
letters we receive in this office, I gather
that a Continental programme now and
again would prove rely popular.
Very Uninspiring?

-

CAPTAIN WEST has received several
requests for more American programmes, and, strange to relate,
numbers of enthusiasts have asked if they
can have a' look round the spot where
America was picked up-Biggin
Hill: I advise such enthusiasts
to visit their local mortuary,
and -put a wireless set on the
table therein, and this will resemble the Biggin Hill Hut very
closely indeed.
.

*

The King

is no reason why relays should not be
erected wherever the need arises.
*

*

Edgar Wallace Disagrees.

THE rapid growth of the " silent staff "
has necessitated the altering of
the old members' positions.
For
instance, Captain West is now chief engineer
of the Development department, and Mr.
Bishop, assistant chief engineer of the
Engineering department, I am also told
that Mr. Litt will have a title of more
importance.-. I can remember when -the
" silent staff " had only about a dozen men,
all of whom I know well, but of late the
staff has grown to about fifty. I am afraid

,

.

Wireless

`

Wireless.

that His
Majesty the King has become greatly interested in
broadcasting. Some time ' ago
the Prince of Wales had a set
installed, and this example has
been followed by their Majesties.
A friend of mine at court tells
me that in all probability his
Majesty will broadcast in the
near future, but there are still
various difficulties which prevent
the listeners hearing their
monarch speak by Wireless.
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An efficient set constructed by Mr. R. Redfern of 55, Keppel Rd., CLorltoncnm=
Hardy, Manebester.

Transmitting During B.B.C. Hours.
IN answer to the large number of letters
I have received on the question, " Are
amateurs allowed to transmit during
broadcasting hours?" I have made inquiries
from reliable sources, and am in a position

to state that amateurs are entitled to
experiment with their transmitting sets
during broadcasting hours, provided they
work on a 150 to 200 metres wave-length.
The use of the 440 metre wave -length is
now prohibited..
*

A New

Station.

e

*
-

-

TALKING to Mr. H. Bishop, the assistant
engineer of the B.B.C., he tells. me
that the B.B.C. are now engaged
on the erection of a relay station at.
Plymouth, similar to the relay station at
Sheffield. Also he has sent engineers to
Edinburgh, to look' -for a suitable site
for a station in ,that. city. I am informed
that the Edinburgh station twill be of a
similar kind. Beyond putting relays at
Sheffield, Plymouth, and Edinburgh, there

that they

will not be quite so silent
number still increases.

B.B.C.'s New Offices,
TALKING of' growth,

if

their

fa

the" silent staff" is
not the only department that is
growing

;

*

in the Argentine.

THE new wireless station which
has been built at Monte
Grande for 'the purpose of
placing the Argentine 'in direct
wireless communication
with
North America, Europe, and the
far East, was officially opened
recently, when an inaugural

.
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ALETTER/from the well-known author
and -journalist, Mr. Edgar .Wallace,
states that .he disagrees with Mr.
Nigel Playfair, that there is scopa for
authors in B.B.C. plays. He does not
think that broadcasting is a good medium
for the authors of to -day,' and that such
plays would be successful. I know ot hers who
agree with him, mire or less, tlgit as soon
as the 'novelty weirs off, plays will become
extremely 'unpopular. ' I disagree 'with
this view. The B.B.C. has already proved
that plays like the " Camedy of
Danger," and Shakespeare's plays'
1-N\
are popular. Still, we will take
Mr. A.squith's advice and " Wait
and see."
*

IHAVE learned

e'

*

The " Silent Staff."

e

amid

good. sign, and surely' We' need it in these
hard times.

the general office is doing

its best to keep up with the engineers, and
it has beén'necessary for the B.B.C. to

build new general offices, which are, of'
course, attached to the present building,
but run along the Embankment.

" P.W.'s"

Growth.
MUST not forget to mention that "P.W "
has'also grown. We have had to add to
our staff, as the number of queries and
editorial correspondence has increased enor-

\I

mously, and leaving little doubt that "P. W."
is the.leading wireless journal. I am always
pleased to hear that people have found
it necessary to increase staffs; it's a

message Was sent from' .the
President of the ',rgentine to
King George V . Direct service
will be carried out between Monte
Grande, New York, Paris, and
Berlin. It is intended to extend
this service to England as soon as
possible, but we do not possess a
wireless station sufficiently powerful to communicate with South
America; therefore this service

cannot be brought into operation until we
possess a suitable station in this . country.
The power of the Monte Grande station
is 800 kw.
*

What Do Women Want ?
D0 µomen really know what they want ?
1J This is the question which is being
asked in connection with broadcasting. The B.B.C. has appointed a committee to investigate what women want in
the Women's Hour. on the microphone.

and what time they want 'it. Many.suggestions have been advanced, but no satisfactory conclusion has been arrived ,at.
The committee tomprises women only, and
they are now left to decide for themselves
what they do Kant. ;The- best suggestion
I have heard so far, is that the B.H.C.
should broadcast first thing inthe-morniug.
as the husbands take possession of the papers
and it is impossible for the wives to get iuto
(Continued on page S74.)

.
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getting artistes wan a marked difference
in their voices. It was very difficult to tell
the difference between the voices of the
Counsel for the Plaintiff and the Judge, and
perhaps a pause between each speech would
have been an advantage.

NOTES AND NEWS.
(Continued from page 873.)

conversation with them. Personally, I have
had no experience on this point, but some
friends of mine say that -this is the case.
*

*

.

*

-
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DAME MAY WHITTY,told me that she
thought little talks on Dickens
would he "appreciated, as some of
the Fireside Stories would. broadcast better
than many plays that have been produced
in the past. I have heard Dame May and
Ben Webster give excerpts from Dickens,
and without hesitation acknowledge them
as " masters" of this class of work. Perhaps
the B.B.C. will consider her proposal.

READERS will be pleased to hear that
Mr. G. M. Payne, our cartoonist,
is rapidly recovering from his recent
illness, and after a few weeks' convalescence
-will recommence enlightening " P.W." with
his inimitable cartoons. In a letter to me
he promises to do so with " renewed zest,"
so that. we may look forward with keen
anticipation to Iris return.

Theatre to see " The Beauty Prize "
are now entertained with the concerts from 2 L O. A loud speaker is placed
somewhere in the
"circle" and the
broadcast music can
be heard distinctly
all over the building.
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Theatrical
to

Comedians
Broadcast.

ALKING to Billy
Mcrson, the well-'
known comedian,

..

in his dressing -room
recently, he told me
that he thought that
if the B.B.C. were to

^

4,

invite the theatrical
artistes to broadcast

lectures, the managers
or producers could
not object. The the,._,
atrical contract does
not mention that
artistes are not allowed to give lectures;
The wireless "detective" van placed in commission by Mr. P. R. Conrsey, Secretary of the Radio Society
o! Ct, Britian and "2 0 M" for tracking "oscillators" and other sources of interference,-(Daily Dlail.)
what they are not
Crinoline Days.
allowed to do is a turn
Why not give a
from their repertoire.
HAVE seen many scenes in the 2 L O
wireless depots within the 15 -mile radius.
lecture ? Perhaps we may see in the papers.
studio, but none so beautiful as that
Any wireless dealer who requires a form for
that George Robey will give an address
the signatures should apply to the Editor
presented by the famous screen `.' stars;"
on " How to Shurrrrup Strikes," or
of " The LiverpoolDaily Courier."
Miss Alma Taylor and Miss Betty Balfour.
Billy Merson on " Should Ladies Wear
Miss Taylor has to appear every night at the
High- Heels ? " -I can imagine these
Ar thur Bourchfer's Views.
theatre where the film, " Comin' Thro' the
WAS with Mr. Arthur Bourchier when
well-known artistes and others amusing
Rye," is being shown; and the dress she
he broadcast an account of the " Robert
the thousands of listeners all over the
wears, "a crinoline and the old -fashion style
counts-y.
Louis Stevenson Club." He seemed
of hairdress; lentbeauty to the well -decorated studio. Miss Balfour' behaved in the" to. enjoy the experience, although this was
not his first attempt at broadcasting. The
studio as though she were on thé screen.
last time he broadcast from 2 L O was on Unise " Caractus's " Book.
Her -facial expressions were most- amusing
Shakespeare's birthday. Like most actors
when Mr: Palmer gave 'out the news ;- it
CAPTAIN C. A. LEWIS has sent me a
and actresses I -have seen broadcasting, lie
was as much as we in the' studio could do
copy of his book, " Broadcasting
dramatic
gésticulated and became quite
to keep a straight face.
,
Within." This well -written account
when he spoke of the great author. At the
of the broadcasting company's activities will
conclusion -of his speech ho told me that,
The Moak Trial. "
IWAS more than,
in his opinion, wireless is the biggest bene- -help the public to realise that broadcasting
-see' Dame
is by no means as simple as. we would like
May Whitty and- her husband, Mr. Ben
factor this country has ever liad.
to believe. I would strongly advise all
Webster, hrthe studio IgaiI "I watched ' - " I don't hold With the views of theatre
them perform in the " Modk Trial,' which ''managers on the broadcasting problem, readers of " P.W." to read this interesting
work.
would have been a greater success had snore
except on one or two things which' they
trouble been taken by 'the -producer' in lave a right to 'object to," he declared.
ARIEL.
I,. -

-
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Damepleasedsto

-
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19th, when they hear
a real Indian war
song, given by real
Indians.

;

.._
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But the children will.
have a treat on' the

a

Claims to Greatness.
VVIRELESS plays

°

-

1

*

an important
part in the
" Beauty Prize," and
had it not been possible to send a wire Ices message to the
liner Idiotic (as Leslie
Henson calls it), we
should not have been
treated to such a
happy ending. Leslie
Henson also tells us
that he is -a good
- athlete
(his grandpa
won the egg and
spoon championship
(or 'South London),
a wonderful poet, a
charming writer, and
that he has received
Cardiff twice on a
crystal set.

i

-

APETITION to the 'new P.M.G., from
the wireless enthusiasts of Liverpool,
asking him to give permission for
the B.B.C. to establish a relay station in
that city, has been started. The petition
may be signed at most of the Liverpool

" Circle."
EARLY arrivals at the Winter Garden

ARRANGEMENTS have now been coinpleted to relay the time signals from
Greenwich Observatory. The signals
will he given at every hour and half-hour,
and will not in any way interrupt the
performance. Captain Eckersley tells me
that Greenwich has arranged to relay their
best clock over the land lisle to 2 L 0, which
will in turn be broadcast from all stations.
The first signal is expected in about three
weeks' time.

Indians to broadcast.
IHAVE successfully made arrangements
with the B.B.C. for the " Last of the
Red Indians," who are appearing at
the London Pavilion, to broadcast a war
song from 2 L 0 in the Children's Hour,'
on February 19th. Many attempts were
made to get them to .broadcast, and it was
not until their " white .chief '-' explained,
carefully what broadcasting was that they
agreed to come. It was quite a performance for anyone to watch Colonel Macey,
their chief, interpreting my' description
of the studio and
what -it all meant.

'Liverpool's Relay Station.

w

Wireless in the

*

*

*

1924.

Wireless Time Signals,

Dickens Broadcast.

Good News!

*
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A NEW LOUD SPEAKER.
A

By OUR EUROPEAN CORRESPONDENT.
recent discovery in magnetism bas given rise to a new type of loud speaker that is said to be extremely
sensitive, and to give very pure reproduction.
<C 0 0 0 0 0 0 oC-GGU'4F/v-C040004GiCOGO 0 0 0 -O-G-4v,.<v-.><-4v-<'-^.iCva<Ti-C.C-<;-;

caused a considerable sensation when,
time ago, the Danish physicists
Alfred Johnsen and K. Rahbek
published details of their new discoveries
in magnetism. Hitherto it -u-as considered

IT some
.

.

}

plate does not tend to cling strongly to the
stone, any clinging observed is due to adhesion, but when the plate is connected with
the free end of the second 100,000 ohm
resistance, so that the circuit is closed, the
plate M clings to the stone, H. The same
phenomenon can be noted if the experimenter touches with one hand the plate M and
with the other one the free end of the resistance. At the same moment when he takes
his hand from the resistance the stone falls
dow-n, whilst if the circuit is closed, a direct
current of about one micro -ampere flows.
through the line.
A Novel

Fig. 1.

The loud speaker is totally enclosed.

that only certain metals such as iron and
possessed magnetic properties.
Johnsen and Itahbek proved by their experiments that there exists also a
magnetic attraction
between
metals and stones, or rather- between conductors and semi -conductors of electricity. nickel,

Principle.

Johnsen and Rahbek have proved by experiments that this attraction is magnetic
and that it is always present when a
current of very low intensity flows through
conductors and seemi,condu.ctors of electricity. '
The phenomenon just described has been
taken advantage of by the Dr. Erich F. Huth

.

-

Magnetic Attraction.

This new knowledge can easily
be demonstrated by the following experiment : In Fig. 3, H is
rí.
semi -conductor, a stone such
as slate of Solenhofen, well known
by its usefulness for lithographicaÍ
purposes. Its surface is a circle
of 20 square centimetres, it weighs
70 grammes. Its base is covered
with a layer of metal B, which is
connected with one pole of a
source of continuous current,
such as a dynamo or a battery of
Examples
220 volts. The stone, the surface
cf which is perfectl} plain, is
covered with a plate of brass, M. This plate
is to be connected with the other pole of the
d irect-e irrent source. The two lines connecting the poles of the
dynamo w ith the
stone and the plate
are each 'connected
through a res:stance
of 101.000 ohms.
Normally the brass
.

Fig. 3, and that the metallic axle A is
equivalent to the tin foil B of the same
figure. The metal sheet M corresponds with
the brass plate 3.1 in Fig. 3.
In the new loud speaker the cylinder H
is revolved by an electric motor.
The
currents caused by

the receiving
-

clement are conducted to the axle
and metal sheet.
The metal sheet is
attracted with varying strength to the
cylinder in accordance with the modulation of the speech.
In this' manner the
diaphragm is made
to oscillate so that
sounds are loudly
reproduced.
Small fluctuations pf current are capable
of producing very loud signals by this
means.
Considerable Amplification.
Fig. 4 shows the new loud
speaker 'in .a case,. the interior of
which is divided into two parts by
a vertical plate. The right part

rw

of the largest and

smallest loud speakers of the conventional type.

contains the electro motor and the
left the agate cylinder and the
metal sheet.
The latter is connected to the
diaphragm which is fitted to a
resonance box, and to this the horn
is connected. Fig. 1 shows the
bud speaker closed. This loud
speaker gives astonishing results
in respect of clearness and loudness
of the tone.

in the construction of a
new loud speaker. The
manner in which this
fond speaker operates
can be clearly- seen in
Fig. 2. H is a cylinder
of stone, in this case of
agate, which rotates
round a metallic shaft
going through its axle.
This cylinder is covered
partly bya metal sheet
N, which is fixed with
the aid of a small spiral
spring to the base -plate
of the frame. The other
end of the metal sheet
is connected to a diaphragm, fastened in the

vertical plate of the
frame. It is easily to be
seen that the agate
cylinder H corresponds
with the stone H in our

Fig. 4. The arrangement of the mechanism.
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BROADCASTING IN
BOURNEMOUTH.
although it is the youngest of the main B.B.C. stations, has made such
strides during its comparatively short existence that it is now one of the most
popular in the country, and the following article assists one to realise to what
extent local ,enthusiasm and ambition has figured in its progress.
6 B M,

a> m O

O.

O

O.

O 00

'

Rapid Progress.

Local listeners were at first
satisfied with participating in
the apparently mystic means of
receiving entertainment, but
Bournemouth's traditional lore
of good music and high-class
performances soon came to the
front, and probably the high
quality óf the Bournemouth programmes is as much due to the
public demand for the best as to
the splendid organisation of Mr.
Bertram Fryer and his assistant
elation directors.
Apart from the rapid progress
which has been made in the programmes themselves, the technical features of the station have
received the continual attention
of the engineers. No stone has
been left unturned in the int.provement of the transmissions,
and they have reaped a rich
reward.

>Y c,->

Electrical Exhibition and -Convention in
November last are worthy of note.
" It will bring all the world closer
together. It will make for unity and cooperation-the real watchwords of the
future. It will make for the better fellowship of men and nations, and so, I hope,
lead on to that reign of peace which we all
.
pray for and long for."

THE phenomenal interest that is being
shown in Bournemouth by the public
in the development of 6 B M and its
programmes is but a re-echo óf the great
enthusiasm which -followed the opening of
the other B.B.C. stations, but the attitude
of the local public is notable in that it

has changed in a few short months from
one of ill-concealed indifference, or in some
cases open hostility, to one of whole -hearted
welcome and support. One might almost
say that Bournemouth was on her dignity
when first the possibility of a broadcasting
'station was announced, but after a few
feverish nights of public demonstration
the tide turned, and a wild rush for sets
threatened to clear the local retailers of all
their stocks. From a trade point of view
Bournemouth has easily taken first place
among the provincial 'broadcasting centres
in the matter of the great number of corn* plete sets which have been sold.

O O O

Equipping the Schools.

.

The attendance at this exhibition at
once indicated the enthusiasm with which
wireless had been received. During the
evening hours huge crowds passed through,
and the optimism then occasioned by the
great number of inquiries has since been
more than justified.
.If wireless needed any further stimulus
in Bournemouth, the exhibition, by its
useful and instructioe character, provided it.

1924.

licences is steadily maintained, proving that
the boom is no mere " Hash in the pan."
The question has often been asked, Why
are concerts by the world -famed Bournemouth Municipal Orchestra not broadcast
,from 6 B N ?
Sir Dan Godfrey is not opposed to the
idea, but his committee take a different
view. They hold that if the concerts were
broadcast the attendance at the actual performances would suffer. There is little
doubt that a transmission of items by this
orchestra would be made a simultaneous
one by the B.B.C:, thus giving Botirne-'
mouth an advertisement worth thousands
of pounds, and there is a general feeling
locally that the 'committee is laying itself
open to a charge of following a short-sighted
policy.
The afternoon transmissions from 6 B M'
are very popular, and it is foreshadowed
that there will be interesting developments
in this direction in the near future. The
scholars' hour also is much appreciated, and
will be extended later on. The popularity
which this feature has achieved in Bournemouth leads one to speculate on the vast
possibilities of a central organisation controlled by a special educational board in
London. It is obvious that this method of_
teaching has the great advantage of bringing the eminent professors within the reach
of all-a privilege which the average
elementary schools can scarcely hope for:
Another item which will probably be in eluded in the Bournemouth programmes
shortly is a special "farmers' talk."
The Bournemouth station
covers a very wide agricultural
area, and from the letters which
have been received from these
districts there is little doubt
that such a feature would be
a great success.
An Additional Attraction.
Bournemouth is favoured in
occupying a very high musical'
status, while as a seaside resort
the town probably offers a

stronger appeal to the artistes,
who provide the concerts than,
the less attractive - inland and
industrial centres. These ciremustances combine to strengthen
the opinion largely held that;
Bournemouth is destined to
figure very prominently in the
progress of British broadcasting.
Another question that is
2IL, the efficient amateur station controlled by Mr. H. R. Goodall, of " Ferales,"
Winchester Road, Bassett, Southampton.
arousing considerable interest
at the moment is what effect
The Bournemouth Education Committee the broadcasting station will have on
have recognised what a great power for Bournemouth as _a pleasure resort. BusiCivic Support.
ness authorities believe that it will serve as
good the local station can be as regards
Another factor which 'has undoubtedly
the instruction, of the school children, and an additional attraction to visitors, espehelped to bring broadcasting to such a
already many of the leading schools are cially in the winter months, while the conproud position in Bournmouth is the hearty equipped with very fine installations. These certs themselves will undoubtedly prove
support which has been accorded to it both schools are kept open until 7.30 p.m., and a wonderful advertisement.
by the present mayor, Dr. T. Bodley Scott,_ the instructional classes are supervised by
Probably the most startling evidence of
and the deputy mayor, Alderman' C. Ii.' responsible and qualified teachers.
the wonderful popularity of broadcasting
Cart*right. The latter, it will be rememin Bournemouth came to light at a recent
bered, performed the opening ceremony on Demand for Licences.
meeting of the borough council, when one
October 17th, and during the previous week
Every clay sees the 'erection of new of the members opened a discussion on the
was present at a great meeting of the aerials in the district, and the number of very serious drop in receipts at the Winter
Bournemouth and District Radio and these provides a sure indication of the Gardens.
Electrical Society', when " Ariel," of this growth of local interest. The aerials are
This loss during the past quarter (in other
journal, was officially welcomed to the town.
of all varieties, from short single wires
words, since the opening of 6 B M) was no less
Dr. Bodley Scott, a gentleman renowned as stretched between perilously thin poles to than £1,700, and the councillor hinted that
an advocate of progression ifi all walks of the moro elaborate double -span variety this state. of affairs could probably be traced
life, shows a deep interest in radio, and his
complete .with outsize _insulators. The to the radio boom which was sweeping the
:words at the opening of the Radio and
Post Office report that the demand for district.
-
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made in two standard patterns constricted with phosphor -bronze contact arm ensuring reliable contact.
Resistance is carried on a porcelain former absolutely
unaffected by heat.
Supplied complete with terminals, screws, dials and
knobs, suitable for back of panel or face of board.
Face of Board 6d. extra.
For one
For 2 or 3
valve
VIII ces
(6 ohms)
(2.75 ohms)
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"COSMOS" FILAMENT

4,-

.

4,-

TYPE
STRIP INDUCTANCE COILS

" COSMOS " PLUG-IN

(Patent applied for)
Constructed on an entirely new principle, these coils
with strip of special design. composed of
a number.of copper wires embedded side by side in
The coils have extremely low self prepared paper.
They
capacity and small high -frequency resistance
ore provided with plug and socket to fit standard
coil holders.

" COSMOS"

are wound

MADE

4/6,

IN

SEVEN

4/9.

5/-,

"COS

INDUCTANCE

6/-f

6/6,

TRANSFORMER

itis

Ratio

VALUES

7/-,

L.F.

is specially designed for utmost clarity of reproduction.
Of solid construction and high efficiency.
free
from noise and will safely stand the high voltage end
heavy loading used for power amplifiers.
I

to 4

Ratio

,

M O S " High -Frequency

Inter-Valve Vario -Transformer

-

Telephone
In Box.

Transformer.
Unmounted
_

-"COSMOS" VARIOMETER
AND VARIO -COUPLER
Wound on best quality miocarta tubing having high
insulation and low dielectric loss.
Supplied with
terminal's, dial knob, pointer and fixing screws.
VARIOMETER for tuning aerial circuits over wavelengths of 300 to 600 metres. With '0002 mfd. in
parallel it is suitable for tuning anode circuits Over
similar wave -lengths. VARIO-COUPLER is suitable
for wave -lengths up to 1,000 metres.

I

(Patent applied for)
Tuned on the Variometer principle. Has primary
and secondary windings ON BOTH the fixed and
Uniformly high efficiency and
moving hcbbins
amplification are obtained over the whole broad-

to 9.

15/- 2216 12/6

15/-

8/9

I

casting waveband.
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/
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"COSMOS" Fixed Condenser & Grid Leak
The,condenser, as shown, is enclosed in a moulded ebonite
case with external terminals
It is built up of plates of
copper foil separated by selected mica dielectric rigidly
fixed in position.
CONDENSERS only with " Leak "clips '0003mfd.2 6

q/

CONDENSERS without

clip, various

capalitk,

w. -

-se-s

COSMOS " RADIO COMPONENTS will give thorough
satisfaction -to your constructor
customers.

STOCKS

Ensure

ARE

that

your

ADEQUATE.

GRID LEAK, I,

air Y--

-

w

2

1/9 to

Mom
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-

\y
\

V6

'1 f-

or 3Megohms-

-

'3

mow..

--

"ow

t

-rsspt.
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!'1

Vickers/

ELECTRICAL

Head Office and Works: TRAFFORD PARK, MANCHESTER

.: -

59 mom

mom

For

MI

eon

.0,-

a. .ffirmo.

full list send

for

a

w. -

copy

of the " Cosmos " Catalogue
and Handbook (P.P. 7117'1).

CO LTD

London Showrooms:

232.233. HIGH HOLBORN. W.C.I

F.U.t
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"ATLAS " PATENT PLUG-IN COILS
(P. P. No. 2250(23.)

All Wave -Lengths Covered.

"ATLAS" FOR SATISFACTION.

SUPERIORITY UNSURPASSED.
THE COILS YOU WILL

THEREFORE, TRY THEM

-

NOW.

ADOPT.

EVENTUALLY

ONCE TRIED

ALWAYS' USED.

Radio Components Catalogue on Request,

Trade Terms on application.

Coil No.

'

25
35

40
5'

Gs.

Wave -length in metres
with oo
Variable
Condense In shunt.
Kin.

Max.

120
175

37.5/
515
65o
780

i8o

230
280

75

325.

l00

410
66o
85o

15o

200

price.

`

I000
1I20

-,:

0

5

6,

Radio Engineers,

2
2

Atlas Works, Old Trafford,

6

Tel, Nos.: 683 & 793
Trafford Park.

8. 8

SOLE DESICNERS
-_
THE

MANCHESTER.,

::

AND MANUFACTURERS

CELEBRATED

Jo13.

1

i
rel

ALL BRITISH

QUALITY and EFFICIENCY.
THE ACME OF PERFECTION

Owing to the ACCURATE CLOSE
SPACING these Instruments take
up much less room in Panel.

which means wide Tuning
range..

The J.B. TWIN Condenser
For Double Tuned Anode
Circuits, capacity each half
0oo25 mfd. .. 19I6 each

11

:88'075
.0005
OQ03

I

Ú

-.

II

'00025

II

ÉRÑIER

8t671-

ASSEMBLED

and DIAL
PACKING
and

POSTAGE
Extra.
559 One only 6d.

p

t.
la

519

4/9

Two

Three

.

9d.

.. 1/

i'Q JS

11

'Phone: Gerrard 6187-Head Office.
Let Green 1225-Works.

-

Trade inquiries Invited.
&

Merrimán Ltd., London, E.C.

Glasgow and Belfast.

Messrs. J. H. Taylor

&

Co

,

Macaulay Street, Huddersfield.

.I2

8

14

O

35

0

5

to 3
to 6
II O
II 10

ce

01'1

S

ll

IR.ELESS ENGIIEERS

JACKSON -BROS.
Condensers only

15000
20000
22000
26000

0

Write for post freeCatalogue.
We have always in stock Igranic. R.L. Lissen,
- Sterling, Woodhall, T.M.C.. B.T.H.; Marconi-Osram,
Cossor, Ediswan, Mullard, Dubilier, Siemens. O.R.C..
Amplion etc., components in great variety.
Open 9.30 a.m. to 8 p.m. Saturdays I p.m. TRADE SUPPLIED.

Condenser
, ExPerrs,
8, POLAND ST., OXFORD ST., LONDON, W.1
Wgrks: LEWISHAM, S.E.
STOCKISTS : Messrs. Pettigrew

I2I00

9
9

" Davenport " Lightweight 'phones, stamped B.B.C., each
pair 17/6
pair fully guaranteed
per pair, 11/- and 15¡6
Adjustable 'phones, 4,000 ohms
.
finish;
lacquered
panel
-mounting,
for
Coil Holders,
7/6
2 -way, each 5/-; 3 -way, each
Filament Resistances, excellent smooth action; not the
each 1,9
rubbish usually sold at this, price
Nickel or Brass Switches (small), for panel -mounting;
each 2/S.P.D,T., each, 1/3; D.P.D.T.
L.F. Transformers, ratio 5/1, tested and guaranteed...each 10/6
each 5/Potentiometers, 250 or 450 ohms
each 1/7
Crystal Detectors upright, enclosed in glass
Do.
Do.
horizontal, enclosed ... each 1/6, 2/-, 2/6
2/6, 3/ each
Do.
Do.
Perikon, enclosed
Brass Rod, screwed, 2 B.A. 2Nd., 4 B.A. 2d. per ft. length.
dozen.
Brass Nuts, 2 B.A. 2Nd., 4, 5, 6, 8 B.A. 2d. per
each 4/9
H.F. Transformers, 350 to 450 metres
Variometers, complete with knob and dial ... each 2/9 and 3/8
rock
same
at
the
constructor,
the
Everything else for
bottom prices, and all SOLD UNDER GUARANTEE.

Obtainable through- your Dealer or direct from yhe manufacturers.

Manutadurtrs of Variable

4150
4940
6380
890o.

-

One hole mounting, LARGE
metal to metal bearings, END
PLATES, made by special
process which ensures LOW
DIELECTRIC LOSSES. This
is a very -important feature
for SHARP TUNING.

Min. to Nlax..Ratio exceeds
47 to a by N.P. Lab. Test,

1250
1500

d-

Max.

THE HOUSE FOR ALL

----

Those with a reputation for

COMPLETELY
WITH KNOB

-

s

1280
155o
2045
2980
4000
4970
6100
7000
8200

price.
s.

OF

Precision
Variable Condensers-

Example:-J.B. oor mfd.

I000

Pirtoid, Manchester.

Trade Mark.

LOW MINIMUM CAPACITY

::

Telegrams

Wave -length in metres
with oor Variable
Condenser in shunt.
Min.

250
300
goo
500
600
95o

(MANCHESTER), LTD.,

o

-I

,Coil No.

H. CLARKE & Co.

5
5
5
5
5

7 o
7 10

1520
2300
3100

'

Manufactured only

s d

.

PORTER

S,
5(,.Mó'Or
rti
LONDON

W

I
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RANG -E.

By COLIN H. GARDNER, F.R.A. (Midland Organiser of the Radio Association).
The article below gives some very clear and concise information upon the subjects of high and low frequency
amplification, and amateurs adding amplifiers for the first time will find the article extremely useful.
O O

0 000

0 0 00

Iany radio receiver we -have -two types

H.F. Amplification.
In the first plaee, it is possible for astate
of affairs to occur in which oscillations are
present in the aerial -earth system, but these
are so weak that they will not operate the
valve or crystal used for rectifying them.'
Fortunately for us, a very weak oscillation
indeed will operate the valve when used as
an amplifier, and we can thus amplify the
oscillations to sufficient strength to operate
the rectifier. Ths process is known as high frequency amplification, and has the effect
of making audible stations a long distance
away which previously set up such weak
oscillations in the aerial that the rectifier
was not operated. On tillé-other hand, the
extra strength obtained from a nearby
station is not very great.
High -frequency amplification is therefore
useful for increasing the range of a set.
Where an indoor or frame aerial is in use,
high -frequency amplification is almost
essential if the set is to work efficiently, as
such an aerial " collects " such a small
amount of energy that the detector is very
'rarely operated efficiently if no such amplification is used. With an outdoor aerial one
stage of high -frequency. amplification with
reaction will fetch in broadcasting from
distances of over 150 miles. Two stages will
usually allow of the user receiving any
British broadcast station anywhere in Great
Britain. Three stages of 'such amplification -

are generally too difficult to manage and are

The second type that we refer to is
what is generally known as power amplification. This type of amplification is used
where very loud music or speech is required.
Special valves are used, and a 150 to 300
volt battery is generally used in place of the
usual 60 or 90 volt battery.
them.

of electric currents present.. One is
an oscillating current, and -the other a

direct current. The first is in the aerial earth and tuning circuits, and the second in
the telephone circuits.
Because the oscillating current changes
its. direction many thousands -of times a
second, we usually call it a high -frequency
current, and the other current we call a low frequency current.. It follows that we can
magnify or amplify, as we more commonly
say, either the high or low frequency
currents to obtain the desired strength of
reception, and each type of amplification
has its own merits.
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H.F., D. and 1 L.F. 50 miles
10 miles
H.F. D. and 1 L.F. 100 miles
20 miles
2 H.F., D. and 2 L.F. 150 miles
50 miles
All the above are considered as being for
the British broadcasting stations under
normal conditions.
Sets employing two, stages of high frequency amplification are a little more
difficult to manipulate than the others.
Low -frequency amplification does not add
to the difficulty of manipulation, but is
inclined to produce distortion if more thantwo stages are used. High -frequency amplification tends towards selectivity. In other
words, it is easier to cut oist your local
station. In this respect, the use of reaction
is also a help, but if selectivity is to be
obtained it 'is most important that the
aerial -earth system has as low a resistance
as possible. This most appreciably sharpens
up the tuning. The writer has often had
complaints of the difficulty of cutting out
the local station when he has been aware
that the instrument in use is easily capable
of doing so, and in nearly every case has
this been due -to a badly designed aerial
earth system.
2
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1

LOUD
SPEAKER.

1

For reasons which will be explained later
a small battery known as a grid bias battery must be used under such circumstances, and it may be taken as a good
rule that - any type of low -frequency
amplification may be improved by the
use of such a battery. This is a point worth
noting whelk purchasing a set.

V

:

HEADPHONES.

Grid Bias.

A

1
11'-((slt

Á¡

--

"P.W." Combination Set constructed by Mr.
G. Fisher, "Hampshire," Dryburgh Avenue,
Rutherglen, near Glasgow. Some wondertul longrange results have been obtained on it.
,J
The
A.

The purpose of this bias battery is to
snake the signals distortionless. It does not
run down in use any quicker than if it were
placed in a drawer doing nothing, and it is
preferably adjustable in steps, as anychangc
in the type of valve used or the value of the

high-tension battery requires a corresponding change in the value of the grid bias
battery.

-

'.

-

.,.

utilised in commercial, broadcast
receivers, though there are a few exceptions
Capabilities of Receivers.
to this rule. .If three stages are used reaction
We may thus summarise the performance
is usually dispensed with.
of a set roughly as follows :
'Low -frequency amplification has .the
HEADLours
effect of magnifying the rectified current,
PHONES.
SPEAKER.
and we may therefore say that low -frequency
Detector only
30 miles
amplification increases the strength of a
Detector and 1 L.F. 40 miles
5 miles
station which is already strong enough to
Detector and 2 L.F. 45 miles
15 miles
operate efficiently the detector.
1 H.F. and Detector 150 miles
5 miles Increasing Signal Strength,
2 H.F. and Detector 300 miles
15 miles
For use- in an ordinary living -room oñe
100 miles
1 H.F., D. and 1 L.F. 200 miles
stageof low -frequency amplification is often
1 H.F., D. and 2 L.F. 250 miles
150 miles
all that is necessaryto operate a loudspeaker,
2 H.F., D. and 2 L.F. 400 miles
300 miles
but two stages are advisable for demonstra- - These are for a- normal aerial, but under
tions out of doors or in large halls. There
favourable -conditions these ranges may be
are two types of low -frequency amplification
doubled: or at night -tine even multiplied by
and there is no very strict line between
hrtee. Where H.F. is :used it is taken for
not

granted that the instrúment is fitted with
reaction otherwise no reaction is used.
Using a frame aerial with sides akout two
feet long, the ranges are approximately as

Quality of Signals.
Where low -frequency

amplification is
used an opportunity occurs for the designer
to " juggle ' with the received music and
speech, and instruments are now on the
market which allow of the best results being
obtained for different classes of music. A
gentleman listening to one such instrument
not long ago passed the remark : " That is
not So-and-so's orchestra,is it ? And, on
being told that -it was, went on further to
say, " Well, wireless improves it a good
deal." Always hear the instrument you are
going to purchase, and if possible hear a
number.
Much beautiful cabinet work
disguises instruments .which reproduce
music far worse than any gramophone.
Whilst on this point it is interesting to note
that the loud speaker is rarely at fault. Ans
good make of loud speaker is capable of
reproducing really mellow and distortionless
music if it is given the right supply from the
instrument. Most of the tinniness and distortion so often put at the door of the poor
loud speaker is due to faulty design of the
set. This is not só noticeable on the headphones as the volume of sound is less.
The potential purchaser of a wireless set
should not be too optimistic concerning the
reception of distant stations. With a climate
such as we are blessed with in this country,
there is a fairly constant electrical disturb.
ance in the atmosphere, and this is always
causing unwanted sound in the receiving

instrument.
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CRYSTALS.

By J. F. CORRIGAN, M.Sc., A.I.C.
Some details about crystals that will prove of interest to amateurs
who use that type of detector.
O. O O O 0000 0 0
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greasy, pearly, silty, etc.

wireless circles one sometimes hears

These terms are,
however, self-explanatory, and therefore need
not be further discussed. The peculiar silky
appearance of some mineral substances is the
result of their fibrous structure, and many
kinds of asbestos exhibit this type of lustre.

1 somo specimens of crystals being

referud to as possessing metallic lustres,
whilst others may be said to have vitreous
lustres, and so on according to the particular
nature of the surface which the crystal
possesses. The lustre of a-crystal 1s a
property which is entirely distinct from its
colour. It is really a term used to denote
the particular shine and appearance which
is exhibited by the mineral or crystal.
We have already seen in this series of
articles that the actual colour of a mineral
id one of the characteristic properties of the
material, and in a smaller way, the lustre
which is possessed by a mineral is also
characteristic of the substance. The difference between mineral colour and mineral
lustre, however, lies in the fact that the
latter characteristic is only a
property which is possessed by the
mineral when it exists in the mass
or lump form, whereas its true
colour still persists, no matter how
finely it is powdered. -

Distinguishing

-

'

-

"Faked" Crystals.

The lustre 9f most of the different
varieties of minerals which are used for
radio reception is usually of a metallic
nature. Somó of them, however, exhibit
other lustres which will be seen from a
glance at the accompanying table. The
study of mineral lustre is of some import.
a:nec, because by its
means many gentrine minerals may'
be distinguished

.1924.

from faked compositions without the
necessity of having recourse to chemical
analysis. It is .often very easy to imitate
the colours of minerals, but to artificially
impart the peculiar lustre which chaisetenises the true mineral is very difficult.
The accompanying table, showing the
lustre of various rectifying minerals used in
MINERAL.

LUSTRE.

..

..

Corundum ..
.
Galena
Graphite ..
Iron Pyrites
Malachite ..
Mol vbdenite
Silicon .. ..
Tellurium ..

..

Bornite

Carborundum ..
Copper Pyrites ..

7.incite.

,

..
-

,

.

.

-

..

Sub -metallic
Adamantino
Sub -metallic
Vitreous
Metallic
Dull -metallic
Sub -metallic
Vitreous -adamantine
Sub -metallic
Metallic
Metallic
Adamantino

wireless, may be. useful to the amateur who
wishes to make sure of the kind pf crystal
he possesses.

the spacing between the wires
which would give a value approximate to that of a full length
house aerial, the whole took the
form of the one in the illustration.
The' ends of the wire are taken to
terminals on the frame, from
either or both of which connecting
leads are .taken to the receiver.

Reflection of Light.
The lustre of minerals is dui
to the peculiar nature of their

Frame Aerial Useful.
surfaces, and it depends upon the
This 'type of aerial possesses
way in which they absorb or reflect
certain advantages, since it -can
the light which falls upon them.
obviously he moved from. one
If, for instance, a mineral reflects
room of the house to another;
back most of the light which falls
while in the case of an outdoor
upon its surface,- it is said to
aerial the receiving set is confined
possess a high degree of lustre.
to the room where the leading -in
If, however, most of the incident
wire comes. Why, then, have an
light is absorbed by the crystal
outside aerial at all ? Because
or minerals its lustro is referred
any type of aerial may be regarded
to as being dull.
as a feeler arm supplying to the
The lustre of minerals is
receiver energy it picks up, and
usually divided into two classes.
therefore the larger the aerial -and
viz., metallic and non-metallic.
the higher it is the more energy it'
Minerals which exhibit metallic
receives. So an outside aerial
lustres have, as the name implies,.
becomes a sort of overhead carpet,
described
below.
Inset,
the
on
the
apparatus
-in
at
Bournemouth
Listening
the peculiar shine which is so
having more power than an
smalk set employed.
characteristic of ,all metals.
inside one.
When using any type of portable aerial,
Galena, which under the guise of some
proprietary " its " or other glistens in
a somewhat more powerful receiver is
the crystal cups of countless amateur
required to produce the same volume of
crystal receiving sets, possess a metallic
sound over a given distance as could be
obtained with the large overhead type.
lustre to a high degree.
The
frame
possesses
many
aerial
Non-metallic lustres of minerals are
Nevertheless, portable wireless has charms
which
advantages,
least
of
not
,the
more complex to classify, and they can be
unknown to the home user. The up=tois
its
portability.
divided up into several different kinds. A
dato " portable " man does, so to speak,
diamond possesses an adamantine lustre
carry a broadcasting studio in his pocket
THE aerial in the illustration is made -indoors or outdoors, he listens -in.
' because it ,has such a very high power of
of a light wooden framework rescattering .the rays of light which fall on
sembling a Maltese cross about
its surface. Many of the heavier minerals
Compact Receiver:
4 ft. square, the arms having small ebonite
also possess this property to some extent,
Within a few miles range of a broadcasting
in.
insulators
fixed
on
them
at21
apart.
to
and thus we find that the lustre of the
station the type of aerial described will Work
There aro 10 insulators on erra aim, and
rectifying mineral, zincite, is described as
admirably with even a small crystal set,
upwards of 80 ft. of wire altogether, which
being of a\gub-adamantine nature.
having no upkeep cost. For longer distance
is wound round the insulators so that the
work the more sensitive thermionic valva
Types of Lustre.
whole has the appearance of a spider's web.
must he added.
Vitreous lustre-i.e. the lustre of glass,
The wire is single flex of the kind used for
need not be described,at any length. Some
electa'ic lighting, although ordinary bell wire
Using the simple set shown in" the
of the coinmon varieties of rnineralsexhibit
is cheaper and answers splendidly. I had
'illustration, in which case the whole outfit
this type of lustre, quartz and calcite being
in mind the fact that the aerial might'
weighed only 2 lb:, I héa,id `concerts re;specially good examples of the type.
conveniently be collapsible for ease in
cently in all parts of the Royal Bath Hotel,
Other sub -divisions of the non-metallic
carrying it about, and after some calculation
Bournemouth, from the lounge to my bedlustre of minerals and crystals are resinous,
as to the amount of wire required, and
room, and even when in bed !
'

PORTABLE
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E beg to announce.-that from now
Wireless
onward
Bceiving Sets ill be designated by the
kgistered Trade "ame_

7,-_-_-----

.=----

e

.4.

(Registe-ed Trade Mark)

This ñame in the
"

style

shewn above will

appear on every B.T.H. Receiving Set, and
will also figure prominently in all future leaflets.
and advertisements. The name Radiola coupled
with the B.T.H. monogram' on any receiving
set guarantees that set to be the best of its kind.
o.

tRadiola Bijou" Crystal Set
,t a moderate
10s. (B.B.C. Tariff Is. extra)

A

well designed highly finished receiving set
Price, complete with one set of headphones.

£3

fladiola

Crystal Set (Model A)

Complete receiver -with alternative crystals, enclosed in
highly finished case. Supplied with one pair of headphones.

A

£4 15s.

Radiola. I

(B.B.C. Tariff Is. extra.)

Valve - Crystal Set

" Reflex" circuit. of treat
set embodying
Supplied with one pair of headphones. H.T.

A valve -crystal

selectivity.
battery and B5 valve.

£ 11

Radiola II

Os. (B.B.C. Tariff 6a. extra)

2 -Valve Set

-

Employing one of the most up to -date "Reflex" circuiis.
Supplied complete with one pair of headphones. H.T. & L.T.
dry batteries & B5 Valves. £21. (B.B:C. Tariff 15s. extra)

Radiola

3 -Valve Set

A 3 -valve dry battery receiver complete with loud speaker.
B5 valves & H.T. & L.T. batteries. Loud speaker and batteries are contained in receiver cabinet. Supplied with one
pair of headphones.
Os. (B.B.C. Tariff £1 extra)

£50

-Houston Co. Ltd
The British Thomson
Wholesale only.
Works :
Sole

Coventry

London Office

A gen's for the ¿Music & Gramophone Trades:
THE MURDOCH TRADING COM?ANY,
59 & 61 Clerkenwell Road, Lsndon; E.C.1

2113

"

:

Crown House, Aldwych, W.C.2
fflranches at: Belfast, Birmingham, Cardiff,
Dublin, Glasgow, Leeds,Liverpoql, Middlesborough, Manchester, Newcastle, Swansea,
Sheffield. -
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BUYBRITISH GOODS ONLY

AT LAST!

=
=

p,

12

[1.5

=

FREE RE -CHARGING

_

AT' HOME.
Every valve set user
knows the inconvenience
of the periodical journey
to and from the charging
station and the expense
involved.

E.

The Runbaken Radio Charger
charges up your

accumulator
from any D.C.

'.

lamp -holder
and keeps it"up

`;

=_

to scratch," and
does it quickly,
..

S

>_,

..

e

to

cleanly and

.'

cheaply.

No cost is involved
when charging at
night, as the illumination is not affected.

144 out time

,
'

t,

Ir

,

_

-

Price

30f-

THE RUNBAKEN MAGNETO Co., Ltd.

_

Write for leaflet.

Derby Street, Cheetham, Manchester.

MANCIIESTER: 2es, Deansgate.
Guaranteed
LONDON
142, Gt. Portland Street.
94, Albion Street.
five years.LEEDS:
LIVERPOOL: 16,- Hardman Street.
:

Are you a tt local. listener"tied down., to , one station by
powerful local :broadcast ?
If so, they experience of the
writer of the -accompanying
letter suggests a way out for
you.
-

.14IP1

!

t
'---.

;:

e

British
Co'

tion ,,in _Ericsson Multivalvé
Receivers of the utmost reactance pérlilitted by regulations
aided by highly selective loose_
.
coupled circuits. . ._

Mr:

Glasg

MThfg

3.12,23

'
o°

Dear Sirsbe of int. refit ton my
of your
that last

able
tolknorwaerl Sets.h one
wog
\ Glass I cleasating

-

THE

front th et °n
Statron, °ndti thastoe^°btc
h to
theenrough
with such steel, git
r this
rn to
at

males

Loud Speaker. fortnancjrorn
ar the
a very goo
bean
lion
it.
any snterruP
focal station. faith
B.

tally

wascti

.

SELLING DEPOTS:

: 19, Bridge St.,
Deansgate. NOTTINGHAM: W.
J. Purse S Co.. Traffic Street.
BIRMINGHAM :14-15.5uow 11111.
SCOTLAND: Malcolm Breingan.
57, Robertson Street, Glasgow.
N.E. ENGLAND: Milburn Ho..
COLNewcastle . on - Ty..
CHESTER : 121. High Street.

Write
needs.

THE

EFFICIENT

THE dew improved ' Broivnie Wireless ' with its solid moulded
nickel fittings, coupled with its tested omits
- -and- highest
- - -grade
¡ its many thousands of users, makes

_

.i

n CIF

Gi IRtj,Il
_

I

on the market irrespective of price.

76

supplied erected and
with B.B.C. stamp. Requires
::
10/- licence only

t
,

,

air

-

Endors.d 6y £di:ors of
Popular
Wireless,' " Amalea], Wireless.
Electricity,

t

I

ebonite cap
endorsed by

it the 'most attractive crystal set

Now

THE

&c.

J.W.B. WIRELESS CO.,
Street, W.C.2.

-Plus B.B.C.
Royalty,..-

t
I
1

.

/
I

post
6d. extra.
ByJ

19, Garrick

slating your
Ask for our splendid

lists or apply to your nearest
Ericsson Agent.

International Buildings,
Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

MOST

OF CRYSTAL RECEIVERS

us to-day

The BRITISH L. M.' ERICSSON
Mfg. Co. Ltd.

MANCHESTER

...Wil~110111,1111111>,

'BROWNIE WIRELESS

I

Nothing is spared 'or scamped
in Ericsson Multivalve Receivers. Every detail is perfect
-transformers, condensers,
wiring, woodwork, etc.

=

riled write for

.

o dare et ,o

new

_

W.I.

BIR\LINOIIAM : 192, Corporation Street.
BRISTOL: 14, Colston Street.
icaJfel oJ.A.G., model.
GLASGOW : 367-369, St. Vincent Street.
DUBLIN : 17 Claro Street.
AGENTS WANTED
PARIS: 40, Hue Brunel.
11IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIÍIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII111111III111111.:

If A.C.

The' siriking success of this
listener is due co theincorpora-

f,:

_,

1
V

P
LltSg

Why throw away your iN
broken valves when we can
repair them equal to new ?

7

We specialise in the repair of Thermionic Valves, and have exten.
sive works with the most modern Plant and Machinery -installed

PRICE LIST.

Receiving Valves (detectors and amplifiers) 7/6 each
Post Free.

VALVE
RECEIVERS

1°

t

-

7.5.

-ü,

x.' : ,

iws

e,

-

.

.ia,M

DULL EMIT 7ER VALVES CANNOT BE REPAIRED.,
TRADE TERMS ON APPLICATION.

The 'Valve Renewal Co.,
4-5, Mason's Avenue, Coleman Street, London, E.C.2.
'Phone

:

London Wall 5184.
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MUSIC FOR ALL.
0

F

By PERCY A. SCHOLES (Music Critic of the B.B.C.).
With the advent of broadcasting the biggest problem in the history of music has presented itself. Catering for
all tastes is no easy matter, and Mr. Scholes discusses the various musical problems and their solutions in the
following article.
O O O
000c-o ., 0 O OOOOOO 0 0 0 0 0 oo..
0.000 0.+ 0 0. 0 0 0

0

-c-<Coco

.

being that to enjoy symphonies you must
have plenty of symphonies, and unless something has made you very keen about music
you are likely to overlook your opportunities of hearing them.
Most Important Event.
Then came the pianola and the gramophone, and in a few years the taste for
symphonies, sonatas, string quartets, and
the like was enormously widened, so that,
whereas at first people only bought gramophone records of dance music and popular
songs, nowadays, when a gramophone
record of such works as Beethoven's famous
Fifth Symphony," or Vaughan Williams'
" London Symphony," are issued, they sell
at once--" like hot cakes."
But even the popular gramophone
left thousands of people indifferent to good
music of the more complex kind. Again a

one with another," people in every trade and
profession, people of every grade of education, people of every temperament.
But unfortunately those people at present
fall into two classes, musically speakingthose who have already learned to enjoy the
more advanced and complex music, 'and
those who have not yet learned to enjoy it.
Fully to satisfy those two classes at
the one time is not merely difficult, it is
impossible. I, as a musical man, would
like symphonies and string quartets every
night, with, perhaps, just a few minutes of
Savoy band, for the sake of its rousing.
rowdy, rhythms before I go to bed. And
songs about " Roses," and " Gardens,"
and " You," I don't want at all, disliking
both their words and their music. My
neighbour, who has heard few symphonies,
wants a whole evening of sentimental song-cum -Savoy.

Then came a development of
instrumental music,.. and gradually, during the next century
or two, were developed the forms
and styles of the fugue, the
sonata, the symphony, and the
string quartet.
But all these forms, the madrigal, the fugue, the symphony,
and so forth, were, for some time,
aristocratic forms of music. They
were enjoyed in the houses of
noble and rich, and were hopelessly beyond the reach of the
great masses of the people,
thousands of whom did not even
know the meaning of such a
word as " symphony."
C..^
And even to this day the
Country people, in remote parts
Alfredo Lever, the well-known Italian artist, frequently listens to a
of Europe, are still singing their
concert whilst at work.
old folksongs, which have merely
one line of notes-i.e. are mere
melody-though ' often very beautiful little initiative was needed ; not everybody
melody; or dancing to their own old folk - thought of exploring catalogues and finding
kinds of music that were new to them.
dance tunes (which, again, are mere melody
What the gramophone left undone
single line of notes played upon such an
instrument as the fiddle) ; and such people wireless is going to do. All kinds of music
are now being received in the people's
have, even now, never heard the word
" symphony," or, if they have, do not know homes-ragtime, sentimental songs, sonatas,
and symphonies. They are now put at our
what it means.
disposal, and we .can have them as effortIntroduction of
lessly as we make use of the gas and water
But in towns the appreciation of the more that enter our houses through pipes, ór the
developed music has widened. The first electric current that enters them by wires.
public concerts in England began near
This, I maintain --and I believe that few Fleet Street, in 1672. Public opera perform- musicians yet realise it)-is the most imances began in London during the latter portant event in the whole history of the art
part of the Commonwealth. Gradually of music. None of us can yet see what will
then, music-i.e., developed music as opposed be its outcome, but it is certain that it
to primitive music)-was put at the service will, in quite a few years' time, change the
of those who wanted it, provided they could
mind of the country, so far, as the appro.,
pay for it-and a new epoch began.
ciation of music is concerned, thus probably
But note that even amongst those who greatly encouraging musical genius.
could pay for music, thousands remained
Every class. is interested in broads.
still very simple in their tastes. the fact casting-" high' and low, -rich and poor,

Programme Difficulties.
We cannot both have our
demands met, and for the
moment there is a clash of
interests, which I personally
think the B.B.C. is reducing s
far as it can by a pretty fair
division of programme timewith a shy, kindly leaning, as I

THE most fascinating problem in the
history of music is the one of which a
solution ié now being sought.
Consider the history of music in a nutshell. Music began as a very simple art,
which all could enjoy. For centuries it
consisted of nothing more than a single
line of notes-a mere melody or tune."
Then, about the seventh or eighth
century of our era, it began to develop in a
new way. It was realised that several notes
might be sounded together, making what
we call " chords," or harmony, and several
tunes woven together, making what wa calf
counterpoint.
This went on until, in the sixteenth
century, there was in existence the most
wonderful choral art, that which expressed
itself, for instance, through the Elizabethan
madrigals.
The Growth of Music.

"

/T

'

\. \-

-a

Opera.

think, to the side-of

my

neighbour.

Tastes will always differ in
music as in literature, pictures.
- food, games, and everything else.
but the gap between my neighbour and myself will narrow
even within Ythe next twelve
months, and I, on my part, must
he patient with him, and he, on
his, tolerant. w ith me.
broadcast
The future is rosy for both of
us. In- a year or two he will
find his enjoyment of life
widened by the appreciation of forms of
music that are at present a dead letter so
far as he is concerned. Arid as that comes
about the programmes will, by his wish,
gradually change in character, so increasing
my pleasures.
Very Good Value.

Nothing has been taken from any of us
by the advent of broadcasting ; 'on the
contrary, something has been added to our
life and its music. We none of us get a
whole week's programme of exactly the kind
of music we most like, but even discarding
all we dislike, we have all of us very good
value for our fifteen. shillings per annum !
If there is any determined " low -brow "
reading me, one who swears that nothing
will ever induce him to like anything beyond
ragtime and sentimental songs, I invite him
to cut this article out, keep it for one year,
or for two years, and see whether my
prophecies come true..
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extra precaution. The number of terminals
required are five. The detector is a bought
one on ebonite base ; this cost Is. 3d.,

A CHEAP BUT EFFICIENT

completely assembled.- A small hinge is required to fix the movable coil on the
small block of wood D, Fig. 3 ; also
see photo. If one can get a very stiff
hinge, so much the,better ; if not, one must

CRYSTAL SET:
By F. W. FLEWS.
neat portable receiver that is capable of efficient reception is always useful
and amateurs will find that the set described in this article will provide very
good service besides being extremely neat in appearance.
O'O 0 0 0 0 0
A

E, Fig. 3, and the wire threaded through,
leaving about 6 in. projecting for joining
up to the terminal on the outer side of
the upper eir movable coil.
Variometer Tuning.
Nov proceed to wind the coil in a clockwise manner, first on the underside, then
through the slit and across the upper
surface of the coil, going round and round
until the requisite number of turns is
made. It will be advisable to put' about
23 turns on either side ; this will .make
46 complete turns on coil No. 1. The
movable coil is wound in the same way,
but this will require 25 turns on each side
50 turns in all. The end of the wire in
each case is brought through two holes
on the outer edge of the coils at a position

the lay -out. The
heavy dotted lines indicate how
the connections are made beneath
the baseboard. Procure a piece of mahogany,
walnut, or oak and, with the aid of the
scale on Fig. 3, bore the holes the proper
distance for the terminals, and also where
the wire connections are brought
drnm
through to the
>rauna
1111-upper side and
Ikhdpr
vice versa.
FIG. 3 is a plan of
.

/f1avaini, Co,)

is

to raise

and

to fix on the hinged
movable coil. The
length of this piece
of wood is Pi in.
The underside of
Fig. 1.
the base is -also
raised by two similar sections of wood, placed
from end to end on the longer sides ; this prevents the terminals from coming into contact
with the table when the set is in use.

Fig 3.

-

.5"5a
o

r r-n---'

PHONES.
The lay-ont and wiring

provide means to hold the upper coil in
position when tuning. In any case, a piece
of thin wood will he required to fix the
coil on to, as seen in photos. This measures
4¡ in. by 11 in. by } in. thick. The coil
is screwed on, and the hinge fixed on the
base of this narrow support, and placed
exactly 'over the fixed coil ; the exact
position to screw the lower portion of the
hinge will then be seen.
The wiring. can easily be seen from the
photos and diagrams, while the wire used for
wiring the underside connections -is 20.
S.W.G. rubber -covered copper. Tuning -in
is done by raising or lowering the hinged

e

-

-

('

N

,JO

The coils, two in number, are cut to the
scale shown, using fibre or stout cardboard. Mine were cut from the latter,
and then varnished and dried three times.
They are both wound with 24 S.W.G.
D.C.C. The diameter of the inner portion
of coil is 2 in., and the circumference,
which measures about 41 in., is divided
into seven equal parts, and spaces cut
out as shown in sketch ; these spaces arc
almost 1 in. wide. Two holes are bored at
nrf

COIL.

-

also

&ailAkiminai

Winding the Coils.

FIXED

.

D, Fig. 3, is a
small piece of wood
I in. square ; this

fired Cod

r

coil.

The finished receiver."

corresponding to C, on Fig. 3 ; this will
be sufficient to anchor the wiring firmly.
The finished coils will then appear
like those seen in the above photo. .For the
Glasgow wave -length on a moderate -size
aerial, I found 38 turns on' the fixed coil'
sufficient, and 42 turns on the movable
coil, and the front end of coil was about
21 in. from the lower coil when the set
was working satisfactorily.
The fixed coil is screwed down in position
on to the base, which should have been
previously varnished twice. Fig. -3 shows
the location of this coil. The inner end of
wire is taken to the underside through one
of the holes at E, Fig. 3 ; and E, Fig. 2,
shows the same wire reappearing on tito
underside, and it is taken through the
panel at B, Fig. 2, and on the upper surface
it again appears at B, Fig. 3 and 4.

/

J

.,

e

-

a

"
Fixing the Components.
The end of wire on sauté coif at C, Fig. 3,

is'taken to the aerial terminal also on the
underside. The terminal holes in the baseFig. 2. The simplicity of the wiring Is easily'seen
from this photo.

board were well varnished to prevent
leakage of current, and ebonite' washers
were also placed on the underside as an

Fig. 4. A view of the top of the pane!.
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The long life battery.
The superiority of EXIDE Batteries for every class
of Radio work is unchallenged.

Battery buyers may 'need some guidance as to the
best type of battery for a particular purpose.
We therefore publish- the following

CUT THIS OUT FOR REFERENCE.

TABLE. OF RECOMMENDATIONS
AND BURNING HOURS, BETWEEN CHARGES.
Type of Valve.

Valve

1

3 CZ 2-1
Ordinary Bright Emitter 1...
28

t

2 Valves

3 Valves

3 CZ 4-1
28

3.

33/6
1

Type " R " Dull Emitter

..

48/-

HZ 2

1

100

.

17/6
I

Pea -Nut Dull Emitter

DTG .,
36-

06 Amp. Dull Emitter

CZ 6-1
28 -

,

1

HZ3

78/6
HZ 4"

1

40

1

HZ 2
43

24/6
1

"

HZ 3
50

1

24/6
1

.

HZ 3
37

5/-

17/6

17/6

21/-

211-

2 DTG
106

2 DTG

2 DTG
38

2 DTG

10/-

10/-

10/-

10/-

10/-

60

Battery Type.
Burning Hours.
Price
Battery Type:
Burning Hours.
Price

HZ 4
30

2 DTG
290

-

Battery Type.
Burning Hours.
Price

89/-

40

21/-

"

HZ 2
75

5 Valves
3 CX 6-1
25

26

63/-

HZ 2"
40

17/6
1

4 Valves
3 CX 5-1

Battery Type.
Burning Hours.
Price

27

Prices are uncharged, without acid, except the DTG
type,- which is supplied fully charged and needs
only acid adding to be ready for service.
High Tension Batteries and other types of LT Batteries are
listed in Leaflet 4027.
ASK FOR COPY.
.

Order now from Dealers or Exide Service- Agents.

CLIFTON JUNCTION,
Nr. Manchester.

40rib
Cr
-

ELECTRICAL STORAGE
COMPANY LIMITED.

LONDON:
219/229, Shaftesbury
Avenue, W.C.2.

tr

BIRMINGHAM: 57/58, Dale End.

,,BATTERIES

MANCHESTER:

1+

Bridge Street.

SERVICE STATION

USE CHLORIDE BATTERIES FOR HOUSE, LIGHTING.
-
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" Fellocryst " Super receiving set ís a simple
and reliable crystal set for broadcasting reception between 300 and 500 metres, úp to a range
of from 15 to 20 miles.
It comprises an ebonite panel mounted ín an
oak 'cabinet, tuning coil, silicon crystal detector,
variable condenser, 4,000 ohms double headphones, 100 ft. aerial, 2 insulators.
The

Price

£3 -% 6

B
TPlaxus

1924.

-

..B.C1/-

The " Lightweight " Headphones weigh under
6 ozs., and are extremely comfortable. With
the special spring adjustment the- earpieces may
be moved into any- desired position or separated
without the use of adjusting nuts. This fitting
Wound
is specially designed not to tear the hair.
to 4,000 ohms, they .are ery .sensitive and are
well made with dura!uinin head bands; stalloy
diaphragms, etc.

Price
Advt.

: -

Fellows

1.8/6

-

A9asnelo Co., Ltd., London, N.IV.10-

32

RADIO GEMS
ELECTRADIX
Valve Wavemeters, Midget Alternators.

Tape
Townsend and
Recorders, Transmitting Gear Amplifiers, lo;- Valve Cabinets,
Remote Control Panels.
ALTERNATORS. 200 Watt Midget Alternators, Newton 52A.-The
most perfectly made little generator used on aircraft give. 500 cycle 10 volts 20

(Pl

-

ships., weight 73 lb., In aluminium cover. The generator of unlimited possibilities, belt or .motor driven. The machines are unused and fully guaranteed. With
quite a small transformer, any H.T. voltage from 500 up to 3,000 volts may be
obtained smoothed and 'rectified. for plate H.T. The wonderful little Machines
cost £36, and are given away at 70/- each. Technical Dept*. and Colleges all
over the world have sent us orders for these and stock is Papidly going and cannot
be replaced. £3 1Os., cash with order.
MORSE RECORDING OP WIRELESS SIGNALS'.-The great demand for
our Siemens, Silvertown, etc. Morse Iiker Recorders, indicates the great interest
taken in receiving and recording wireless signals apart from B.B.C. programmes.
These well-known service recorders are simple in use, reliable, and enable messages
on ally wave -length to be received and recorded at a speed too. high for most to
read direct. The tape record can be comfortably read at leisure. Recorders add
enormously to interest is wireless for those with a -3 -valve set. Magnificent
British work, all brass cased on mahogany, drawer, containing tape reel. Such
apparatus, costing £40, is rarely obtainable, and is_ the last ,of theR.A,F.
surplus. all Instruments are carefully inspected and guaranteed in working order.
.
£6 105. each. The finest bargain offered.
of all Types and Ranges from.Townsend Broadcast £3 or
120/4,000 metres £6 to Lab. Heterodynes £40. All guaranteed accurate.

BRITISH MADE WIRELESS COMPONENTS!
Satisfaction Guaranteed or ..Money Refunded
YOU. SAVE 333 0/0 ON ALL LISTED BELOW
Filament Rcsistánce, 7 ohms .. 1/6
SWITCH ARM, 1st quality
.. 9d
znd
.. .. 7d.
VARIABLE GRID LEAK .. 2rResistance,
5o,00ó-ioo,000 ohms. .
.. 16
Détectors, Dust covered .. ..
nickel or brass
.. .. .. 116
Ditto, unmounted
.. .. 111
VALVE -HOLDER, Ebonite .. led.
VI:NED CONDENSERS, guar- antecd copper and mica, 001,
002. '003, 005, ... .. .. rd.
.

ELECTRADIX CATALOGUE OF RADIO BARGAINS.

.4

-4th edition

o/ our 8 -page Bargain Price List is: now -ready
Illustrated Catalogue. Send 3d. Stamps.

LESLIE DIXON'

&

Do you

'030x,0002,0003,0005

r1

'Phones, 4000 ohms ..
HERTZITE CRYSTAL

" You

..

satisfied

'about
-the panels

you are
.

I am so
With the

Look for

?

-

this regd. trade
mark on all panels.

..

..
..

CABINET

.. 1/3
"Phones ..
& EBONITE PANEL

6 in. by 6 in., each

..

..

.

L.P. Transformer, Encrgo..
H F. Plitg-in type
No. 1 150-450
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RADIO MAIL ORDER CO:

THE BRITISH EBONITE

5/s

r. 6/-

POSTAGE ONE PENNY IN THE SHILLING

If not, write
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., 3:6
.. 3:6
.. 3i6

MAIL ORDER ONLY
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VARIABLE CONDENSERS

7d.

EARTH CLIPS
..
ed.
DI 4LS and KNOBS .. 7d.,101,
A. A.

KNOBS:2 B.A. ..
.. .. £d.
CONTACT STUDS Comp., Doz. 4d.
TERMINALS .. ..Doz. .. 1/-

.. 12/6

PERMANITE
.. .. ..}9d.
PERFECTA
.. .. .. And all other well-known types.
GOLD CATS -WHISKER.. .. fd
SILVER'
.. .. .. ld.
VARIOMETER .. .. .. .. 2/6
Ball Rotor .. .. .. 3/6

rest

quality óf your product that I shall
never -go elsewhere."

::.way
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may

assured >that

feel this

Yr:

with our 1924

CO., 9, COLONIAL AVENUE, MINORIES, E.1.

-

5, Upper Charles Street, London, E.C.
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LOW CAPACITYSHOLL;COMPONENTS.
A.M.I.E.E.
'

'

By WARING S.

Capacity plays a very important part in wireless reception, and as long as it is controllable is extremely valuable;
it is when unwanted and uncontrolled capacities are present in a set that the trouble arises. Especially is its
presence felt where high -frequency circuits are concerned, and in such cases stray capacities should be eliminated
as far as possible.
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FOR the reception of very low wave;
lengths, -such as may be expected in
many experimental or transatlantic
transmissions the reduction of unwanted
or "casual" capacity is of paramount
importance.' Qinite 'recently the writer
found a type of valve socket

that he has-been seeking for
a.

long time.

.

The socket is essentially
a screív, I in. long under
the head, screced No. 1
B.A., and drilled throughout
its length to admit the
standard valve pin.
Nuts are -also provided,
but it is better to discard
these When high -frequency
work is under consideration.
Firstly, we find the
sockets of considerable
assistance in mounting spider web -coils
on the system given by the writer in the

Wireless Review," No. 1, Vol. II., of
December 1st, 1923.
In.place of the ordinary valve /"."
sockets shown in that article, which
are screwed' 4 B.A., the newer type
is to be used. The holes in the
ebonite adaptor are drilled No. 17,
tapping size for No. 1 B.A., and
the sockets screwed home up to the
head.
The top Of the holes may with
advantage be slightly countersunk
and the sockets screwed up fight.
The valve pins .are of the usual
type and are fitted into fibre strips
as previously shown, but in this
case it is advisable to cut the pins
down to the minimum. Fig. 1 shows
the idea in section.
For Low Wave -lengths.
For a wave -length of 100 in. eight
turns of No. 22, preferably D.S.C.,
on a 2 -in. flat former with nine slots
will be about right. but it will- be
advisable to make np several coils
of from four to fifteen turns to éover
as closely as possible the wave -lengths
likely on this transmission. .

The frequency is naturally very
Fig.
high on these short wave -lengths,
and unless the capacity is kept down to a
minimum, it will be impossible to tune
down to very short wave -lengths, and, also
the circuit will
unstable
add prone to
.

oscillation.

For use with
such a Circuit a

low -capacity

valve -holder is
necessary, and a
very good one
may be made,
using the same
type of socket.

For a valve -holder only, a piece of i -in.
ebonite should be squared up to measure
.13 by 13. in., and having taken an impression
of the pins of an actual valve on stout
tinfoil, these dimensions should bé transferred to the ebonite by means of a scriber.
If the worker is handy with a soldering
iron, it is far better not to fit terminals,
but to screw the valve-holder to the panel
and solder the wires to the ends of the
sockets direct.
Fig. 2 gives the necessary dimensions and
a general idea of the holder.
Efficient Valve Socket.

Where terminals are unavoidable they
should be . of the smallest type, and the
ebonite panel should be made larger, say
2 in. square.
The writer has actually made up a panel
2 in. square with filament resistance complete,
a photograph of which is given in Fig. 4.

It is probably about the smallest and lowest capacity panel of its type yet produced.

but before doing this it will be well to try
a valve in the holder to ascertain if the
clearance is sufficient.
In this case the ends should be tinned
inside first, and any surplus solder cleaned
off before screwing into the panel.
The greatest care
must be taken to
avoid, over -heating
the sockets, thus
loosening their hold
in the tapped holes.
Even the pins of
the valves them
selves may with
advantage be cut
down, but unless the
worker is highly
skilled the operation may prove
disastrous to t h e
valve.
This type of holder -is strongly recommended for H.F. panels, as, unfortunately,
two valve -holders per panel are
introduced at a point just where
they are desired least.
A

Vernier Condenser.

Following up the idea of reducing
irregular capacity, we come to the
logical sequel of adding capacity
where required in the small increments necessitated in H.F. work.
A very material factor in this connection appears in a mechanical
vernier adjustment of the condenser.
The writer has tried many ideas,
s
but has finally settled down', to the
type about to be described.
Generally speaking, after a short
trial, a good type of reducing -gear
of this.nature will be employed permanently, and therefore the writer
distinctly prefers to make the whole
gear permanent, and
not trust to slack or
spring -operated devices, which sometimes engage and
sometimes do not.
Fig. 3 shows the
essential parts óf
4.
The panel and resistance constructed by the anther.
the device, consisting materially of t h e
The type of holder using the ordinary
spindle, A; which'should be
valve socket is admittedly superior to the
plain where it' enters the
ebonite pattern, inasmuch- as the air
bush, C, and screwed 2
dielectric has only about one-third the
B.A. at Either -end. - capacity of ebonite, but the length of even
At B, a 2 B.A. washer is
these sockets makes the capacity suffisoldered on dead square
ciently high to be capable of considerable
reduction.
with the spindle and
cleaned up perfectly
H. F. Amplification.
smooth on the lower side
where it engages with the
For this reason it will be seen that the
surface of the bush, C,
nuts had better be discarded, as they will
which -must be of the type
tend to restore a part of the capacity that
fitted with a back nut, and A useful plug-in
we have been so far abolishing.
holder that ha
In some cases the connections may be
should have a head as thin coil
a minimum o
soldered into the open ends of the sockets.
<Continued on page 888.1
capacity.
,
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HOME-MADE PLUG AND JACK
A
This plug and jack was specially constructed for use in a " P.W." Com-

and then filed or turned to shape, as shown
in the diagrams. Before putting this in, file
a flat } in. long half -through the threaded
part, ands solder a length of copper connecting wire on.

..,...

Making the Adapter.
Slip on a length of insulating tube and
bringit out of a hole drilled

bination Set owing to the difficulty experienced in obtaining suitable components.' It has the advantage over bought plugs in that terminals are fitted
for 'phones or loud speaker.

00 .

O

o

difficulty in
obtaining jacks and plugs, it was
decided to make them, with the following result. The drawings will convey
to the craftsman sufficient information to
enable him to do the same ; however, a few
hints may be acceptable to those not
having much -experience in the use of tools.
Material at hand was used in the construction, and the dimensions given need not be
strictly followed, since, having plenty of
room, I was somewhat generous in this'
respect, but with reasonable caro the
novice.can be assured of success.
The principal points to be careful of are
that the hole for the plug, which is made
long to avoid play due to wear, is made a
good fit, that the screws which -hold' the.
inner springs do not come into contact with
the plug, and that the central wire connection of the plug is properly insulated.
To proceed, cut and square up the ebonite
to the dimensions, mark centre line on face
and edges, and start the long hole for the
plug from both ends. (The smallest size
Slocomb centring drill is very handy. for
starting a drill true.) Meet about the centre,
and be sure this hole is not too large, or a
loose, fit is the result. If the size given is
adhered to,. and a No. 2 Morse drill is used,
the tube for the plug will just enter and not
go through.
HAVING experienced

c..,^-o ...^o-o->.,.

O

a

.

The springs can then be held together by a
screw and nut and all filed up to size at once.
The contacts as made are 22 et gold, but
I believe they would answer quite well "if
.the ends of the inner springs were filed to a
blunt V -point, and turned .outwards to
meet the outer spring. They should be
adjusted to give a little on making contact,
and so keep bright.
The plug is made of Fin. bare,brass tube
with an ebonite bush shouldered and driven
in the end with a switch stud screwed into it

Springs and Contacts.
Always test a drill for size on a piece of

waste material, as both material and grinding, if done by hand, influence the -size of
the hole produced. To get your hole a good
fit proceed thus : Cut off about 3.in. of the
tube and file a flat at one end reaching
in. up the tube slanting towards 'the end,
where more than half the diameter is
removed, leaving the
burr produced by the
file. Plug the other
end so that it will
' s.,. .
not crush wren held
in hand vice, or similar tool. Turn this
through the hole
already drilled, and it
14BA
will act as a broach
and produce a hole
an exact fit, providing too much matze iwta
erial has not been left
tippet
for it -to remove.
4aA
The springs or 3.tS Kn<
BA
blades should be of
hard rolled German
Bross T sr
silver or brass, and it
is better to punch the
holes in this thin stuff
than to drill them.
Procure or make a
nail punch, see that
Fic 2
the angle where face
and -sides meet is sharp, not turned in.
Make a lead dab by melting some lead
and pouring it into any convenient shape
in. thick. Place the spring on this, and a
sharp blow On the punch will cut a clean hole.

t- r..

i

h
-..Stend,ird TckphoneTermiryle
/.
LOW -CAPACITY
COMPONENTS-.
(Continued from page 887.)

through the sleeve, which t...
acts as a stop to the plug.
This sleeve should be sold- WOW d Cuttiy Tgs
ered on, and a wire turned
round the tube and soldered. This should he taken
round one of the screws in
the adapter, the central
wire going to the other.
Liner Spring
The adapter is made by
to
Gern,,]Mrr.
taking a piece of ebonite of
dimensions given, drilling a
central hole to fit the plug, and at each side
of it a Fin. hole. Drive a piece of brass tube
in each of these and file off flush. A centre
punch is lightly driven ,in tube to expand
the ends, and thus are fixed the tubes
firmly in the holes, which should have
previously been chamfered out slightly.
A word as to hammering or riveting on
ebonite. This must be carefully done or you
will find a nearly finished piece of work
coming unstuck if roughly used.
31V5í

-

-

Finishing Off.
Soldering about ebonite should be quickly
done, and for this cleanliness is essential
if a neat job is to be made. After cleaning
keep the hands off. it-use pliers and
Fluxite, and hold the bit so that the metal
to be joined is brought to the same heat as
the melted solder. A clean, sound joint will
be the result.
Tlie terminals should have the threads
filed off the parts which go into the adapter,
and then be split with a hacksaw, like a
valve pin. If a nut'or washer is put under
the head of the screw of the terminal spade shaped connections can also be affixed.

nut fast and screwing up the lower one,
and then just a partial turn down to the

upper nut, which will render all secure.
The whole assembly may now be adjusted
to make firm engagement with the edge Of
the condenser dial, and the back nut of
the bush tightened up permanently.

Time photo., Fig. 4, shows the device in
as possible. The position of the condenser
use, affording a reduction of about four to one.
dial should nów be marked by scribing a
In practice the fine adjustment will be
line at its circumference-quite a small are
found a great help' in close tuning.
will do-and then marking the position of
thet bush, allowing about
IS- in. to overlap the dial.
A clearance hole should
now be drilled at this point,
and opened out to a slot
running to and from the dial
to provide for adjustment.
:uuuidau14N%
In assembling, the spindle
has a rubber tap washer
placed over it to form the
friction wheel, GI, next a
washer and nut, and lastly
ril
the knob, D.
V
.
The bush is now inserted'
apeo
in the panel slot and screwed
up finger tight only.
]
The spindle is put through
the bush and secured with a
spring Washer, E, and two
nuts, F, which must be locked
up tight by holding the upper
Fig. 6. The variable condenser with micrometer adjustment.
-

3
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Read what Experimenters
say- about Ediswan Valves
That the name "Ediswan" represents the highest
standard of efficiency and reliability is proved beyond
doubt by these records of actual results.

Darlington, t4th January, t924.
Regarding toy reception of -Calgary, Canada, CFCN, with 3 -valve
Broadcast Receiver, using Edtswan.4.R. Valves, I have also hadlhe following

/1//

stations :

,./

-

'

//
/
/1.

-

PWX

WMAL
WGY

1:

WMAF

Cuban Telephone Co., Havana, Cuba.
Trenton Hardware Co., Trenton, New Jersey.
General Electric Co., Schnectady, New York.

-'IJW

In all 18 American transmissions, all taking place on an inside aerial,
WMAL could be plainly heard sft. from the phones, the last being anamateur
station calling A RRL.
t* As I do a lot of experimental work, especially lotíg distance receiving, I have
tried many makes of valves, and I have always -had best results with your
A.R. Type. The advantage I have found is that they are.superior to the others
that I have experimented with in the following ways: their action being very
stable (a great advantage in long distance receiving), they are good H.F. and L.F
A,nplifices as well as good Detectors, and clear speech is a special feature
'
I do not hesitate in saying that the A.R. valve is the best high
temperature valve that I have had experience with, and I can recommend
same for all types of receiving, either Broadcast or Experimental.-H.W.T.
.

Type A.R. o6

Near Cosham, Hants.
I recently had an opportunity of testing three of these, and I must say I was
surprised at their amplifying power. Two of these valves gave much better L:F.
amplification than three ordinary R valves. A.R. o6 valves I find are exceed.
ingty good for telephony. They seem to give much clearer reproduction, and
provided there is no vibration, they are wonderfully quiet.
J. H. C. H., A.AI.I.R.E.

Type " A.R." and " R." 12/6
Type "A.R.D.E." 21/- (Dull -Emitter).
Type A.R. '06 30/- (The Latest Dull -Emitter).
This Valve can be run off dry cells, reducing upkeep costs
-

j'
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a

The current consumption at a filament voltage of
2'5 volts is only '06 of an ampere.
Have you had your FREE copy of Illustrated Booklet
"The Thcr,nionie Valve"? If not, send a postcard to -day.
Your Dealer holds stocks to supply you.
If
not, write us direct, giving his name and address.

minimum.

'x

The safety Cap (Prov.

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
-123/125, Queen Victoria St.,E.C.4, & 71, Victoria St.,S.W.i
Branches in all Principal Towns.
Works :-Ponders End,

Contractors to H.M. Admirals,'
War Office,
Royal Air Force.

Middlesex.

p15bVqti
Buy British
Goods Only.

=` l

E-VERYrNING
"`

eI.ECTkIGLII

.

-

'

-

.a

,

Pat.) which is now
fitted to all Ediswan
Valves. The filament
are shorter in
lens
ength than the plate
and grid pins, thus
avoiding any chance
of making surface
with the
contact
wrong sockets.

p2>

'
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CONCERT GRAND

TRANSFORMER
The most wonderful InterValve Transformer in the world

L.F. Transformer.

Make this Test.

The New Eureka Concert Grand Transformer marks a new stage in Wireless
development and constitute's probably
the greatest advance yet made in low frequency amplification. Its amplification is constant over the entire range
of .speech and music frequencies. Its
windings are non -resonant to any speech
or music frequency. It is absolutely
guaranteed to give both a quality and
volume of tone never before produced
by any transformer at any price.

Try a Eureka against any Transformer you
know. Note its wonderful amplification
over the whole range of speech frequencies.
Note the enormous improvement in stone
quality and the -complete absence of
self - resonance at all audio - frequencies.

Two' Models to Choose- From.

,

The Eureka is made in two models : Concert Grand for
first or single stage and No. 2 Model for second stage.
Both are completely shielded .in steel, with a copper
deposit over all, and equipped for either base or
panel mounting. No. 2 may be used as a single stage:

Concert Grand Model 30!-.

I4o.2 Model 22/6.

TRADE NOTICE : Eureka advertisements will appear in the principal Wireless papers during February and the following months.
Order -yoºr stocks to -day and be ready for the heavy demand.
CCCC

Made in Great Britain by

IP

,613l:Kti

THE ELECTRIC APPLIANCES C°

mar.ver

"

!r

The"

7 & 8,

LEEDS: I, Oxford Place.
Scottish

Gramaphix''

Loud Speaker.
This is a most efficient device, to
which the ordinary head -phones are
clipped by a simple pressure on the
spring clips. Mounted on the NEW
IMPROVED
RESONATOR, the
voice is well and evenly distributed
throughout the room, removing all
necessity to " listen -in."

GRAMAPHIX, 146.
IMPROVED
RESONATOR,
Postage 9d. extra.

RICHARD MELHUISH
1D'ireless

LTD.,

7;6:

Established
1825.

Electrical Engineers and Wireless Experts,

/IÓ

List" J" Post Free. 50, 51,

& 84,

Wires and Cables

Telephones : Holborn 240 and 71r.
-

Fetter Lane,

LONDON, E.C.4.

A

LTD

FISHER :STREET, LONDON, W.C.1.
gents

:

:

" Nattiness, London."

MANCHESTER: 9, St. James' Square.:

BLACKIE, FULLER & RUSSELL, 30, Gordon Street, GLASGOW.

Satisfaction, or
Money Returned

f

l

Stocked by. All
Reputable Dealers

v

All our Instruments are BRITISH MADE
throughout in our own factory-only the finest
materials are used' in their manufacture.
Lightness and comfort combined.

PHILLIPS'

HEADPHONES

Extend your range and hear all broadcasting stations

--,,)SAVE MONEY.
LI a,y.
A

ll%
c

_

Latest 1924 Model de Luxe Set
of Parts Complete in handsome
polished

_

*SON

W. DAVIS

Cabinet,

assembled

Ebonite Panel with latest improvements and simple instrucPost sitions for wiring ready for use
as illus. roe/0 RESULTS GUARANTEED.
A Purchaser writes.-" I tune into Newcastle

/
/YLLSY/S

¡L

- OUR UNBEATABLE VALUE.

8

quite well although the range is about 45 miles."
BEST RESULTS are obtained
only by using "EXCELITE"
the new SUPER Crystal. Every
piece GUARANTEED. pbtainPost flee.
able only from us. Price per box

116

Sets of Parts from 7/6. LISTS FREE.
'Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded.
TRADE SUPPLIED.

T

SON,ROAD'156,CHE-CROYDON.

.

The MostSensitivePhone on the Market. Aluminium Casings,
Fitted with Stalloy Diaphragms, Comfortable CrystallateEar
Pieces, Nickel Plated Spring Headband, with all Adjustments. 4,000 Ohms Resistance, B.B.C. Stamped. Magnets are
of High Retentivity, Five Feet Leads, and Made by Ourselves
Extract from a testimonial dated Jan. 21st:
I have been specially recommended to
obtain a pair of your headphones by a friend
/
who, 'Inc me, la unfortunately very deal,
PER
n. t yours are the best he has been able to PA
i R
RANTEE
12 Morass.
Everything ins Wiretese.
tl'rite for Catalogue.

.

!f

WIRELESSIC

4

17o

POST FREE
H.05hiIIii&SonsLa

MANUFACTURERS

8I,TURNMILL ST EET.LONDON.E.C.1
One minute from

Farringdon Street Station (Met. Rly.)
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THE SHEFFIELD RELAY STATION:
considerable amount of discussion regarding the relay station's transmissions has been going on at Sheffield.
Interference from land-line noises was experienced, and special tests had to be carried out by the B.B.C. before
the trouble could be remedied.
00
O00 0
0000,0
PE-»..1-c
A

.

0

SHEFFIELD, the first town in England
to be linked to a broadcasting station
by means of a land line, is the first one
to complain. And, it is to be admitted,
not without due reason.
The chief complaint was that the power
which the station uses (100 watts) was -not
sufficient to allow users of crystal sets to
receive the broadcasting with sufficient
strength unless they lived within a few
miles of the relay station. It is obvious that
in such a large town as Sheffield there are
many who live in the suburbs, where it is
not possible to get.good reception without
a valve, who desire to hear the broadcasting
without going to any further expense than
'a crystal set entails.
;

1

Re -transmission Tests.
As things stood, these people

but so that the service should be free from
interruption, he. decided that, instead of

The shortage of amateur transmitters in
this district is very noticeable. Only two
connecting Sheffield to Manchester it would work regularly. These are 6 R O and
be much more satisfactory if it wag con2 A S. The first is owned by Mr. A. Taylor,
nected to Birmingham. The reason for this! of 122, Wellington Street, Cardiff, while
being that, of the country traversed by the 2 A S is situated at Penarth, a few miles
two lines, that of Birmingham was the most outside Cardiff, and is owned by Captain
W. H. Moon.
suitable to ensure a continuous service.
.

Improved Results.
So Sheffield is now connected by land line

to Birmingham, although the receiving
station at Greenhill, which is just outside
Sheffield, is still kept on, as experiments
in this line will- be carried out occasionally.
A marked improvement in the reception
of the broadcasting proves that Captain
West's deductions were correct.
V

*

2I H

at the Technical Colbut at present no telephony transmitter is in use, although one using a power
of 10 watts is to be erected ultimately. A
11 -kilowatt spark transmitter is at present
is situated

lege,

'installed.

*

:1 -

Another amateur, Mr. Sanderson, tells me
that he hopes to get his
station (call sign 2 U Q ) in
operation shortly, but . is at
present experiencing' difficulty
With his H.T. -supply.
The
address of this station is 23,
Palace Road, Llandaff.

either had to contentthemselves
with poor crystal reception, the
*expense of a good valve set,' or
,nothing at all, while people simi-'
lady .situated in' oúr other large
towns can get the best possible re.
*
*
.
isults on the cheapest of sets.
Owing to the fact that their
!Complaints had also been received
headquarters have recently been
.stating that even when reception
sold, the '14th Cardiff Lord
was loud enough, it was not
Mayor's Own .Troop of Boy
clear or free from interruption.
Scouts recently found it necessary
Ever ready to do their beat in
to "dismantle their transmitting
cases, the B.B.C.' did not turn a
-station just when it had reached
(leaf ear to Sheffield's ' appeal,
completion; and it is doubtful
and Captain West came down
whether 2 U N will be re -erected.
to Sheffield to see what could
Thís station was originally deAbe done about the matter.
signed so that the Scoutmarier
When he came down Sheffield
could keep in .touch with his
was linked to Manchester by
patrols when under "canvas, end
Means of a land line. There was
in this way put the parents in
only eñe possible alternative to
touch with their boys.
this, "and that was employing
'wireless reception. The idea was
A Wireless Booni.
'to pick up Manchester's signals
While wireless dealers -in some
Lane,
Mr.
R.
134,
War
by
Clarke,
constructed
An
cabinet
set
a
efficient
of
wirein Sheffield by means
Barborue, Birmingham.
parts of the country will tell
dess receiving set, then to re you that trade ís bad, I was
*transmit these signals, after they
With -regard to the power of the station, informed by many dealers in Cardiff that
had been amplified, to the Sheffield ether.
Captain West reminded the Sheffield they could not obtain supplies from the
So Captain West carried out experiments
listeners that the Sheffield relay station was factories quick enough, so great was the
Ito see if this latter idea was feasible, but
it was found that, while the broadcasting licensed by the Postmaster -General for demand for accessories in Cardiff and Wales
generally.
100 watts only, so, much as the B.B.C.
came through fairly well, it was at times
would like to, they are unable to increase the
quite blotted out by jamming. So it was
Major A. Corbett -Smith, the popular
decided that this method could not be power of the station at present.
director of 5 % A, is much more well known
relied on completely.
in literary circles than is generally supposed.
Alternative Methods.
In 1905 he was called to the Bar and served
there with much success, and since this date
The land -line method also lías its drawNOTES.
among his writings are : " The Balance,"
backs, for not only is it expensive-the
." The Evolution of Modern China," " The
Post Office fees for this class of line being
Some impressions gathered by
Chinese Drama Yesterday and To -Day,"
very high, although á special rate is allowed,
" Ariel " during his recent visit
" The Chinese and Their Music," " The
to Wales.
-hut the results so far obtained were not
Retreat ' from Mons," " Active Service
satisfactory. It was then suggested that
Chats," The National Opera Handbooks,
if these two methods were combined the
He is also responsible for' many
seems even more etc.
results would be more satisfactory. That is
BROADCASTING
popular in Cardiff than in London, musical works, perhaps that Most genertály
to say, use the land line until the least sign
which certainly is a good testimonial known being " Elizabeth," an opera to bis
of interference takes place, then switch
to the excellency of the local transmissions. own libretto, which was produced in 1923.
over inumediately to the wireless -receiving
There seems to be more aerials_ to a given Wounded - twice in the war, he did mileh
set. After numerous experiments had
work in entertaining the wounded' .anal
area in this city than in any other broadbeen conducted Captain West decided that
troops in action. .
casting centre I have. visited.
the land -line method was by far the best,
_

I

CARDIFF

.
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SOME men are dogged by ill -luck. Others
are overtaken by it. Others are born
with it clinging to them like eyebrows.
In one of these categories must be the man
whose sad tale was related to me recently.
Our story opens-as the film captions
say-on the day when Sir Boyled Hoyle's
closed, and he -left his wordly goods to be
shared between the collector of death duties
and the orphanage patronised by the
Postponed Irish Stew Syndicate, of which
he had been a decayed director. As most
of those goods lived in bins in his cellar
they were not negotiable, and were, indeed,
of little utility to orflings. So there was a
great auction sale, during which a bottle of forty -year -old brandy was passed to a
man called Bones in exchange for sixty
shillings. He was not called Bodes in
exchange for sixty shillings. He paid that
for the bottle of brandy.

A-M-lE E.

, r-eras..'.

rendered outside Colonel Bagsby's, dashed
badly with a game of poker, and was
received with the warmth of ten degrees
absolute temperature.
Graggs pushed on.
At the doctor's, " Good King Wenceslas "
floated out of the loud speaker at strength
twelve squared, but was marred by interjections of speech-hoarse speech. Graggs
reckoned they were having trouble with the
He had always disnew microphone.
trusted that microphone. However !

Downfall of Graggs.
Outside Canon Koodle's he adjusted the
receiver to an especial sweetness, and
turned on " It came upon the midnight
clear." Gosh ! What splendid reproduction'! What a Marconian transmitter !

Cy-

Novel Idea.

Nowt Bones raffled the brandy, and
raked off Eighty shillings, which he
invested in all -wool undies, and hence,
deservedly, passed from our ken. The.
ancient spirit was won by Graggs the
unlucky. Unlucky, because, since the age of sixteen, he had flung approximately
seventeen pounds into variotis raffles-and
had received in return a German alarm
clock, worth three shillings, and this bottle

o'medicine.

Christmas, 1923, drew near. Ile proposed
to call unto him certain bosom cronies, all
radio -mad like himself, and to -broach with
A
them that bottle on Christmas night.
glorious undertaking-for those who liked
it. He felt warm at the prospect, benign,
godlike. He drew the cork two days before
December 25th, just tó smell the medicine.
The aroma made him feel like a king in
He thought Christmas Day
Babylon.
should rightly be on December 23rd. Then
he felt contrite at such unorthodoxy; -had
another sniff at that divine cork, and made
a great resolve.
` Say it with müsic;" was, his thought.
Let others share in 'your' gladness if they
cannot (and they cannot share the brandy.
(OIr! gross soul of man!) Accordingly, he
resolved to carol around the neighbourhood before the--er-opening ceremony.
His plan -was tó trundle a four -valve= set
with loud speaker round ono. barrow, whilst
the other glad partakers -to -be transmitted
carols from his home by wireless. A novel
treat for his neighbours and co -ratepayers !
Broadcast Carols.

-

Thus it fell out that on Christmas evening three prize stiffs, A, B, and C, were
left in charge of his bull -pup, his gramophone, complete with 100 needles and eight
double -sided records of earolian nature,
and his transmitting set,, whilst he, heavily
clad and fortified with brandiferous emotions, set forth with the barrow, complete
with dinky frame aerial.
The opening carol went with a buff" The First Nowell." -This performance,

1924.

Passing the dreary hours. A night watchman
listening-in on a portable set.

Only a few more carols, and then, hey !
for good company within doors. Who
would be the policeman on Christmas night ?
But what was that ? There came upon
the midnight (or thereabouts) clear, the
spirit of melody metamorphosing itself.
Graggs had an impression of the broadcast Lord Mayor's Banquet, a fleeting
flash of jazz, a roar of laughter, 'a lot of
clinking noises, half of " Ours is a nice
house, ours is," and a miscellaneous assortment of conversations. A vision of the
Canon standing upon the canonical steps

`>-

with a canonical look on his face finished
Graggs, who switched off and sneaked off.
Yes ! In searching for another accumulator A had spotted the bottle, and shown
it to C, who had asked B what they had
better do about it. B gave his verdict,
and the rest agreed without worrying about
a quorum. A jorum was what they required.
The Canon still deplores, vide the Parish
Magazine, the rowdiness of the neighbourhood and the prevalence of jazzmania,
and cocks a severe eye at poor Graggs, who
was in November well on the way to a
churchwardenship.
How to Begin Wireless..
And now I must fulfil the promise I
made' last- week, and let you into a few of
the'secrets of how to begin wireless. .You
begin it with a W.
No, no ! I did not mean to waste that
one on you this week.
Well, first of all, you need an aerial
(sometimes called a naerial or a haerial,
according to where you learned enainecringy.
And then you need an " earth," but this
must riot be the gas -or -water -pipes because
-oh, well, I forget the theory-something
to do with the white lead in the pipe -joints.
Any expert will explain it to you. Try
" Ariel." Between the aerial and earth you
have to tie the " set "-between heaven
and earth, as you might say.
The ways of acquiring a " set " are, as I
have warned you, numerous. You can
buy one. I recommend this method. It
cheers up the advertisers. You can' go to
Trafalgar Square, and put down your hat
and beg for one: This method is, cheap
but lengthy, and only to be recommended
to persevering people. You can make one.
You have to be a cunning craftsman to
make a set from first principles,' so to
speak-a hewer of wood and drawer of
wire ; one who scrubs ebonite mid is
acquainted with templates.
" Hook Ups."
I can riever' bring myself to regard the
fellow who delights in hatching out sets
from the raw as a pukkha wireless gink.
More of a' model maker, what ? Does he
worry about wireless after the last coat of
-varnish is dry ? Just long enough to give
him sufficient data to tell the Editor a few
choice bangers about the reception of
American -stations, and then he has conThis chap'
ceived another mighty work.
is more interested in saw cuts than in
circuits.
Personally, I warm more to the " hookup " method, and there be many who will
applaud me. In hook-up you just join up
various gadgets with wire ; there's nothing
else in it. But by this method you can try
six or a dozen circuits during one programme of the B.B.C., and in the doing
thereof spoil no good ebonite or wood.
Not a chip on the carpet, my dear lady !
A hook-up hubby is a thing to strive for.
All done on the kitchen table, anti not even'
a screwdriver required. Next week, I shall'
-tell you about hook-up. Watch this spaée !'
Order early !
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HOW WE COMMUNICATED WITH AMERICA.
By 2 S Z (Mill Hill School).

During the recent amateur transatlantic tests a great deal of success was achieved by many of the stations, among
which the well-known. amateur 2 S Z played a conspicuous part. During the tests from that station the 100 -metre
wave edas extensively used and proved once again to be ideal for long distance -low power communication.

cocoo
IT

not easy for a school to take part

is

in transatlantic wireless, even on the
receiving side. It is a deed of darkness
.which during term time is neither consistent with school regulations nor conducive
to other work during the day ; and in
the holidays both masters and boys have
a habit of going home, especially at Christmas -time. Nor is it really the work of a
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The converter and transformers at 2 S Z.

j

'wireless society, in its corporate capacity,
for it is essentially a one-man job, and the
last thing *which the operator wants is
company to help him either in sending or
listening -in.
Initial Difficulties.

However, our chief operator, C. W.
Goyder, undertook to try his hand in
what promised to be the first successful
amateur transatlantic test, which was
.being organised' by the R.S.G.B. to take
place between Dec. 22, 1923, and Jan. 11,
.1924. The school station was entered
for the test, and a 250 -watt licence was
obtained from the P.M.G., supplemented
a few days later with permission to
use
the 100 -metre wave -length on
occasions.
The difficulties were great. The new
science buildings, which afforded the only
'possible site for an aerial, were still in the
hands of the builders, and our prospective
wüéléxis room was only 'approachable by
a ladder, 'mid planks and scaffold poles,
trays of mortar (useful as candlesticks),
and other pitfalls. On some nights we
could only get in by crawling underneath
the trestles. The walls and ceiling were
unplastered, the floor was .unlaid, and
the window -frames had to he stuffed with
paper to keep out the draught. It was a
dreadful place in which to spend even one
winter night, and the test was to last for

twenty.

Collecting the Apparatus.

A cable from the

.

physical laboratory
brought filament current, while power for
transmission came from the sanctuary of the
chapel itself. For the cable we used
German flex of wartime manufacture, of
magnalium wire and paper insulation,

purchased at Stevens' auction at 4¡- a
hundred yards. The voltage drop was
considerable, but our transformers rose
to, as they were borrowed for, the occasion.
A Crypto commutator rectifier, ordinarily
used for accumulator charging at 30 volts,
provided an admirable synchronous motor,
and was fitted with a home-made commutator 8 inches in diameter with half inch ebonite spacings between 2 brass
segments, and, as the carbon brushes left
a deposit on the ebonite which soon began
to spark, across, we copper -plated them.
But the plating soon wore through, and_
we had what can only be described as the
impudence to solder copper strips on the
plating on the brushes-and it rectified
our 4,000 -volt current : throughout the
twenty nights almost without a spark,
and was .running at its very' best on the
'last night of the test.
Commencement of Tests.

Auto -transformers were requisitioned
for chokes, glass condensers and an inductance on an 8 -inch ebonite former were
quickly made, and a flat 5 -wire aerial,
55 feet long and 22 feet above the roof,
with 10 -foot spreaders, and a 45-foot cage
lead-in, with rings of 3 -ply wood, brought
in through the roof, was erected by Goyder,
and other members of the wireless society.
For the counterpoise 8 wires were stretched
between 2 cross wires below the aerial,
which were themselves attached to the.
tiles by picture hooks. The counterpoise.
lead-in was also a cage.
A
supplementary
earth consisting of a

copper earthing mat,
belonging to the O.T.C.,
was buried under the
window at a depth of
3 feet.
A separate
single -wire .aerial,
directional for America,
proved very useful for
receiving. A couple of
O 250/C valves were
generously and willingly
loaned to us for the
test by the Mullárd
Radio . Valve Company. Rheostats, voltmeters, and ammeters
from the physical laboratory completed the
equipment of a station,
which had thus been
furnished almost entirely out of our existing resources.

valve.

W.L.'

scheduled time to transmit, when radiation
'suddenly dropped 50%. Could not locate
trouble, so worked schedule on half radiation,
using 2 valves. Radiation 4 amps, N.L.
210 -metres. Bad night, snow, then slush
and mist. No Americans heard.
Peculiar Mishap.
DEC.

23.-Sent according to schedule.

First transmission, radiation 4.5 amps.,
W.L. 212 metres. Later, radiation 4.2
amps., W.L. 202 metres.
not found.

Cause of trouble

DEC. 24.-Radiation still worse with
coming of rain. Tested leakage between
aerial and earth, and between counter=
poise and earth, by putting full 4,000 volts
direct on each. Discovered large .leakage
from counterpoise to roof due to an unobserved piece of wet string, and shown by
large brush discharge. Set now working
O.K. Radiation 5.5 amps. But more
troubles to come. During first transmission, a red spark and smoke appeared
behind one valve. Outer glass punctured
by sparks jumping from grid leak throngh'
the glass with which it had been left in
contact. Valve ruined. Valve taken back
during day and new one obtained (the
writer would express his appreciation of
the kind and prompt way in _which the

.
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Mr. C. W. Goyder at work during one of the tests.

The

Hartley circuit -was used. On Dec. 18
the school broke up, and on the, 21st
Goyder went into " residence."
The following extracts from his diary
should not be uninteresting. The interpolations in brackets are mine.
DEC. 21 (Night before beginning of test).Received 1-C M P, loud, steady, good tone.
2 B G H, steady, faint strength. To 8 V F
A C faint.

1

210 metres.
DEC. 22 (First night of official test).-Set
working well until last moment before

e

.L

from 8 Z D.

Radiation 3.6 amps, using

Sent several times.

Mullard Company helped us out of this
unexpected difficulty).
DEC. 25.-Set adjusted with new valve
and valves increased to proper brightness,
as it, was discovered they had been under loaded before. Radiation increased considerably, and after final adjustment
unable to measure it for want of propel
instrument. Plates just red hot after
(Continued on page 694.)
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HOW WE COMMUNICATED WITH AMERICA.
(Continued from page 893.)

15 minutes' working. Set working excellently. W.L. 201 metres. Sent according to schedule.
DEC. 26.-Same adjustments as on 25th.
Hot wire ammeter suspended as a shunt
from 3 inches of aerial lead-in read 1.2
amps., with plate current of 90 milliamps.
Set working wonderfully well. Schedule
sent, W.L. 201 metres.

Results Improved.
DEC. 27.-First test
2 S Z, one of 16 stations (9
2 Dutch) heard to date

report received.
British, 5 French,
with code words
verified. Tried to get 100 -metre wavelength with multiple -tuned aerial. Not
much success. (This experiment was discouraged by the writer, who was sent on
the roof in the early hours of the morning
to stand between the counterpoise wires
with one foot on the top of a chimney and
the other on rung of a ladder, and to shóut
over the roof and through the closed window
the readings on an ammeter attached to
an inductance swinging in the galebetween
the far ends of the aerial and counterpoise.)
Later got wave-length and radiation
checked up by glow -lamp on receiving
aerial. Got 112 -metre wave well. ' First
schedule on 200 metres delayed
owing to trouble with aerial ammeter (not
much wonder after its adventures on the
roof). Otherwise -sent to schedule; results
better than on 26th. W.L. 205 m.
DEC. 28.-Experimented with M.T.A.
ón 100 metres, and got 3 on shunted
ammeter. Sent after.6 a.m. on 100 metres,
but no evidence of success.
Schedule On 200 metres. Some trouble
again. Found workmen had thrown a
wire over counterpoise, causing. leakage.
Removed this. Trouble remedied.
DEC. 29.-Changed from M.T.A. for 100
metres to Hartley circuit with series
condenser and got 1 ampere.
Sent on 200 metres to schedule, but
trouble owing to insulation breaking down
on éommutating rectifier. Remedied it
by filing down ebonite.
DEC.. 30.-Schedule on 200 metres.
Called America on 100 metres, but no
reply. Series condenser sparking. Heard
many U.S. amateurs on 200 metres, and
called them on that wave-length, but no
reply.
.

j
.

i

I

First Two-way Communications.
DEC. 31.-Schedule on 200 metres.
Changed mica series condenser for glass
and sparking ceased. No further intention
of trying 100 metres to -night, but heard
C Q from 2 A G B (Dodman, New Jersey),
so called him on 100 metres and received
reply at- 5.45 a.m. Kept up tai o -way
communication with him for some time,
and took down three New Year messages for
France. He reported, " You are the only
European' station heard here to-night.'
Arrangements made to carry on next
morning if possible.
JAN. 1.-No work on 100 metres to -night.
Schedule as usual on 200 metres. Worked
with 8 A B (Nice) for some time, but
regulations prevented sending messages

other than those relating to wireless
experiments.
JAN. 2.-No short-wave work, but got
radiation 9 with shunted ammeter. Heard
1 B D I (Handy, Ovono, Maine) call 2 S Z
on 200 metres at 6.15, and replied on same,
but no success. 200 -metre schedule.
The Final Tests.
JAN. 3.-Worked with Canadian 1 D Q
(Crowell, Nova Scotia) on 100. metres, but
he complained of interference and could
200 -metre
not receive its any more.
schedule as usual. Tried Colpitt circuit
for 100 metres, and got some radiation.
JAN.' 4. -Schedule as usual.' Very bad
night. No Americans heard.
JAN. 5. -200 -metre schedule as usual.
Got the set working better on 110 metres,
using a variable series condenser made by
increasing the spacing between the vanes
of an ordinary variable air condenser by
removing alternate ones, and immersing
it in olive oil to restore capacity and
decrease liability to spark. Exchanged
signals with 1 X W (Schnell, Hartford,
Connecticut), and also with Canadian

19241

D Q after 6 a.m. By addition of B.F.
chokes in filament leads and additional
chokes. in H.F. leads radiation was improved.
JAN. 6.-Failed to wake for last schedule
test only. No other. work- done. Bad
night for reception.
JAN. 7.-Schedule on 200 metres, and
for a few minutes on 100 metres. Bad
night. No Americans heard.
JAN. 8.-Schedule on 200 metres. Called
Canadian 1 D Q at 6 a.m., and heard 1 X W
reply. Worked with 1 X W for 2 hours,
who was able to receive with aerial' and
earth disconnected (by removal of primary
coil) without necessity of repeating any
signals., Afterwards worked with 2 A G B,
who received signals when 4 feet from
'phones. Carried on well into daylight.
JAN. 9. -200 -metre schedule as, usual.
Listened for 1 B D I by arrangement at
6.15 a.m., but could not hear him. Not
a good night, but worked with Canadian
1 B'Q (Greig, Halifax, Nova Scotia) after
7 a.m. on 110 metres.
JAN. 10.-Worked w ith 2 A G B on 100
metres at midnight. Sent last 200 -metre
schedule, and listened and called on 200
metres till 8 a.m.
1

Reports of Success,

.

.
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Part of the transmitting apparatus, showing the
A.T.L and two power valves.

RADIO IN LATIN AMERICA.
THE Argentine. Department of Agriculture

has commenced the broadcasting of
weather reports and market quotations
Through the medium of the
by radio.
principal daily newspaper, published in
Buenos Aires, a news bulletin (unfortunately
exclusively " American " news) is sent out
every night by means of the Service Radio
Sud -America. It is not- unnatural that
this intelligence, bearing an unmistakable
American impress, should prove unsatisfactory to the large number of other foreign
residents in. Argentina,, who are therefore
busily engaged in forming an association
among themselves for the establishment of
an independent service which will not be
subject to United States influence.
A new radio station is in course of erection

Thus ended the test. Within a day
the room showed no sign of ever having
contained a wireless instrument, and was
again in possession of the plasterers. The
weather was not kind-with a few
exceptions. the spell of weather chosen for
the test was 'worse than could reasonably
have been anticipated for wireless purposes
at this time of year.
While waiting for the official report of
the 200 -metre test, cards are coming in
daily from American stations; and we have
received interesting reports of reception
from Lisbon and from Oran, Algeria-the
last station sending a list of our code words
for 5 nights up to the date óf writing. '
The interesting feature of the test
has been the successful two-way working
with 4 American stations on 100 metres
after 6 a.m., by the simple device of readjustment and insertion of the variable
series 'condenser, from the same transmitter, which 'we were regularly and
successfully using for the 200 metre official
tests.
"

for the Compañhia Radiotelegrafica Brasil;
eira, to be erected in Sepetiva. This will
prove one of the most powerful radio transmission stations in the world.
A new Chilean radio company has been
formed in Santiago, capital of the State, the
primary object of which is to establish
plans for radio telephone- and telegraph
communication and to install one or snore

broadcasting stations.

British Apparatus Wanted.

At the same time the company will act
as agent for manufacturers of radio apparatus, and any British firm anxious to
extend their connections to the West
Coast of South America will do well to
place themselves in communication with
the Director of the Chilean Radio Company, at - Santiago. Communications.- in
all cases should be in Spanish, and, where
catalogues are forwarded, these should
also be either in Spanish or French,
English being little understood.
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Send for full details of the
Peto -Scott Unit System today and calculate how much
you will save by building
up your own Receiving Set.

..
e
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_

Technical knowledge
unnecessary here
-yet

these Units conform absolutely to P.VI,C.'s requirements.
-

Instructions for Ause-.,,bIing

VALVE RECEIVING

UNIT 1,40.4

'+

í%p.

Note the illustrated Instruction Folder supplied with the sot of parts for the No. 9 Unit.
Full detallt[ of the whole System are given
In a 98 -Page Catalogue (post free 3d.) or
Peto -Scott's wireless Book 1/3 (post tree li5).

'Prices of Units
in sets of parts
-for home con-

struction.

1.7uner Unit
4.

THE Peto.- Scott standardised
Unit System has been such
an outstanding success for
the last 21 years because it appeals
tb the latent instincts of the man
who wants to build his own Set.

Incidentally, of course, he saves a
considerable amount of money, gets
a good working knowledge of
Radio, and obtains a more efficient Receiver than many of those
put on the market specially for
Ero&Jcast reception.

Versatility and flexibility are the
two outstanding features of this
System. Versatility, because any
combination of valves can be used
at will on any wave -length range
between Ioo=26,000 metres. Flexibility, because the enthusiast can
commence with a simple Crystal
circuit and can add Valves at ally
future time without discarding a
single piece of apparatus previously
purchased.
Certainly no other system. in the
world is so economical or adaptable.

Mail Orders : You will save three to four days' delay by
sending mall orders direct to 64, High
- Holborn, London, as all mail orders

are despatched from that address.

Unit
Unit
Detector Unit
L.F. Unit
Crystal Detector
Unit
Reactode Unit

2. Condenser

'3. H.F.
5.
6.
7.

24/9
34/6
14/9
19/.
34/6

Condenser Unit No. 2

15/6
28/6

All Royalties paid. Engrg,
ing on Panels 2/- extra.
Cabinets 3/6 -extra, except
No. 2 which is 416. Postage paid on orders of £2
and over
Full instructions
with every box.

Detector Unit No. 4

Peto -Scott Co. Ltd

Head Office: 64, High Holborn,

w.C.L
(Only address for Mail Orders)

Branches

o

99, High Holborn,W.C.I.
Liverpool: 4, Manchester Street.
Cardiff : 94, Queen Street.
"ull
.:. i.

a`t

C
Tuner Unit No.

I

t
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bridge trié Atlantic
Gilbert Ad.
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A CRYSTAL BRIDGE
FOR INTERVALVE
RECTIFICATION.
By S. V. HEAP.

THE arrangement comprises a valve -leg
held in the output terminal in the slit
of which a springy strip of brass from
a pocket flash -lamp battery is clipped. The
upper crystal cup is supported on the end
of this brass strip, making contact with the
lower crystal carried on a shorter strip of

3KETCH

1
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or ARRANGEMENT

brass (a slotted keyhole plate) held in the
input terminal of the next valve. This
terminal is usually of the pillar type, and if
not; a pillar type terminal can be readily
substituted.
Useful Device.
A slight turn of the valve -leg holding the
upper crystal suffices to vary the pressure
of contact to the required .extent, whilst
the method of support enables the crystals

minus transformer. Should it at any timo
be desired to revert to valve -rectification,
the crystal device can be removed in half
a minute, and the usual connecting-strip or
wire replaced.
The writer has found the most suitable
combination of crystals for perikon stability
to be zincite and bornite, but in place of
the latter, chalcopyrites 'has also proved
very reliable and efficient.

EXPERIMENTAL
GRID LEAKS.
RECENT experiments have proved that
an grdinary wooden match stick, well
soaked in Indian ink, will function
quite satisfactorily ás a grid leak, and, as
a suggestion, the writer presents the
accompanying idea.
A
A number of match
sticks of varying
lengths are éoaked in
the ink and allowed
to dry. These then
represent so many
grid leaks, as shown
at A, the smallest, of
course, having the '
least resistance. 'The
length of each leak
being different, it is necessary to provide
a holder which will accommodate the largest
as well as the smallest.
Such a device is shown in Diagram B.
Two strips of spring brass are swivelled to
a small matted ebonite base, each strip
being connected to a terminal by means of

,to be moved about freely for adjustment,

A SIMPLIFIED
LOOSE COUPLER.
THE sliding arrangement of the secondary coil of a loose -coupled inductance is simplified to a minimum by
adopting the method to be described. The
sliding support for this coil consists of
an ' ordinary card-

and once set the combination needs no
.attention for weeks at a time.
The use of this device is almost equal to
the addition of an extra valve to the set, as
the detector valve now functions as an
audio -frequency amplifier or note -magnifier,
.

board former, which is
secured to a wooden
disc, attached to a
disc, which
larger
accommodates
the
or
outer
primary
coil. Both discs" are
screwed to a wooden
support in the manner
indicated at A.
Diagram B represents a section side

A

1924.

flexible leads, as shown. The outer ends
of the arms are made to press against the
ebonite, so
B
that a good
contact is ob
tained when
the leak is in........
serted be-

MT

1'

neath them.

It will

be

-seen that by 1,
opening out r
the arms, a
larger size of leak. may be inserted, and also
that each leak may be made slightly variable
by adjusting one or both of the arms.

SOME USEFUL HINTS.
IT

is often necessary- to bore holes in the
edge of ebonite panels in order to mount
or attach them to another panel. Even the
experienced amateur often has great difficulty in doing this well, as the panel splits
during the operation. The reason for this
splitting is because the ebonite panel is
built up of several sheets of vulcanised
rubber which are pressed together in a press.
If, however, the amateur will place the panel
' in -a clamp at the point where the holes are
to be drilled, he will find it just as easy to
bore holes into the edge as into the face of
the panel.

f.

-s

In laying out receiving or transmitting
sets; do not place high -frequency apparatus
in close proximity to low-frequency instruments. If you do, they will interfere with
one another in operation.
view -of .the device. The secondary coil
is made a fairly tight sliding fit over the
supporting ,former, and if necessary a
little grease may be applied. A third
wooden disc is fitted to the outer end of
this coil, this being provided with a small
handle as shown. The instrument may be
used either as a loose coupler, vario.

meter, or anode coupling with reactance,
according to the method of winding and
the connections.
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THE
THORPE
K.l. VALVE
is adaptable to.
every type of
receiving circuit
but more especially' to those employing dual amplification and super -regeneration. The high
efficiency of this .Valve
is due to the employment
of a special anode which
forms a perfect electron trap
Owing to the great surface
area presented.

Here is the

SECRET.
Consumption 0.42
average.

amps.

Filament Voltage 4.0 volts.
Anode Volts 50-100.

British Make Throughout,
Every Valve Stamped B.B.C.

A- new and original method of
exhaustion has been adopted which
guarantees a very accurate degree of

vacuum.-

The Valve has. been subjected to exhaustive tests and has been received with
remarkable approbation everywhere.

ç4QRP:E
KI
4ALVF
Ob!ainab!i of al{ dealers or from the Sole
Distributors for Great Britain and Ireland:

-

BOWER ELECTRIC LTD.9
15,

Grape Street,

Shaftesbury Avenue,

W.C.2,
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Aerial Wiro,CRYSTAL.
7/22 Mare copper.
SPECIAL OFFER
DETECTORS
BRUNET PHONES,4,000
ENAMELLED WIRE. all
:

13/9

ohms
F R E N CH

gauges in stock as lowest

prices.

THOMSONHOUSTON 'PHONES
4,000 ohms, our price
12/9
N. & K. HEADPHONES,
every pair stamped N. & K. 12/6
ERICSSON E.V. TYPE
SMALL EAR (Ebonite

RUBBER LEADING-IN
yd. Id.
WIRE, 3 mm
ALLD.C.C. WIRE, IIh. from 1/
GECOSITE CRYSTALS.
each 1/6
TALITE (Genuine) each
60. 90., 1/
HERTZITE WCeoulneS eseh
60., 90.,
,GENUINE MIDITE, -The
-

Continental)
13/9
SIDPE 'PHONES, 4,000
olms
10/9
STERLING, WESTERN
ELECTRIC.
GECO
PHONE, all 4,000 ohms,

I/

.

.

in stock 19.13.C. stamp)

DUTCH VALVES(hardtrach
S S LR.A R D RCONI,
VALVES in stock.
CRYSTAL DETECTOR,

0h

glass covered

(TWIN). maroon

FLEX

colour

yd.

-

Crystal, in glass
each
_
SHAW ' S GENUINE
Super
phial,

II

MOUNTED HERTZITE
each 64.
CRYSTAL

61.11

each

1/

CAT'S
SILVER
each
WHISKERS

Id.

CRYSTAL DETECTORS
1/6
(enclosed in glass)
MAGNETIC AMAL GO
(Crystal Fixer)
each 410.
W.O. TERMINALS, with
nuts and washers ..... each 1/4.
TELEPHONE TERMINALS, with tints and
each Id.
washers
each 10.
TERMINALS
GOLD CAT'S WHISKERS
each 2d.

FIXED

CONDENSERS.

all Capacities

Bd.

.,..

Please send sufficient in stamps to cover postage,.

JOHN BRAHAM

1/6

lid.

100 ft., 119.

VANES,
CONDENSER
dozen 3d.
TRANSFORMER.
L.F.
Batlo 5-1, best enallty _eaeh 9/6
ADJUSTABLE CRYSTAL
each 20.
CUPS
CONTACT STUDS,' with 4d.
dozen
nuts and washer each 6d.
SWITCH ARMS
DETECTOR ARM and 13)(1.
STANDARD
,
EBONITE KNOBS.2 B.A
each 20.
VARIOMETERS 1/11 and 2/11
MATCHBOX WIRELESS
10to.
SET
GALVANISED PULLEYS 4)d.
,PACKET OF 4 ASSOR- 410.
TED CAT'S WHISKERS
SWITCHES ON EBON-

ITE, S.P.D.T-. quality, the

1/3

st

VALVE-HOLDERS. each Bd.

& 200, BISHOPSCATE, E.C.2

1949-196 .198

Phone.: London (Pall 4091.
NEXT DOOR TO " DIRTY -DICK'S."
Open all day Saturday.
(Pest End Branch: 23, Net) Street, St. Martin's Lane, ir.C. Open all dal. Sahnday. Phone: Gerrard 6183

1,

.
JJ°"
(,

THE LARGEST HOUSE IN THE WIRELESS TRADE
WHOLESALE WAREHOUSE:

t

B R A HA M'S

(Houndsditch), Ltd.,
90, Houndsditch, E.1.
Phone: AVENUE

ci

A WONDERFUL

TUNER

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,

59, WATLING -STREET,
London, E.C.4.
'Phone

_

Price

Price
CABINET, polished mahogany, 61,' x 4' x 4'
Dust -Proof DETECTOR.. .. Unmounted 2/-; Mounted 31 -Other Detectors: Open Type, unmounted
1
0
PER IKON Dust -Proof, unmounted.:
OUR GUARANTEE-Money returned if not satisfied.
C. A. RADCLIFFE & CO.,
,11, PECKHAM ROAD, LONDON, S.E.5.
tt

F.

T.

4 -volt
4 -volt
6 -volt6 -volt
6 -volt

/6

40

.

16/6

60

.

22/0
24/0
26/6
45/3

40
60

.
-

100

.

.

-

EVERYTHING 'ELSE FOR WIRELESS
AND ELECTRICAL WORK,

1/6

FETC.1.l

-

.

Fixed Holder for
board mounting
with termnls.2/3
3, Fixed Holder for
box mounting3/4. Moving coil for
box mountg. 4/3
5, Two-way,
mounted 9/6
6, Three-way
mounted 14/6
7. Shortg. Plug 1/3
RUSSELLHST
W.CK.
EAGLE WORKS. WARWI

(One door, Queen Victoria St.)

Ready charged or' uncharged
2 -volt 40
9/6
.
12/2 -volt 60
16/6
2 -volt 100

Deserip- Price
each
Type floe
r, Fixed Hólder for

HEAD OFFICE AND WORKS

'

ACCUMULATORS

brass fittings. Moving holder
handles insulated

8. Coil Mounts

2972 CITY.,

AND

HOLDERS\
-COIL
Made of ebonite and lacquered
panel fitting 1

:

45, EASTCHEAP, London, E.C.3.

!I

The EAGLE Engineering Co., Ltd.

'

fro.

A. M,UNDAY,

USING THIS TUNER IN LONDON IN CONJUNCTION
WITH A 2 -VALVE SET, ALL B.B.C. STATIONS WERE
PICKED UP WITHIN A FEW MINUTES USING NO
AERIAL TUNING CONDENSER, THIS BEING QUITE
UNNECESSARY WITH THIS TUNER.
TUNING INDUCTANCE, 72 turns, 8 tappings of 8, and s. d.
Price
1
9
8 tappings of 1
as illustrated, less
EBONITE PANEL, 68' x 4'.x

º.

.

ew.

ó.

j,',

.

/.a

208.

aº

detector

-

i ia.

as

in

~rill

íj11111

i/
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the panel a
(very much

improved'

job is ob-

tained.
The next
step in the
Operatic' n s
is very im-

portant, as
it consists
of transferring the
A

Section Devoted to the Interests of the Younger Constructor.
Box
Wiring and tabs

HOW.' TO 'MAKE A
SINGLE VALVE SET.

..

..

'Total cost

..
£1"

s. d.
6 o
1
0
7

0

-

The above -mentioned components can be
purchased in. the form of .a constructor's

amateurs whose constructional
efforts hav-.been largely devoted to
the building 'of crystal Sets refrain
from -starting on valve receivers on account
of the cost of the various components, but
as a matter of"-fact, a very efficient single
valve set can he built up at a very moderate
MANY

set, as shown iii" Fig. 1, and Fig. 4 shows
the complete set ready for use, -from'
which it will be seen that
the whole instrument is
very compact and all the
parts are well protected.

cost

The .constructional features of the set
described below involve no undue complicationS, being of such a nature that the novice
cari turn out en efficient instrument without
-t}íc _use .of elaborate tool egpipment. It is

The Panel.

0.1

dimensions
given ' in
r'
the sketch,
Fig. 3, 'to
the panel, Fig. 2. The broadcast variometer
which has
now been cut out and squared up. One of
two methods can be adopted for this' part
of the work, the first being to draw out a
.template on a piece of paper, and the other
to mark off the various positions direct on
the panel. In the latter case, the centre
line is marked froth one end of the panel to

1

From the constructor's
point of view, however, it is
generally considered preferable to carry- 6;z
out the whole
of the work
in the home

workshop,

for

which.
reason -t h ewhole of the

operations

-

D/MEN5/ON5
involved w Ill
be described
in detail, so
that the article shall include.
full 'working instructions
which are easy to follow.
As will be seen from
the drawing of. the panel,
shown as Fig. 3, a piece
of ebonite measuring 101
' in.
by 61 in. is required,
which may either be pur,
Fig. 1: Components ready for assembling.
chased cut to size or cut
from a sheet. Even if the
contended by spine that_a single valve set
greatest amount of care is
does not offer any great advantages over a
taken in cutting out the
good crystal set, but apart from the steadipanel there is always the'
ness of the signals received, greater volume
risk of the saw running off.
of sound is obtainable, and at the same time ' the -lines, a defect which has
the set provides a useful means of acquiring
to he corrected by squaring
knowledge, which may he applied later in
up the panel by means of a
connection with the production of more
square and file.

_

elaborate instruments.

,

Neéessary. Components.

A good many. amateurs
are so eager to get their sets
built that they are apt to
The component parts from which the '' neglect
the proper amount
set was,' built comprise the folloriing of
attention to the: prearticles
s. d.
liminary stages of the work,
Ebonite panel ..
3 0
and, in consequence, the
Variometer
6 6
finished set suffers considerDial and knob ..
1
0
ably as far as appearance is
Valve Socket .
.1 0
- concerned.
Nothing looks
Switch
2 9
worse than an imperfectly
Terminals .
..
9
squared panel fitted into a
Con I tisers
?'b
oodén ' case;- whereas by
Grid leak ... ..
1
9
taking pains in cutting out

OF PANEL

NOLH POR

the other with the aid of-a pair of odd-legs,
pare being taken to secure an even pressure
of the leg against the side of the ebonite
whilst the line is being scribed.
Fitting the, Variometer.
A square and.a scriber are used for marking off the centre line at right -angles to the

first, .and from these two lines all other
.(Continued on page 900.)

.

:

_

.

.

,

"-

L.TtE403

Fig. 3. Dimensions of the panel.

-

Fig. 4. A view of the complete receiver.
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HOW TO MAKE A
SINGLE VALQVE. SET.
(Continued

dimension lines are struck. A fine pointed
centre-punch is required to mark the dimension points and dividers can be used to
secure accurate spacing between the different
points at which holes are to be drilled. In
making the large hole to receive the valve
socket, the circle may be cut out with a pad
saw, started from a small hole on the circumference, or the centre can be. removed
by drilling a series of holes round the Circumference and then cleaning the hole
out by the aid of a small half -round file.
No difficulty will be experienced in drilling
the other holes, but care is needed to ensirre
that the drill does not run, thus throwing
the distances between the holes out of their
proper positions.
For use with broadcasting wave-leng:.ts the
variometer shown in photographs will give an effective tuning range, and has

the additional virtue of
being easily mountable on
the panel. The ,in. hole
drilled on the centre line of
the panel -at the left-hand
side receives the- threaded
shank of the variometer
spindle 'bush, whicli is
secured in pósitión by a nut;
clamping the component to
the ebonite sheet, this, -as
shown in Fig. 6,- being the
first operation in assembling
Fig.
the set. It is important to
see that the variometer is
mounted so .that the rotor has a free movement, after which the dial and knob can be
fitted so as to provide a correct neutral
position for .the rotor and stator coils

panel are made, and, as indicated in Fig. 5,
the valve -holder is held in position on the
panel by means of three small set screws
and nuts. No trouble will be experienced
in fixing the two condensers, the position
for the one with the grid leak being seen in
Fig. 6, the position for the other condenser
being shown in Fig. 9, which also illustrates
the wiring arrangements.
Wiring Up.

The switch for the L.T. battery is of the
plunger type, and is fixed to the panel by a
neat rectangular plate held with four screws,
a large hole being provided in the centre of
the panel to receive the cylindrical portion
containing the plunger contacts.
The diagram reproduced as Fig. 7 will be
of assistance in completing the final connections of the set. From the aerial terminal a lead is taken to one side of the grid
condenser, the other side of the condenser
being connected with the grid leg of the
valve -holder, which can be readily recog-

'

.

.

respectively.

' -

Fitting the Valve Holder;
The valve -holder is fitted into the 1 -in. hole

Fig. 5.

fixing the valve holder.

at the right-hand side of the centre line on
the panel, which must be eased out to allow
of this part being an easy fit, otherwise there
is a risk of splitting the ebonite.- As the
holes for the screws are already drilled in the
valve -holder, they will serve as a guide for
the drill w hen the corresponding holes in the

1924.

6. The grid leak and condenser

in position

It is probable that some constructors
will prefer to incorporate the usual variable
filament resistance in this set, and, of
course, this can easily be done if allowance
is made at the commencement for this
.

Modification.
Filament Control.
Some experimenters vary their filament.
voltage as carefully as others manipulate
the wander plug of the H.T., and are of the
opinion that on any but strong signals a
little " wangling " of the rheostat will
make just that
extra difference to
results which is
half the pleasure
-of wireless reception.
Such control of
current is-especially
noticeable in reflex
or multi-valve circuits, but'even in a
set of this description certain valves
would be better for
this additional controL Another point
is that, whilst all the well-known valves are
of such good quality that a sudden switching
on and off will not be noticeably detrimental
to them, there is no question but that a better arrangement .is to bring the filament
temperature up rather more slowly than a
simple switch would allow.
The constructor can decide this question
for himself, as in this instance it is never
possible to cover every requirement with
any particular lay -out or design.

nised by the diagram shown as in Fig. 8.
Another lead from the aerial terminal is
coupled with the free end of the variorneter
rotor.. The free end of the stator is -connected to the earth terminal, which is also
joined to the negative of the low--tension
battery. The positive terminal of the lowtension battery joined to the negative of
the high-tension battery,which is also
connected to orie pole of the switch.
A lead from the
other pole of the
switch goes to a filament valve leg, the
other leg being con:
netted to the negative of the low-tension battery. From
the anode leg a wire
is joined to a telephone terminal, the
other side of which is
connected with the
positive of the hightension battery, and
the blocking condenser is shunted across
the 'phone terminals
in the usual way.
The set is one of the
most simple forms that it
is possible to- construct,
and can be recommended
to the amateur in commencing construétion of
this class of apparatus.
Fig. 9. Showing
-

the wiring and the connection of the panel.
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EVER-READY
WII2ELE55
VALVES
DRY

BATTERIES

& ACCUMULATORS
.

;2n

OVER 20 years' ekperienceand 'research,
the finest materials, expert supervision, and careful testing at all
stages of manufacture are the reasons for
the superiority of " Ever-Ready " Wireless
Batteries.
The consistent high standard of quality has
established for Ever -Ready products a reputation for absolute reliability which is
jealously maintained:
The " Ever -Ready " Series embrace all types
of Batteries for every wireless purpose. A
new and complete list of standard sizes will
be sent on request to

jL1°1T iTDÜTTCEIlTB1LtThe D.F. ORA is a
recent addition to -the
wide range of Mullard
Valves.
'

:-

Service P.W. Dept.

It has all the characteristic's of tlié
celebrated general purpose ORA. It
will Oscillate, Rectify and Amplify.

.

FILAMENT VOLTS
FILAMENT CURRENT .
ANODE VOLTAGE

=$«`

E1ZER-REAOYCn,&tmrv
-~C"

'

.."

-

_s<

'Thé EVER -READY Coy. (Great Britain) Ltd.
HERCULES PLACE, HOLLOWAY, LONDJN,
1ulFr,10

amperes .06
20 to 103

üaB.na..^

WIRELESS

2 to

-

-

eszTR.REFOrE
_ Wr

gIREE3,11
1

In addition the filament requires but .
'06 ampere, making the valve par -'rticularly suitable where extremé,
economy in filament batteries is,
desired.

-

-

lo

1-0

to

Lo

113

N.7.
1a

9WELLWORTH
FOR

N.13.-We hold large stocks of this Valve and
can give immediate delivery.

WIRELESS

Whatever your requirements they can be met by the

WELLWORTH WIRELESS COMPANY,

1
1

-

8, WITHY GROVE,. MANCHESTER. N
The largest exclusively wireless shop in the North. 5

9
.9

Aerial wire, 100 ft., 7/22,, 2/3. Terminals, 2d,
Condensers with knob 'and dial, .001, 8,'-,
.0005, 6/-. Detectors. Open Peiricón, 3/-;
closed, 3/6. With "crystals: Tapped Induct a:we Coils, 1;6:
Contact Studs, 7d: -doz.
Ebonite Variometers; Silk Wound,

f'

9

9

SEND STAMP FOR LIST.'
MAIL ORDERS SENT SAME DAY.

g

I

'

Ask for Leaflet V.R.6.

9E

Switch Arms, 104d. British Headphones, 15/..
Rheostats, 2/_ L.F. Transformers, 13/6.

C

E

5

THE

_I

.

' Advt.

The

)!,liara

Radio Valve Co.. Ltd., Balham, S.W.12.

(E.P.S.

91)

WELLWORTH VARIOMETER SET IS THE
LAST WORD IN CRYSTAL RECEIVERS
only.

30/-

6

Vá ve or Every Wireless Circuit.

.

£ 1 Carriage. Paid. ..
WELLWORTH WIRELESS CO.,
6
8, Wit v Grove Manchester.
9
Orders over

E

6

N

;
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Some' or the artistes who h5.vé-iver -yoü--prea.súre while listening -in
;

(

THE first performance of his new opera
at Covent Garden by the British

National Opera Company, and its
broadcasting, have brought the composer,
Mr. Rutland Boughton, even more prominently before the public eye-or, rather,
ear-following closely as it does on his

other music

" Th e
dramas,
Immortal Hour "
(which thre'atcncd"

to

become

another "Beggar's
.

Opera") and

" Bethlehem," the
former still holding the Regent
R
Theatre.
For " Alkestis"
Boughton has
sought the Greek
drama of Euripides, and the
Mr. Rutland Boughton.
story affords
ample opportunities for his powers of choral and declamatory
writing. Of Boughton, it was said by Sir
Charles Stanford that, " whatever his faults,
he knew how to make the right kind of
noise." In his opera he again achieved
this result, but judging it from a wireless
standpoint alone, it proved disappointing,
because in many places the heavy orchestra.
tion became overwhelming, and the need
for more clarity of outline and declamation
was very apparent.
.1

1908, Mr.. Patterson Parker, the 'cellist,

who is also principal 'cellist of the London
Symphony and Philharmonic orchestras,
while equally well known is the viola
player Mr. Ernest Tomlinson, and second
violin Mr. Frank Howard. With them the
old world music of William Byrd, Thomas
Greaves. and many others of the sixteenth
century, now long forgotten, was played
with meticulous care and sympathy,
but nowadays more robust works are
necessary for the main bulk of their vast
invisible audience. Songs of the same
period, however, achieved more success,
and were admirably sung by Mr. Philip
Wilson.
Famous Violinist.
As has been already amply proved, the
solo instrument radios best, particularly
the violoncello and violin. There is always
cause for rejoicing when Miss Daisy Kennedy
can be persuaded to broadcast, for there
are few violinists whose tone and technique
A

show to better advantage before the
microphone. A recital was one of the
" plums " of one of the recent programmes,
and one afternoon, happening to come in at
2 L 0 during the Children's Hour, she was
easily persuaded into giving the kiddies
some solos to which they will be able
to look back upon
with pride, for

Miss.

Kennedy's

fame is world-wide.
A glance at the
programmes of the
B.B.C. gives one
furiously to think,"
as our French
cousins might say.
For one thing,
there is a marked

,,.
sc

Chamber Music.

The orchestra, too, though well conducted by the composer himself, was not
conveniently placed in regard to the
microphones, so that we got blurred
intermission that detracted from the beauty
of the score. The cast worked nobly, with
in
Clara Serena, Frank Mullings, Walter Hyde,
Miss Daisy Kennedy.
" humour " therand Robert Parker in important roles.
mometer, as well
Chamber music
is not a class that -as a tendency to hand this difficult item to a
well-known concert party rather than to
appeals to t h e
the individual as hitherto, and the scheme
widest section of
does not work out badly on the whole. The
the public, nor is
recent efforts of The London .8 Concert
the virginal music
Party were a marked improvement on
of the sixteenth
and seventeenth some of the earlier. duologue artistes still
imbued with the time-honoured red -nosed
centuries -t o b'e
type of humour.
entirely commended for radio purThe Lighter Side.
poses, but as regards the playing
This party numbers in its cast a capable
of it recently, it
trio -in Miss Dorothy Alwynne (violin),
was safe in the
Miss Joan Duff (piano), -and Mr. 'Walter
hands of that
Nunn ('cello), and the other members,
clever body of
Messrs. Stanley Haysman, Tom Copeland,
Mr. Herbert Kinsey.
artistes, The and Wilfred- Virgo, with Mmes. Tarri and
Kinsey Quartet.
Colton did well with the material at their
It consists of well-known musicians, . command'. The Happy Family Party may
also be included amongst the recent
namely Mr. Herbert Kinsey himself,
who formed the quartet, vhich ' has
successes. We have had " The Greys," and
played at the classical concert -halls -since- " The Bristol Savages."

rise

-

the

Where humour has been left to a single
entertainer, one of the best is Mr. Foden
Williams, who has been heard frequently
at 2 L O and at Manchester. A known performer at Queen's Hall, as well as through.
out the pros inces, he brings to the microphone a host of capital songs and sketches
written by himself and sting with a marked
clarity of diction
-that, to misquote
one of his own
songs, makes him
" get there every
time." He has had
many queer experienees,especially during the war.
Having- to appear
one night in a
Lancashire town,
his " turn "- came
just as the Zepps
were signalled at
the 'coast.
Out
went the lights,

4
Mr. Foden Williams.

and án anxious manager implored Mr. Williams to keep the
audience from getting into a panic.
Mr. Williams made his entry practically
in the dark, contriving -to give the impression that this was a necessary factor
to his " act,"- and so well did he hold the
house that the show proceeded to the
end without the audience realising the
truth.
Symphony Concerts.

One cannot help wondering why the
B.B.C. at 2 L O has gone back to its old
form of Sunday programme. By substituting a church service relayed from any church
at 6.30 p.m., as it dida short time ago, it
had solved the vexed question of giving '
offence to the various other religious sects
of London. The 6.30 p.m. service, a boon.
to many an invalid unable' otherwise to
-attend, left the evening free to music
lovers of all de- nominations.
Was it only ac.
cident, or an act
of sheer- Is isdom
on the part of that
clever musical director, Mr. L.
Stanton Jeffries,
to make a recent
Monday night his
symphony p r o gramme? We
I

suspect the latter,

for Monday, being
" change day " at
Mr. L. Stanton Jeffries.
the " pictures," we
can see all lovers, of jazz trotting off cheerfully to witness Mr. John Henrys " Perils of
Claude Willy," while classical music -lovers
are left rejoicing with a programme that
does credit to all ccncerned.
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THE INVENTION OF THE ,AGE.
THE
A

ALL

BRITISH MADE

"CRYSTELLA."
complete Wireless Receiving Set

-

"(Licence No. 901).

Receives Signals and

Broadcasting Entertainments loudly and
clearly within a radius,
of 20 miles.
The Volume and Purity
of sound is equal to
Crystal Sets sold at
many times the price.
Complete with the
SONYTE" Crystal

combined with high quality phones
and adapted for adding 'additional
phones if required.
NOTHING
MORE TO
BUY.

6/6

Post 3d.
PlurB.B.C. Fee

1/ -

"SONYTE"

The

Lightweight

Double

Head Receivers, 4000
ohms, complete with

Cords,

JUST

17/6
Post

The " Claristal " Receiving Set

CONNECT TO
AERIAL AND
EARTH AND
TUNE IN.

(Complete as illustrated)

.6d.

Including "Sonyte" Double Head
Receivers and Aerial Set..
including B.B.C.
Fees

28/6

50/=

PRICE

PLUS 1/- B.B.C.
TAX.

Can he obtained from all Retailers, or
DIRECT AND POST FREE FROM

M. E. L.

LTD.,

:-

R. W. E., ILKESTON, writes
I should like to inform you that the "Claristal"
was tried out a few days ago with no changes In
construction or Crystal, and Birmingham was received
quite plainly. London was also tuned in and could
be heard.

List RI04for lull range
of Crystal and
Valve
Constructional
See

45-47 KINGS RD., CAMDEN TOWN LONDON, N.W.1

The "CLARISTAC",
Aerial Set, comprising 100 ft. Stranded
Aerial'Wire, 6 Insulators, Pórcelain Leaning -in Tube, Leading in Wire, etc.,

.3/6

Post 6d.

UNIVERSAL
' The
Electric
Supply Co., Ltd.,

4, BROWN STREET,
MANCHESTER.

Sets.

Box No. C.P.O. 519.

_

Fully =
Illustrated
RADIO
CATALOGUE
i

free on
request.

Est. 1892

ENGRAVE YOUR PANELS
:BY. THE

ANODE INDUCTANCE.
This new Radias Registered

Intervalve Coupling for the
Tuned Anode System, with
its neat sell -contained Switch.
gives all wave-lengits from 180
to 3,000 metro, 25/-. With
Variable Reactance Coil 36/.

Plwse

PLUG-IN TRANSFORMERS OR TUNED
ANODE COILS.
350-500, 5/6.
2,600-4,000, 7/6.
Variable Reactance to plug-in to same, 10/include postage, any excess refunded.

Complete Set óf 62 words
and letterings for Wireless for 7¡d.

Postage

RADIAX LTD.
or Goodge SL

Tube).

10:

PROCESS
Neater, cleaner, cheaper than
any other known method of
.panel marking.

PETER CURTIS, LTD.,
34, Whitfield Street, London, W.

10, Radio House, Percy St:, Tottenham Court Rd., LONDON, W I.
(Three minutes Togo:him Ct. Rd.,

jiu-GaAviriG

1

Tel. : Museum 490.

"ELKAY" WIRELESS co,
159-225-227, BISHOP.SGATE,
LONDON, E:C.2

:BRITAIN'S LARGEST WIRELESS STORES
Evérything from- a Nut to a 10 -Valve Set, at.
.

ROCK

BOTTOM

Send Stamp for Latest List.

OF :;CHEAP
PIONEERS
PRIX
`
..
,

.-

.

.

.

.

,

_

PRICES.

ELKAYWIRY
Telegrams AYE.,LONDON

-

.

.'.p

.

CENTRAL 8544. RETAIL.
Telephone {813e0PSGATR
2313 wholesale,

e.

S -DON'T PM MORE
.e

P

.

.

.

.
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THE

CURTIS

300

MILES ON A
G

I
a

1`-3.

áa as

t7
L

and sold on satisfaction or money -back
Aluminium Vanes, 5d. doz.

-

A simplicity

of control which is practieally instantaneously automatic in

operation.

r

Entire absence of self -oscillation.
Absolute immunity from all hand
capacity effects.
Will receive all British 'Broadcasting
Stations.
Combines the simplicity and purity of a
¡Royalties,\ Crystal Set with the range and power
e J
of a 4 -Valve Receiver.

22:2:

THE PROVED BEST BY TEST
.

CRYSTOR COWL
Aerial Insulators are
NOW 1/6 per pair.
Postage 3d.

Leads -in 4/- each.

STOP THAT HOWLING
by using insulation that
insulates and Is Impervious
to stray capacities.

li

Guaranteed

Maximum
Efficiency.

THE ONLY WAY.

PARAFLEX "

BE

e b o n i le composition,
high -resistance, indestructible.
ANTI -CAPACITY SLEEVING
4d. per yard.
Better than bare wiring.

An

guarantee.

Aerial Pulleys,. 6d. Anti -Capacity
Handles, 6d. -Aerial, Wire. -Finest 7/22, 2/6 100 ft. Postage 1/-.
Cat's 'Whiskers-Gold, 2d.; Silver, 1d.; Spearpoint, 1d. Set ot.4, 6d.
Coils, Basket. Set of 6. 1/11 Waxless, duo -air spaced, remarkably
efficient.
4I-vt. Batteries (British), 5/. doz. Variable Grid
leaks, 1/11. " Bretwood " 3/-. " Radstock," Tapped Studs, 5/9
Coil Holders, solid ebonite, 2 -way, 4/; 3 -way, 5/-, Sockets, 7d, each.
Condenser and Grid -leaks, 2/. Grid -leaks, all megs., 1/ and 1/9.
Condensers, Fixed-To .001, 9d.; To..005, 1/-; To .01, 2/3; To .1, 3/6.
Variable. -.001, 8/-; .11005, 6/-; .0003, 5/6; .0002, 4/6;
Vernier, 4/.. With aluminium end plates. Knob and dial.
Condenser Dials, 0-180, 11d.; with knob, 1/4 and 1/9. Bushes
Top, 1d.; Bottom, td. All 8. & D.C.C. wires stocked.
Condenser End Plates, drilled and tapped, 9d. each. Solid ebonite,
Contact Studs, 4d. doz. Stops, 2 a 1d. Connecting Wire, tinned
copper, 3 yds. 2d.
Jack Switches, 2 -way, 5/6; 4 -way, 7/6.
Crystals. Every make stocked. Zincite, 9d.; Bornite, 6d.; Talite,
llertzite, tkl.; Galena, Silicon. Carborundum, 3d.; Copper
Pyrites, 6d.; Marvellite, 1/3; Lapislte, 1/6; Mldite,
Cold Seal Plastic Metal for fixing Crystals, 6d. box. Melltza, 11
Crystal Cups, 4 -screw, 1,d. Detector Classes, 3d. each. Buzzers, 2/6._
Crystal Detectors. Plain brass, 1/3; Nickel, 1/6; Dustproof, 1/6, 2/6;
Plug-in Type, 3/6; Ptrikon, 2/3 and 2/9 (Zincite and Bornite).
Crystal Detector Parts, In envelope, 9d. and 1/3. Nickel, 1/- and 1/6.
Earth Clips, adjustable, 6d. Ebonite, 3/6 lb., any size cut. [Dial, 7d.
Filament Resistances, " Perfecta," 2/; " Super " 3/..
Ebonite
Foil. Copper, 3d. foci:. Tin, 4d. Formers, 12 by 2, 2d.; 12 by 4, 3d.;
12 by 5, 4d. H.T. Batteries, 3f,-vt., 8/-; 63-vt., 12/-. Finest British.
Headphones.
Continental, 10/6; Adjustable, 14/9; Browns, 25/.;
'Piral, 16/6; British Fellows, 18/6; T.SI.C., 19/6; Brandes, 25/-.
Amplion Loud Speaker, 42/, " Ultra," 4,000 ohms, 37/6. Postage, 2/-.
Insulated Hooks, 1(d. Tape, 6d. roll.
Insulators-Egg, 11d.;
" Lion,' 1/3; Reel, Id.; Shell, 2d. Empire Tape, 1/9 doz. yards.
Jack & Plug, 3/, Spade Terminals, 2 a 1d. Screwed; 2d. each. Pin, 2d,

and 1 get Newcastle on a loud.

.

degrees of audibility.

-""

j1
Priceaj

LOUD SPEAKER
speaker strong enough to be heard eight
feet away."
J. T. C., Purley.
WE claim for the CURTIS
REFLEX the following combination of characteristics which places
this truly remarkable instrument in a
category exclusive to itself.
Perfectly faultless reproduction at all

°

e'

r

CUT PRICES BUT NOT "JUNK !f1

"

_

~

REFLEX .a?.ES

PETER CURTIS,- LTD., 34, Whitfield St., London, W.1
- Telephone: Museum 8489.
Of Tottenham Court Road.)

_

WISE

!

BUY QUALITY !

AND AVOID

"JUNK"

TROUBLE.

Knobº,'finest, 4;d., 3d., and 2d. Lead-in Tubes, 12 in., lid.; 9 in., 10d.;
6 In., 9d.
Flat Simplex, L pattern, 1/6, Glass Tubes, 9d., 7d., 6d.
Mica, .002, 2d. sheet. Nuts, 2 B.A., 21d.; 4/5/6/8,, 2d. doz.; O.B.A., 4d.
Potentiometers, 250 ohms, 4/6; 400, 5/-, guaraptecd bronze wound.
Scales, Ivorine, 0.180, 3d. Set Name Tabs, 6d. Bell Wire, 3 yds. 2d.
Slider Rods; 3Id. Plunger, 3d. Best, 6d. Wound Vario -couplers,
5/6; on ebonite, 8/6. Tapped Coils, 20 and 10 turns, 2/11 and 3/6.
Spacers, large, 24d. doz.; small, IId. doz. Spring Washers, 3d. doz.
Steering, all colours, 5d. a yd., S yds. 1/1. Shellac, 6d. bottle.
Switches, 1st quality Change over, S.P.S.T., 1/-; S.P.D.T., 1/6;
D.P.D.T., 2/-. Panel -mounting, nickel, S.P.D.T., 1/-; D.P.D.T., 1/6.
Switch Arms, 8d., " Super" 1/-. Screws, to 1 in., 5d., in., 9d. doz.
Screwed Rod, 12 -In. 2-B.A.; 21d.; 4-8 B.A., 2d.
Transformers, H.F. Plug, 1, 150/450, 3/9; 2, 250/700, 4/-; 3, 450/1,200,
4/3; 4, 900/2,000, 4/6; 5, 1,600/3,200, 4/9; 6, 2,200/5,600, 5/..
Transformers, 5 to 1, L.F., 11/9 and 15/-; all guaranteed. " Pow quip,' 13/6; Lest nickel. 14/6. Bobbins, 1/6. )I.F. Formers, 2/..
Terminals, w.0., 2d., telephone, 141.; pillar, 2d.; wood screw, i(d.
Telephone Cords, 100., " Super " 1/9. Tablets, Earth, Aerial, etc., Id.
Valves, Cossor, Ediswan, Mullard, Marconi, Dutch, A Dull Emitter
Variometers, double wound, 2/9. Formers, 6d. pair (own risk).
Valve Holders, finest ebonite, 1/3; moulded, 9d. (nut and washer).
Valve Legs, 10d. doz. Valve Pins, 9d. doz. Voltmeters, 5/6, 8/6.
Wander Plugs, 3d. each. Washers,' id. doz. Wood's Metal; 2d.
EVERY ACCESSORY ON THE MARKET STOCKED.
STOCKISTS FOR "POLAR " "LISSEN," "ICRANIC," "DUSKIER," ETC.
1

-

-ASTOUNDING VALUE

The SCOUT Crystal Set,

'

AT LAST we have succeeded In
producing a foolproof; perfect Crystal Set, and, to advertise it, we
are disposing, for the first few weeks,
at the phenomenal figure of:
1

.4lj

This Set Is fitted with our wellknown "SENSITOSE " Crystal, and
is ready for use. only requiring a
pair of Headphones and connecting to
Aerial and Earth.

Guaranteed Tested Send now to
SCIENTIFIC SUPPLY STORES,
8 & 126, Newington Causeway, S.E.1,
10.

7c, St. ,George's Circus. S.E.1.
Manette Street, Charing Cross

Road, W.

ALL

commuiications re=

a7
5/9

each, postage and
packing ed. extra.

EVERYONE MUST HAVE ONE

Largest Stocks in British Isles.

of these Sets, as they are portable
and Ideal for taking with you on
your holidays. It is not a toy, but,
owing to the simple adjustment, can
to given to the children, instead of
allowing them to use a more expensive set. It is simple for mother to
handle; its simplicity will appeal to
old and young alike. You yourself
will want one as a reliable stand-by
at borne.

Imperative. -Kindly send ample postage; balance always refunded.
I SEND FOR FREE LIST. Trade supplied at separate trade counter. I

"RADIO STOCKS Ltd."

Open Sat. Museum 4213 (" RADIO HOU3 ") Open Sat.
87/89. NEWMAN ST., OXFORD ST.. LONDON, W.
Between Oxford Circus and Tottenham Court Road.
Also
7, Bear St., Si 4 a. Cranbourn Strew. Leicester `square. W

TRADE INQUIRIES INVITED.

"POPULAR WIRELESS" ADVERTISEMENT RATES

specting advertising

must be made to the

SOLE
ADVERTISEMENT
AGENTS

-

JOHN H.

LILE
LTD.

4 Ludgate Circus
London, E.C.4
Phone:

10806 Central.

WHOLE PAGE £30:0:0 QUARTER PAGE £7:10: 0
HALF PAGE £15: 0: 0 EIGHTH PAGE £3:15: 0
Narrow Column Advts. (3 cols. to page) per inch .25/half inch 12/6
Minimum Space accepted
SPECIAL POSITIONS B Y
Cover pages close for press
ARRANGEMENT. NO SERIES
10 days prior to date of issue.
ALL ADVERDISCOUNTS.
Inside pages Close -,for press
TISEMENT COPY SUBJECT
8 days prior to date of issue.
TO EDITORIAL API'ROVAI
I

I

,

AND BLOCKS MUST BE IN HAND AT
LEAST 3 DAYS EARLIER TO ENSURE PROOFS.
COPY

"POPULAR

WIRELESS"
H AS THE

-LARGEST

SALE OF ANY

WIRELESS
WEEKLY IN
GREAT ::
B

RI_TAIN.'

-

°

°'

,

.
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" Anodian " two -valve long-range receiver,
described in leaflet No. 389, is identical to
that employed in the " Sterling " vertical
cabinet model, but has been produced to
meet the demand for a less expensive in.

strument.

*

The Editor will be pleased to publish concise reports of meetings of Wireless clubs and
associations; reserving the right to curtail the report if necessary. Hon. secretaries are
reminded that reports should be sent in as soon after a meeting as possible. Reports sent
In cannot appear in this paper in less than ten days after receipt of same. An asterisk
denotes aliliation to the Radio Society of Great Britain.

.

,

and demonstration, entitled, " The
Hinton Receiver," being ably assisted at the

The Leeds Radio Society.*

lecture

11th, Mr. W. G. Marshall lectured on " Reeonanco."
Hon. Sec. 'D. E. Pettigrew, 37, \fexhorough
Avenue, Leeds.

blackboard by Mr. J. Barrett.
Hon. Sec., Harrie King, 2; Henslowo Road,
East Dulwich, S.E. 22.
Monday, February 11th.-Lecturer from the
South London League of Radio Societies.
Monday, February -18th.-Demonstration,
" A Transatlantic Receiver," by P. Falkner, Esq.

tt the instructional meeting held on January

Wandsworth Wireless Society.
The above society held a very enjoyable
social afternoon at the Pavilion, Lavender
Hill, Battersea, on Sunday,
January 13th, by kind permis
sion-of Capt. E. S. Davis.
Hon. see., F. V. Oopperwheat,
224 Lavender Hill, S. W.11.

Monday, February 25th.
Lecture.
Tele-

.

phony Transmission," by Geo.
Sutton, Esq.,

4

A. M.I. E. E.

The 'Bangor and District Radio
Society.
At a well -attended public

Monday, March

3rd.-Leeturo

.

end demonstration. The Noutrodyne Circuit,"
by L. M. Skinner,
Esq.

meeting held recently at the
Y.M.C.A., Mr. W. E. William's),
B.Sc., presiding, it was decided
to fmnn a society.to.be known as
" The. Bangor and District
Rudio Society,"
memtiérahip'fecs being tentatively fixed

at

10s. for adults, and 5s. for
junior members.,. Meetings will
he -held at the Y.U.C. t. on
Wednesdays in future, at
7.30 p.m., and intending members' -should send their names
to the hon. see.. as soon as possible.
Hon: see., J. C. Hughes -Roberts, 3, Snowdon
Villas, Bangor.
-

Brockley and District Radio Association.
On January 18th, the annual general meeting
of thó above association took place at the headquarters, Gladstone Hall, New Cross Road, S.E.
The following were elected for the year Chairman, B. Hughes, Esq., M.I.B. (Lund.); vicechairman, W. F. Emberley, Esq. ; hon. sec.,
Harrie King; hon. assist, sec. and treasurer, R.W.
Allwright. The old committee was elected " en
bloc," with the addition of four new members.
Hon. see., Harrie King, 2, Henslowo Road,
East Dtdwich, S.E. 22.
:

Darlington Rotary Club.
Lecturing before the above society on Friaay
lasts Lord Gainford, the chairman of the British
.

Broadcasting Co., gave an instructive address
on broadcasting, touching upon the educational
value of the science and its enhancement of
friendliness between nations in the future.

*

We understand that the " Sparta " loud
speakers, manufactured by Fullers United
Electric Works, Ltd.; ' ate" beitig deirionstrated at Selfridges, Harrods; Ganiages,
and at their London depot, 58, High Street,
W.C.2. A very efficient,
selector may
also be tried at this latter áddress,''but it
should 'be noted that this ""selector'' is
already incorporated in tlto,'type tB Sparta"
loud speaker.
*

We learn that verygood results are being
obtained by users of the "D.W.--3 regenerative receiver. This and muéh other
interesting apparatus is described in the
January " Davenport" Wireless Bulletin,
3d., from 101, Clerkenwell Road, EC.1.
*

*

'

*

For the " P.\V." set, Wilkins & Wright,
Ltd., Kenyon Street,- Birmingham, will
supply, at a very moderate cost, a very
efficient lever switch combining two doublepole double -throw switches in one, both of
which are controlled by the single lever.
This switch will, of course, take the place
of the two change -over switches in the
" P.W." set, and,' of course, is much 'mote
compact, and very efficient for H.R. work.
*

*

R

A perusal of Radio Stocks' latest price
list' will -sat sfyour readers that they
can purchase quality goofs with, satisfaétion and economy from this firm.
Write to their head office, Radio House,
Newman Street, \V., for a catalogue,

mentioning POPULAR WIRELESS.

*
*
*
Calipe, Dettmer, & Co., Ltd., infos,m

us that although their, temporary
twelve -page catalogue Contains a long
list of wireless apparatus;.comlonerit
parts, and wireless tools, they are
continually adding to 'their',stoek, and
readers nót seeing anything that' they
are in special need of should' write,
-stating their requirements, to their
London offices at 21 and 22, Poland
Street, W.I.

,sI
S,

'

a

*

.5

Power Wireless, of 53A,
Two photographs of " P.W." Super `Crystal Set eonIlford Hill, Essex, show some very good
strutted by :tlr. J. Robey, 15, Grove Road, Brixton, S. W.9.
apparatus on á leaflet 'which has
Monday, March 10th.
Lecture. " Conrecently come to hand. \Ve understand
struction of the. Tberreionio Valve."
that Power's are not increasing their range
Monday, March 17th.-Lecturer from the
of components, but rather keeping their
" South London League of Radio Societies."
present range up to the latest requirements
Monday, March 24th.-" Special Experimental Exhibition."
*
*
*
Messrs.

-

.

Wimbledon Radio Society.*
\D. J. A. Partridge& the first British amateur
to establish to o.way communication with an
American amateur station, and a member of
the Wimbledon Radio Society, will give a talk
on "Working with America," at club head quartets, on Friday, February 8th, at 8 p.m.
Hon. see. (pro. tern.), C. G. Stokes, 6, Worple
Avenue, Wimbledon, S.W.l'e.
Coventry and District Co-operative Radio Society.
At a recent meeting an excellent lecture was
delivered by Mr. C. Hopkins on "The POPULAR
WLRELEss Reflex Circuit " before a large
an&interested audience.
Org. see., I. Oscar, West Orchard, Coventry.
Dulwich and District Wireless and Experimental
Association.

At the headquarters of the above association
on January 7th, Mr. Harrie King delivered a

Ccita1óues

Bk Reviews
Publication No. 363A from the Sterling
Telephone and Electric Co., Ltd., is entitled
" Gramophone Record and ,Voice -AmplifyThe circuit used in the
ing Outfits."

For only Is, 8d. the New London Electron
Works, Ltd., will supply 100 ft. of heavily
insulated wire which is ideal for wireless
work, and all electrical work, in fact. Owing
to its heavy insulation, it may be slung over'
a roof or tied roughly; to a tree, and give
good results as an aerial. There are a multitude of other applications too numerous to
mention here,' but some of which , are
described in a folder which we' have
received. As a drum containing one mile
of 'this wire may be purchased for only 35s.,
it will readily be seen that it is extremely
Write,
economical as well as efficient.
mentioning POPULAR WIRELESS, to Thp
New London Electron Works,'Ltd., Regent's
Dock,

London.

.

.

'
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It is arranged without reganl to practical layout
and spacing, except that coils which are coupled
are shown close together with an arrow through
them to indicate the coupling. This class of diagram
is read very easily with practice, and being clear,
compact, and easily drawn la invaluable in the study
of involved circuit connections. The pictorial diagram is intended for the novice
who Ls uncertain of the appearance of instruments
or of their respective symbols. It Is very useful for
beginners, but is not so easy to follow as a theoretical
diagram which, with practice, shows the path of
the current at a glance.
The wiring diagram Ls simply a plan of the practical connections, showing how the -components
are arranged on the panel and the best method of
taking the wires from point to point.

All Editorial Communications to be addressed The Editor, POPULAR
WIRELESS, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Stréet, London, E.C.4.

-

There has been qúite a .torm in a teacup over the
recent statements made by the B.B.C. concerning
constructor's licences, and the daily Press has had a
lot to say about the question of legitimate constructors
of radio sets giving or selling their home-made
apparatus to friends not holding a constructor's

licence.
Naturally enough, it is not fair to the B.B.C. if a
constructor sells his apparatus to the holder of a ten shilling licence ; but, providing the recipient of the
set takes out a fifteen -shilling licence, I can see no
reason 'why he should be termed a radio pirate
because he accepts or purchases a home-made set.
However, the impression got about that the B.B.0
were against this, and that a constructor's licence only
entitled the holder to make a set for his own use.
An official of the B.B.C. recently stated in an interview that the amateur constructor could rest assured
that the B.B.C. has no intention of waging war
'against him, and he can carry on in peace.
It also seems clear that no action will be taken
against the amateur constructor who sells or gives a
set to a friend, providing that friend takes out a
fifteen -shilling licence.
It would be aswell, however, to have the licence
question finally overhauled and satisfactorily settled.
The new Postmaster -General is, I understand,- to be
approached on this matter.

THE EDITOR.

-

The Editor desires to direct the attention .of his readers to. the fact 'that,, as
much of _the information given in the
column's of this paper is of a' technical
nature and concerns the most recent
developments in the Radio torld, some of
the arrangements and specialities described may 'be the -subject of Letter's
Patent, and the amateur and trader would
be well advised to obtain permission of
the patentees to use the patents before
doing so.
.

PATENT ADVICE FOR READERS.
Editor will be very pleased to
recommend readers of POPULAR WIRELESS
who hare any inventions to patent, or who
desire advice on patent questions, to our
patent agent.
Letters dealing with
patent questions, if sent to the Editor,
Trill be forwarded to our own patent
advisers, where every facility and help
will be afforded to readers.
Th.e

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

Readers are please requested to note that
not more than three queries can be answered
in one letter addressed to" the- Technical
Queries Department. Owing to the extraordinarily heavy pressure on this department,
readers are requested ` only to ' send in
questions which they find they cannot
possibly solve for themselves.
On no
account will more than three questions be
answered in one letter, and telephone calls
and personal calls at tills office cannot be
dealt with, owing to pressure of work on
the technical staff.
A stamped and addressed envelope must
accompany. all queries. A copy of the
questions asked should be kept by the
sender, as it is not possible to reproduce
the original query when replying. Number
your queries 1, 2 and 3, and answers will
be given to each item.

" LAW-AnID»NO " (Lichfield, Staffs).-I have
a " Home Constructor's " licence, and basing
made a very successful crystal set for myself
I now wish to construct a similar one to give
to a friend. I should buy all component parts
and do all fixing up for him but I understand that my friend would require to take
out a licence. What kind of licence would he
need, considering that he cannot actually
`' construct ",any part of ít himself ?
As it stands, the position does not seem to have
been allowed for by the existing rules coverninc
licences. As the B.B.C.'s stamp sloes not appear

1

UESTIONS
AND

ANSWERS
" NONTECHNICAL " (Langport, Somerset).Having had no wireless training I am very
puzzled by the different: diagrams used.
Sometimes two or three quite different arrangements of the components are given, -and in one
of these diagrams a condenser may be shown
as a box, whilst in -others it is given as short
parallel lines. Why are they drawn differently.
and what is the purpose of several signs to
mean the same component !- When several
arrangements for components are given, I
suppose the wiring diagram is the one to
follow ?
Thew are three different forms of diagram in
genera? use, called the " thcoreticat," " pictorial,"

and " wiring " diagram.
The theoretical diagram uses the symbols to
indicate the different components. - Its purpose
is to show at a glance the path of the, current, and

THE AWFUL EFFECT OF AN ACCIDENT

upon home-made apparatus your friend is apparently restricted to 'either a " Home Constructor's "
or to an " Experimental " licence.
The home-con.+tractors licence states that the
owner must himself construct the receiving set; but
In the case under. consideration he will obtain the.
set ready-made neon you, so apparently he is not
covered by the home -constructor's licence.
This only leaves the experimental licence but
here again it is not a satisfactory solution to the
case under consideration, because the experimental
licence is only intended for an advanced amateur.
whereas your friend is a novice. Anyone holding mr
experimental licence is assumed to be able to construct a crystal receiving set for himself, so that
obviously this type of licence is not suitable for the
purpo=e.
In the eirennrtances; we suggest that. you. or he,
should communicate with the Postmaster -General,
giving full particulars and nskIng for a decision al to
which type of licence should be purchased.
:

J. H. N. (Clifton, Bristol).-I have a single valve and crystal circuit (dual) which gives
fairly. good results on stations of moderate
distance, and loud signtals from the Cardiff
station, but does not seem to bring in any
very long distance broadcasting stations. The
aerial is a fairly good one, 40 ft. long and 30 ft.
high, but the lead-in is rather long, being
about 25 ft. from lead-in tube to set, and
passing through two walls. How can the set
he improved so that I can get long-distance'
broadcasting

?

The long lead-In is probably the cause of your
inability to get the distant stations, and if you can
effect any improvement by keeping it further from
(Continued wi 'page 908.)
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Value and Service

THE " MICROSTAT " FILAMENT RESISTANCE

We offer Radio brass parts -at price calculated at " labour and materials cost," plus
the minimum margin of profit. Mass production combined with the most careful
purchasing of materials renders these extraordinary prices possible. The quality and
finish of these parts are without equal. notbetter value is obtainable or practicable.

(Pat. applied for)

In this Microstat resistance is
regulated by the compression of
carbon powder-an entirety new
method. There are no wires to
break or get out of hrder, a "one hole " fixing only is necessary,
and. the under panel space is
negligible.
Absolute " freedom from noises " is ensured.'
Many enthusiastic letters have
been received from users.

SeA,

4 QA.

use

N°2

I hale put them
through a series of
simple but critical
teats. and all three
respond
uniformly
well. '1heyareequalttl
stable running either
a Dull 'F.nlitter or
two It
calves in
parallel. I am delighted with their

Price
No.
No. 2
No. 3

219

No. 5

..

..

1/2

No. 7
No. 8

212

THE "SETAW" PLUG AND SOCKET

TERMINAL.
(Prov. Pat 31,133) Invaluable to experimenters and where continual
changing over of connections is desired. The excellent finish improves the appearance of any set.

Queen St., London, W.C.2.
Zywateaeng, \Veptcent.

Price

SOUTHERN DEPOT (wholesale only), 101, Old Christchurch Road.
BOURNEMOUTH.
'Phone: Bournemouth 3573

INDISPENSABLE
TO ALL
WIRELESS

..

on otir lists, and' we
particularly mention our spade terminals with' screw ends
lid. each. "The use of these terminals will add to the
efficiency of your set, and save you a lot of
wasted time and annoyance.

WATES BROS., LTD.,
:

..

'Prices of other parts are included

There are many other ' value for money " Specialities,
such as the well-known Pyramid High -Tension Batteries
Ideal Value Accumulators, Variable Condensers, Coil
Holders. Bymphone Crystal Receiver, etc., shown in
our illustrated lists. Sent free on request.

'Crams

N°7

Price per doz., with Nuts and Washers
No. 4
.. 1/ 2
No. 6
..

8d.
8d.

1

complete

excellence.'

Gerrard 575-6.

45A

N°3

No

"

12, 13, 14, Gt.

4eA.

Ne

One user Writing, says :

'Phone:

5

5

41d.

each.

ENSURE

MAXIMUM

Government

RESULTS

Surplus

Aeroplane

USERS

WIRELESS SWITCHES

DOUBLE

SCALE

TEST

H.T. & L.T.
READINGS
On one dial

YOUR

1216

About

Half Full

POST

ire.

FREE

FREE

POST

Cash with

Order

66.

Usual Price, 12/6.

POSTAL ORDERS
TO BE CROSSED.

SMITH & HAMMOND

BATTERIES

12/6
From

(Brand New.)
These switches are Ideally suited for punt
)nountfng. The top plate is heavily nickelled,
the contacts are of heavy brims and copper,
and the action is smooth and easy, permitting
a quick " make and break." Designed for
Minimum anti -capacity. Can ho used equally
well ass either a Single or Double Pole Switch.
Mounted on } In. Fibre Base, the overall size Is
2} In. by 21 in. by 11 in. (depth). Can be
fitted without top plato if desired.

Cash with

Order

THE LOW

VICTORIA

'ENCINEERINC CO. LID.
Victoria 9104.

STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.1.

Price

51-

each

Post Free.

5 Savoy

Street, Strand. W.C.2.

-GRIFFIN'S
Hop. 1806.

80,

IRIS.

NEWINGTON CAUSEWAY
(Corner of Lancaster St.),

H

_

Elephant & Castle, London, S.E.1.
..
"SUPERTONE" LOUD SPEAKERS
The last word. Come and hear a demonstration.
"Supertone" Crystal. Has no equal ..
..
..
Super Crystal Set, in parts, real value .:
..
...
H.T. Condensers, 05 to a mfd.
..
L.F. "Súper " Amplifiers, in parts
..
...
..
All best quality components
No. 2-" Grifphone " Headphones, 4,000 ohms ..
..

35/-

'

1/17/6
3/20/.

"

'

Adj. Pole Pieces. "On Appro." Real bargains
"GRIFFIN" Hedgehog L.F. Transformers
The best on the market. Guaranteed.

,

..

13/6

"

...

22/6'

SPECIALISTS IN PARIS FOR ALL CIRCUITS
Advice free.

x

New Catalogue free on application,

Alsb trade list.
sts

LAMP'

SURPLUS

Usual Price 24/-.

English make.
Aluminium;
black enamelled relief
A
dynamo machine ready for
Instant use.
No batteries
or accumulators to need

attention -.tnolhaustlblo.

Simple in operation, robust
in design and' construction

.

Can be used In either band
wit hequal ease. Unaffected
by dry and hot- climates.

Gives a wide anglo beam.

First cost the. only -cost.

SMITH&HAMMOND
5, SA VOY ST STRAND. W.C.2
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A BETTER WAY
of charging Accumulators
from alternating current

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS.

.

(Continued from page 906.)

-

is by using

the TUNGAR
BATTERY CHARGER. Simple,
Safe, and Economical, No
moving parts. Requires no
attention. No Garage, Own-

'

conducting surfaces ór by decreasing its resistance
to H.F. currents in any waysyou would get better
results.
An alternative course is to have the set brought
up to the point where the lead-in enters the house
and to tune in there. For loud signals the 'phone
leads could be extended to the point where the set
is at present, and the effect of the long lead upon
them would probably be less than upon the set as
it is arranged at present.. The long-distance signals
would probably be weak in any case.

er-Driveror Wireless Enthu-

-

siast should be without one.
Will charge from1 to 10,6-12
volt batteries at a time.
Descriptive Booklet free on
application. Deliveries from
.,
stock.
..
..
..

a

THE BRITISH THOMSON-HOUSTON CO., LTD,,
Mazda House, 77, Upper Thames St., E.C. 4.

EBONITE

BURGE, WARREN & RIDGLEY, Ltd.,
91/92, Great Saffron Hill, London, E.C.1.
Phone : 8572 Central.
BOXES: We have a very cheap line of Box Parts
in. hardwood, 81 in. x 7 in. a 61 in. Limited

1

3

Price 1/- set, post free 1/6
Dozen sets 7;6, post free 916.
NORMANS. 59, Mount Pleasant. London, W.C.I.

;

FOR

WIRELESS

THE

AMATEUR.

Translated by H. B. Grylls.
Illustrated, 14/- net.
Demy svo.
The- Times Engineering Supplement: "The Author
ompioys.only the most elementary mathematics for
explaining his- subject, 'and the instruments 'and
appliances described have been manufactured by,
himselt with the simplest materials."
A book which combines a
The Glasgow Herald:
reasonable amount of theory with definite construe-.
tional details sufficient to enable beginners and
advanced amateurs to construct for themselves any
wireless receiving set wLich they may wish to have."
By Joseph Roussel.

"

LONDON

:

CONSTABLE

10-12 Orange Street, W.C.2.

-BATTERY'
1t

1

&

COMPANY LTD.,
Bombay and Sydnéy.

CHARGING

PLANTS.=

1-V2 H.P. Engine; 600 -Watt Generator, on single
base. Surplus power. Low prices.-Write for
particulars, Dept. P.W., Fairbanks, Morse & Co.`,
Ltd., 87, Southwark Street, .London, S.E.1.

THE ROYAL AIR FORCE,
-

has vacancies for
Men able to pass

Skilled Wireless Operators.

trade test equivalent to that
for the Postmaster -General's 1st Class Certificate
will be enlisted as Aircraf Minn II., and re-classified
Leading Aircranman or Atreraftman I. according
to ability with which test Is passed. ACE LIMITS:
18 to 35. Suitable ox-N.C.O.'a will be accepted
up to 38 years of age, with rank on enlistment
according to trade ability. Good pay and prospects
to Operators of the right type. For full particulars. write or call :-Inspector of Recruiting, R.A.F.,
a

4, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C,2.
AMERICA CALLINGI" Don't he content with
weak reception. Build an Amplifier and Increase your
¡Signals 5 times. Complete set of parts, consists of
,Polished Cabinet, Drilled Ebonite Panel Rheostat, Alt
Terminals, Labels, Wire, etc., with clear Wiring Diagram.
116/6 Carr. Paid. Caslt with order Marvellous value. --

F.

.

ll
a

-

Goble, 5O,Tottenham Ct.fd., London, W.I.

EBONITE

PANELS CUT TO SIZE WITH EDGES
READY SQUARED AND DRESSED.
}" Matt., id. sq. in.; t'h' Matt., Id. sq. in.
Laying out and drilling ottr speciality.
If desired tmiigtiared less 10'/, (all post free).
z
Best British Ebonite only.

LILL,

289, Weston Street, Southwark, London.

LIFETONE LOUD SPEAKER
are

We
A

"

discontinuing our Type
because the great demand

for Typo

"

B

"

¡1

convinces us that

British

_Make,

people are out for the very best.
We have greatly Improved Type

B," which now incorporates
Corrugated Adjustable Diaphragm;
It is the best Loud Speaker money
can buy. You can try for your
self, as we send same on three
days' approval against
ash
are not boasting, as a demonstration
or
a test at home will convince you as it
has hundreds of others. .£3 10 O. Reohms,
sistance from 120 to 4,000
22 In.
web: base 5 In. wide: weighs 6 lbs.
MAGNETO SERVICE CO.; LTD.,

three -valve set, and get very loud signals
from London. Wishing to fill a large room
with music, I removed the set to this room and
purchased a Magnavox loud speaker,but up to
the present I have been disappointed with
the volume of sound obtained. How can I
improve this
.
a

The 'Magnavox has been designed to deliver a
large volume o` sound without distortion, such as is
apparent with cheaper loud speakers, and thus is
ideal for large rooms and dance halls, etc when tt
smaller loud speaker would not be so efficient. To
obtain this extra volume, however. a somewhat large
input is required-more than is required for an or- '
dinary- roost. This extra volume should he obtained
by the use of power amplification. A good article
on the subject appeared in " P.W." No. 48.

-

Sheet rod and tubing in all sizes kept in stock and
cut to say required size while you wait. or sent by
post of receipt of cash.
We con turn anything in Ebonite.

quantity only.

F. R. B. (0swestry).-Can you explain the
cause of' a peculiar click that is occurring on
my loud speaker ? Soon after I have finished
using it (say, three or four minutes) it gives a
single loud click. At first I. thought' it was
broken, but it seems to work exactly as before,
except that it now invariably clicks in the way
described after it has been used.
The click is caused by the diaphragm escaping
from the pull of the permanent magnet and springirtg
into its natural position. Normally, even when not in
use, it is strained towards the permanent magnet, but
apparently in your case the magnet is weakened, and
after a time the natural spring of the diaphragm is

1924.

4, NEWINGTON UAUd6WAY, LONDON,
Demonstrations Daily. 43.E 1. 'Phone: Hop. 2627

able to Overcome it.

This would cause a single loud click such as
describe, but you might not be able to detect
weakening of the magnet when the Instrument
in use. Be careful not to connect it the wrong
sound.

you
any

was
way

R. W. P. (Chelmsford).=I have just
purchased a dull emitter and wish to insert
some device which will prevent me accidentally

burning out the valve by connecting the H.T.
circuit across it. I believe a resistance is all.
that is necessary. How do I find out what
value the resistance should be ?

T. 31. I. (Barnstaple).-How many turns to
the inch are there of the following -wires :
Enamelled insulation -38, 44, 46,.48 S.W.G. ?
There are 166 tints of 38 enamelled to the inch,
333 of 44, 400 of 46, 800 of 49 approx.

J. L: (Bristol).-When listening in on
broadcasting wave -lengths I have often heard
the carrier wave of a station, or of different
stations, but so far I hare not been successful
in hearing their speech. -What is the reason
for this ?
It is possible that you arc too far away front the

s^nding station to hear the speech, even although the
carrier wave is distinct. You may, however, be unsuccessful on account of your set not having a very well -defined oscillation point.' .The effect of this
would be that in the tase of 'weak signals as soon as
you commenced to loosen the reaction coupling, you
lost the carrier u-ave. In order to hear very tweak
telephony it is necessary that the valves should
be only lust off the oscillation 'point.
If the reaction is arranged so that the slightest
movement passes the set into full oscillation you will
be unable to make the necessary, fine adjustment.

The resistance used should hem non -inductive one.
and its value in order to protect the filament can be
found from Ohm's Law : Current =\ °ltage
Ohmage
If the maximum current desired -is '05 amps. and the
H.T. voltage is 50, the total resistance of the circuit
would need to be 1,000 ohm. There is only a small
resistance in the battery itself, so it would be necessary
to add the 1,000 ohms in series with it. Protection
could alternatively be obtained from a fuse connected
to the'H.T. which is of such a value that a current in
excess of the normal would cause the fuse to blow,
*

*

J. R. Y. (Yeovil, Somerset).-Does the term
" stand-by " (as used so often in wireless work)
mean " wait," and, ii so, how does it apply to

" stand-by tune ': switch
purpose of the latter ?
a

?

What is the

The term first became general in wireless when
one station (for Instance, a mast station) was controlling all wireless communication over a certain
area, -and a number of ship stations were waiting to
transmit. Certain of the ships would be instructed to
wait for a definite period, andothers would be instructed to " stand by," either to receive messages
that were then on hand for them, or because it was
nearly their turn to transmit to the coast station.
The term cane to be applied to the switch because
a different adjustment for tuning was necessary In
the different circumstances.
Ott the " tune " side a single desired station was
kept tuned in, and the coupling was loosened so that
all other signals were weakened as much as possible ;
in other words, the circuit was made as selective as

circumstances permitted.
The "stand by" side was used when the receiving
circuit was directly connected to the aerial, and all
the stations in range were being listened to. itt the
expectation of a call or In order to seize the most
favourable opportunity to transmit without undue
interference with other stations.
*

"

*

s

"

(Golders Green).-I have often
it is preferable to .use an outdoor instead of a frame aerial. What is
the efficiency of latter (approximately) as compared with the ordinary type of outdoor
aerial ?
The frame aerial will probably have only from
5 to 10 per cent. of the efficiency of the elevated outdoor type. Considerable amplification of the signal is
required in order to make the results obtainable on a
frame compare with these obtained lathe ordinary
seen

ANTENNA

it stated that

sway.

*

E. F.

-nsiug

a

*

(Eltham).-Until lately

I have,been

good make of small -loud sí)eaker with

.

e'

-

" DENSER " (Southampton Row, London).What is a by-pass condenser, and how does it
differ from a " blocking - condenser ?
" By-pass " and " block " condensers are small

- fixed condensers which are inserted into a

circuit

where direct and high-frequencycurrent is flowing.
They are called " by-pass " when they are inserted
across a resistance so that they affonl an alternative
and easier path for HT. impulses which are flowing
in that circuit. Where they are inserted in order
to prevent direct current from passing a certain point
they- will allow H.F. current to pass, but they" block"

.

-

the direct current.

A. J. F. (Fareham, Hants).-When loading
coils are added in both circuits to increase the
wave -length, should coils of similar site be
placed in both circuits, or should the secondary
circuit have larger coils than the aerial circuit ?
I notice that instructions for making secondary
coils generally give them as being' much
larger than -the coil on the primary of the same
set.
'The coils should be loaded at the same rate, and if
the inductance of one circuit is increased by a No.
50 coil, the other circuit will need a similar coil to
bring it into fume.
The reason that the original primary and secondary
coils are of different dimensions should be apparent
if it is remembered that the aerial itself is connected
to the aerial coil. and therefore a smaller coil in the
aerial circuit will be required in order to give the
same wave -length as the secondary circuit, which has
no aerial.
Once the circuits have been brought into tune in
:this way they will need equal loading in order to
remain in time with each other,
*
*
* '

H. C. (Shepperton-on-Thames).-I have a
crystal set consisting of a broadcast variometer,
'phones, with small condenser, and crystal
detector, and with a 25 -ft. -high aerial Í get
very good signals. I aun told that a variable
condenser' would still' further improve results
and give better tuning.. Is this so, and how

it be connected ?
You would not improve results by adding a tuning
condenser, as this is only useful for tuning a &wee'
coil or for " loading " a variometer.
The latter by itself is capable of very fine tnnlag,
and the addition of a capacity across it wourd be
detrimental, unless it is necessary to increase the
inning range of the instrument.
This tuning range is merely the band of wavelengths which tjte instrument will cover, and has
nothing to de with the range of reception, which is
what you :s isit to increase.
should

.

'

-
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HULLO ERIE YBOD
CALLERS' COLUMN.

Phillips

'00075
' 0005
0003

1/ 1/3
5d.

6/11, 5/11

Type Valves
7/11
Stop Pins, with shoulder
5d.
2 a 1d.; doz
Fixed Condensers, .001, 10d.; up- to .005 113
Fixed Condensers, .006
1/6
Valve Pins, doz. 6d.
5d.
Sockets, doz
2, 4, 5 B.A. Nuts
6d.
S doz.
Basket Coils
2/.
set of 6
Spade Terminal Tags
9d.
doz.
Vario Couplers, with Knob, Wound D.C.C. 4/11
Class Enclosed Whisker Detector ...............
1/6
High -Class Whisker Detector (large), enclosed
2/6
.
Fine Perikon 2 Crystals, enclosed
3/.
Small Perikon, 2 Crystals
2/
Bell Wire, D.C.C., 1.C. 20 gunge, 10 yds.
6d.
Twin Flex
7d.
12 yds., 1/8; 4 yds.
Plug Coils, Ebonite
1/-, 9d.
Extra Quality, ditto on base
1/-, 1/3
Pillar Terminals, Nut and Washer, 2 B.A.,
6d.
large
2 for
Switch Arms ,
8d., 9d., 10d., 1/
Filament Resistances
1/8, 1/10, 2/;, 2/3
Igranic Resistances
4/6
Igranic Vernier
7/4 Cat's -Whiskers, one gold
4d.
Single Basket Coil Holders
1/41
variable Grid Leaks
1/5
Lissen Variable Grid Leaks, guaranteed ..
2/6
Pin Terminals, screw pattern
for 2d.
Spade Terminals, screw pattern
2 for
3d.
Shaw's Genuine Hertzite
1/.
Grid Leaks and Condensers, .0003, 3/-, 2/3, 2/ Valve Sockets, with shoulder
1/ doz.
Basket Coils, Duplex Waxless, set of 5 for
2/100,000 -ohm Resistance
1/6
Edison Bell shaped coil plugs
1/3
4/9
Variometee, Ebonite D.S.C.
D.C.C. Wound Tapped Coils
2/-, 1/9, 1/6
Double 'Phone Cords
pair 9Íd.
D.P.S.T. Switches, special
1/3
S.P.D.T., on Ebonite
1/8 to 2/3
D.P.D.T., on Ebonite
1/11 to 2/9
2 B.A. Rod, 12 in.
2 for
ed.
Basket Coil Holders, for 3 coils
5/6
Plug and Socket, brass
pair 1-d.
Pocket Lamp Batteries (best)
2/3
6 for
'Special Filament Resistance, very fine value
2/D.P.D.T.,
Nickel
panel
Switches for
2/.
mounting
Fil. Res. Dials, 0-10, 7d.;, with knob 9d.
Real Ebonite Slider Knob and Plunger
6d.
Set of Names (12), engraved black or white
6d.
Insulated Hooks
each
td.
Copper Foil
per foot
4d.
Best Zincite and Bornite, 6d. each, pair
1/.
Ebonite Turned Valve -Holder and Nuts 1/3 & 1/ Shellac
bottle 5Íd.
Tinned Copper, 16, 18, 20 gauge in stock.
Formo Fil. Resistances, best
2/6
Accumulator (Rotas), 6 v. 80 amps.
33e
4 v. 40 amps.
17/6
',
4 v. 60 amps
19/6
Rubber Lead-in wire, 10 yards
1/3, 1/6, 2/6
Anode V.R. of grid leak
each ,2/6
Edison Bell. Fixed from .0002 to .001
1/3
Fixed -from .002 to .006
2
Grid Leak & Condenser, .0003 2/9
HONEST GOODS AT THE RIGHT PRICE.
R

0002

.

-

-

I

t

I

_tlllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIillllllllIIL

RIGHT OPPOSITE

-

GALLERY DOOR

-

DÁLY'S

11111111 U 1111111) l l l l l I i l l l I l l i Í11l i Í111116

for goods in these two
columns, and at prices marked, which include all
Post. rail and packing charges, Q.K. only.
Foreign
orders extra, please.

-

» 6/9
5/9
6/2

»

- - -

ALL ORDERS EXECUTED AT THE EARLIEST
POSSIBLE MOMENT, IN STRICT ROTATION.
Edison Bell Variometers, ebonite
Fixed Condensers, up to .001
Fixed Condensers, up to .006
Grid Leak and Condenser,

4/2

As Sketch
6d. set.

Regd. Post

WITHOUT DIAL.

-

' 00075

0005

6/6
6/6
9

'0003 -.
O001

Vernier 2/6

-

4/2

base
S.Pb.Ds.T.

base

MODEL
fixing)

NÉW

Switches, small size, on ebonite

-

1

3/3

2/9

Variable Grid Leas, pencil pattern
2/6
Two-way Coil Holders, 3 qualities; all
(One bolo
good value. No -rubbish.
5/6, 6/6, 7/8
Three-way ditto, as above
6(9, 7/6, 819
NATIONAL LABORATORY CERTIFICATE
Twin Flex for Extension Leads, 12 yds. 2/3
'073 in. rpacing. Min, amount of space required. Grid Leak and Condenser, .0002, .0003, .0005 2/9
Cap. guaranteed.
Very finely adjusted. Fully Grid Leak, 2 megohms
1/4
assembled for panel mounting, with -aluminium !Pin Terminals, screw pattern
6 for
1/
!Spade Terminals, screw pattern
endss, complete with Knob and Dial.
6 for 1/Ebonite Coil Plugs, shaped or plain, 1/9, I/O, 1/3
4 Cat's -whiskers (gold, silver, etc.)
' 001
8/61'0003
6d.
Wire, D.C.C., I.R.C.
10 yds.
1/.
' 00075..
7/6 '0002
5/- Bell
100,600 ohm Resistance
2)., 2/9
11005
.6/6 '0001
Switch Arms, very good quality, complete
with 12 studs
Vernier
2/.
Valve Sockets, polished, with shoulder
Regd. Post 6d, set. Foreign ifand nuts
doz. 1/61 s doz. 4/ Shaw's Genuine Hertzite Crystal
1/6
Double 'Phone Cords, with screw terminals 1/6
Post 1/. pair.
Basket Coil Holders, for 3 coils, on stand 6/ 4000 ohms " Sidpe " genuine
12/9 Basket Coil Holders, single, with coil plug
2/9
4000
brunet
14/11, 15/11 Filament Resistances (not cheap rubbish)
,,
4000
Fellow's Lightweight
1816
,,
2/6, 2J8, 3/.
Premier B.B,C., 4,000 ohms, very fine value 16/11 Very Special ditto (limited number)
2/9
Sterling, 4,000 ohms, latest model, B.R.C. 25/ Terminals, Telephone, W.O. Pillar, with
N. & K. Standard, latest model. 4,000 ohms, 12/9
nut; all good size; best possibje quality
Raymond, 4,000 ohms, high-class
12/11
d6ozforTerminals, Large 2 B.A., with nut. ...
t/1/96
"EV"
PHONES
TYPE
Variometers and- knob, 250/6.50
ERICSSON
4/6
4,000 ohms. Thousands sold last season.
Basket Coils, up to 3,500 metres. Set of 6 2/6
Lovely tone. 13/9 per pair. Post 1/- pair.
Detectors, all best quality, not
I Crystal
junk. Enclosed, large whisker
3/3
Crystal Detectors, enclosed, smaller whisker 2/9
Postage 1/. each.
Crystal Detectors, enclosed, large, Perikon,
MARCONI D.E.R.
21/- 2 crystals
3/9
EDISWAN A.R:D.E:
21;- Crystal
Detectors,
enclosed,
slightly
EDISWAN, COSSOR P.1
12,6
smaller Perikon
3/3
MULLARD ORA
12,6 Many Other Detectors, open type, 2/-, 2/6, 2/9, 3/MARCONI R.
12/6 ' Varlometer, on Ebonite Ball Rotor
10/.
Other makes from 7/11.
l Igranic
Variometers, Inside Winding
15/Sets of 12 Name Tabs, black or white
1/2 B.A. Nuts
per gross 1/10
L.F.
t Insulating
Sleeving, all colours, 6 yds. 2/9
Post Free. Amplion Junior Loud -speaker
42/6
5-1...Radin Instruments, Ltd. (1)
25/- Baby Sterling ditto
55/.
5-1 Igranic shrouded
(2)
21/- D.P.D.T. Switches for panel mount
212
5-1 Formo shrouded 18/(3)
Plain 15/.1
5-1 Raymond
12/6
On Transformers (1) (2) and (3) goods to the
value of Id. in the 1/- given free to callers.
I

5/11

'

1

I

4;6

4,4

HEADPHONES.

VALVES

-

1

,

i

Intervalve Tranisformers.

'

60
36

H. T. Batteries (very best only).
volt. Post 1/3 each.
8/9, .10/6, 12/6
volt. Post. 1/- each
4/9, 5/-, 5/6, 5/9

LARGE NUMBER OF BARGAINS
.

TO CALLERS ONLY

CANNOT

ADVERTISE

.

.

PRICES

Right Reserved to Return Cash.

CRYSTAL SETS, ALL KINDS
10/6, 12/6, 17/6, 21'-, 28/6

IEDISON BELL, LISSEN,
DUBILIER parts stocked
TRADE AND RADIO CLUBS SUPPLIED.
I advertise what I sell, and sell what
advertise.

SEND FOR FULL POST LIST (Stamp.)

K. RAYMOND
_-

1/9
2/6

00

2/8

»

15/.

,,Shaped Coil Plug, ebonite ..03, 1/3i3
Quarter.inch Ebonite Condenser Ends. Pair 1/9
American pattern dial and knob
1/8
Accumulators, high-class goods, 4v. 40 amps
20/ Fixed Condensers, .0003 to .001
1/4
Fixed Condensers, .002 to .005
1/8
Fixed Condensers, 006
2/.
Ebonite Valve Holders, 8 nuts, each, 1/6; 3 for 4/Ebonite Dials and Knob, turned ebonite, 2/-, 2/6
D.P.D.T. Switches, small size, on ebonite

Foreign 1/-

001

-

NO POST ORDERS except

BRITISH MAKE.
' 001
7/6
.-

Small Pillar
1d. each, doz. 10Íd.
Switch Arm, 12 Studs and Nuts, the lot
1/
Small Variometers, 250/650, with knob and
bush
3/., 2/8, 2/4
Larger Variometers, 250/650
4/9, 3/9, 2/11
Igranic Variometers, Ebonite, 350/650
15/.
2 -Way Coil Holders, for Duolateral Coils, 5/6, 4/6
3Way Coil Holders, for Duolateral Coils

el

f;i

CONDENSERS. POST ORDER COLUMNS.

VARIABLE

Buy Best Goods at Low Prices.
No Post Orders at These Prices.
Terminals (comp. with Nuts).
Triophono
doz.
Large W.O.
4 for 51d., doz.
W.O. Pillar
4 for

.

27, LISLE STREET, W.C.2
'Phone

-

Gerrard

4637.

_I I I I I I I I11111111111111111111111111111111111_

HOURS OF
BUSINESS :
IDA/ LY - 9 to 7.45E
=SUNDAYS 10.30to l =
=

-

d11111111111111111111111111111111i11111411(.=
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Tl eekly, February 9th, 1924.
YEARS OF AMUSEMENT FOR 10/6.
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SKINDERVIKEN

MICROPHONE

(TILE SMALLEST IN TIfE WORLD).

THE ESCO "BIG FOUR " B.B.C.

7

raRESPONDENCE

TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC

Crystal Rocetving
oni:re ie nothing like then)

'Nell?

with
signal strength
lee t reception
per
within 30 miles of a
'Broadcasting Station.
These 'are the only Sete
' Eseolito "
fitted with

'

ai -y

If you cannot obtain this device from your
local dealer write to the head office:

-

super-Crystal.

MIKRO Ltd.,32c,Craven St.,STRAND,W.C.
The new type Skinderviken Mlcrophoncwith
Carbon Electrodes only arc obtainable at
5/- each.
Write lot Illustrated Booklet

:

"THE MARVELS OF THE MICROPHONE,"
which vive, lull details how to make your own
amplifier for crystal sets.
Post free S)1.
PRICE 6d.

MIIíRO Ltd.,

32c,

Craven St., STRAND, W.C.

CABINETS YOU WANT.

PICKETT'S CABINETS-they're good
value, from 1/6 each, highly polished,
Cabinet (P:W.), Works, Albion Rd.,
Write for lists.
Bexley Heath, S.E.

SPENCER'S STORES
4-5,

Mason's Avenue,

Basinghall Street, London, E.C.Z.

Telephone: LONDON WALL 2292
AGAIN :-341t. HANKS OF STRANDED

COPPER RUBBER COVERED WIRE 1
Post 3d.

/3.

Valves Repaired
716

WITN NEW BULBS
AND FILAMENT.

POST FREE.

RECEIVERS.
SINGLE
/1 /6
2,000 ohms. BRITISH MAKE.
V
TESTED ON CRYSTAL. Post 4d,

i

F. HO WE, 67, Little Heath, Charlton, S.E.7.

ALL BRITISH

i

VALVE AMPLIFIER

1

unassembled, comprising mahogany cabinet, drilled
terminals, risen.
ebonite panel, L.F. transformer.
everything complete. 22(6,
slat, wiring diagram, parts
for Crystal Vargo post It-. Complete
slope front cabinet,
meter Receiver, including
everything
drilled ebonite panel, wiring plan, etc., and
general
complete. 12/6. post 1/-. Particulars
free.
list post
CRAWFORD, 9, COLEMAN STREET,
LONDON, E.C.2. Telephone: London Wall 9730

YALYITE

THE WONDER CRYSTAL
The Marvel of the Age. Has no equal. 1/6 post free.

Froto GRAHAM 8. THOMPSON (Dept. 2),
819, Rochdale Road, Queen's Park, Manchester.

-A

Book

Bargain-

The Oscillation Valve. By Bangay. Explains
as simply as possible softie of the rather

complicated phenomena which have been
observed and usefully employed. Published
0/-. A few copies second-hand in good con_
dition at 314 post free. Mention offer 120
FOYLES, 121, CHARINC CROSS ROAD, LONDON.

..-VOLUME AND

RANGE-

The " Fares " Unit must improve your set.to Even
your
With a 20' sq. frame aerial connected
to giro same
crystal (or valve) set, it Is guaranteed
range and solstice as standard 100' 'outdoor type:
and Is.eheaply.
It needs no valves.' batteries, etc.,
made from our full-size detailed instrnotional drawings of Unit, Frame, and Circuits, 2/6.

IDESENIEIA1VI .e CO..
Lewisham and Blackheath.

o

Letters only to 6, Loampit Vale, Lewisham, 8.E.13.
:

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.
Dear Sir,-While applauding your fairness in giving publicity to both points of
view in the. broadcasting controversy, I
mtist protest. strongly against the opinion
expressed bZy your anti" correspondent
recently,
First let me say that I do not regard the
Director of Programmes as a paragon (he
would not thank me for an empty compliment), but I do believe he is doing his
utmost to please the májority. Incidentally,
if .your correspondent thinks the noisy
minority are ruling the roost, will he say
why the majority remain silent. And, if
they are silent, how dpes he knoW they are
a majority ?
Many aerials are coming down. Everyone
knows that. Most " pirates " became virtuous citizens again when given a fair
opportunity, but there are the inevitable
" scroungers " whose amusement became
unnecessary when no longer free. And íf
questioned on the disappearance of the
aerial, it is far easier to loftily blame the
fare provided than to admit a disinclination
to pay for it.
Every one of my friends is heartily
pleased with the broadcasting as far as it
goes. I can only speak for my own acquaintances, not being fortunate enough to be
the confidant of the " silent majority " of
listeners. Of light music tise get enoughSavoy bands, 2 L O dance band, entertainers, light pieces in the regular orchestral
concerts. It should not be forgotten that
the B.B.C.' is still labouring under' the copyright difficulty. As for tuneful ballads, I
wonder if your correspondent heard " The
Bells of St. Mary's " the other night, not to
mention " Who is Sylvia ? " and the host
of other delightful songs broadcast regularly.
Talks, I admit, afe bonng if out of the
listener's line. Well, what about utilising
the ten minutes for trial of some new hookup, the fire may need making up, the wife
might enjoy a few words of encouragement
to comfort her through the next hour of
enforced silence. Let us be thankful we can
hang up the 'phones at will, whereas at a
concert or theatre we must stick in our
seat, no matter what agony we suffer, unless
we prefer to agonise our neighbours by
walking oht on their feet.
Finally, I had my 15s. worth on election
night aldne. I'am enjoying what -I -get, Mr.
Burrows, and I hope that won't stop you
frying to give still better.
Yours faithfully,

'phone

get results

rivalling a,

501 LOUD SPEAKER

7'C

FO
Post Sound British
"Make. ComFitted
in
secónd.
a
Don't
plete, strongly delay, send
P.O.
at
8/6
once
packed.
and listen in comfort.

L. MALONE& Co

7 MART STREET,

1

MARK LANE, LONDON-E.C.3

No.

44, Geneva Road,

-

London, S.W.9.

" P.W."

SET.
Tjle Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.
AMERICA ON

-I

Dear Sir,
am writing to add yet
another compliment to the famous " P.W."
set.
On a recent Sunday morning I heard
broadcasting at 4.8 a.m. on about
(Continued on page 911.)

tings. Every Set will last
for years, and bears our
full guarantee

4.

Each set stamped B.B.O.

14 Days' Trial Given.
We hold large stocks 01 component parts.
No. 4
No.1
No.
No. 2
Square Type
Slope Top
Lid Top
Oblong Type

15/6
1P3/6
I
11/6
Liberal Trade Toms.
THE ESCO WIRELESS 00..
(Dept. P.W.), 300 Houndsditoh, London, E.1.
10/6

Agents

-

Wanted Everywhere.

"AERIAL
CRADLE"
Fit this to your aerial and get 50 per cent

19; 02
better

-

signals. Full Instructions given. Price 116, (postage2d.)

JONES.

HIIMPHRIES, GRIFFIN
1, Gordon Road, Sneinton, Nottingham.
&

Or to London Brauch.19, Archer st. Work s, Piccadilly,W.1.

EBONITE PANELS

Cut to any size required in high grade, easily
worked material: tad in thick. Id. per sq. in.:
} in. thick, Id. per sq. in. Mail Orders :-Add 6d.
Panels drilled
towards cost of packing and post.
and/or engraved to your oicn paper pattern.

Its cheaper than

buying drills. Estimates free.
'Phone : Regent 3335.

OMNIPHONE WIRELESS CO.,

24, Warwick Street, Regent Street, London, w.1
WIRELESS INVENTORS
Patents and Trade Marks, Advice Hand -book
and Cons. free.-B. T. KING, Regd. Patent
Agent (G.B. & U.S.A.), 148a, Queen Victoria
St., E.C.4. 'Phone: Central 682. 36 yrs. refs.

ACCUMULATORS.

O.A.V., Fullers, etc Guaranteed -brand-new and per
feet, but slightly soiled. We retund cash with carriate
both ways if returned within 7, days.
6v. 40a.....25/.

4v.
4v.

6v. 60a.....32,6
6v. 80a
40/.

60a.....21/9
80a.....27/6

4v.100a.....3216
Polished

6v.100a.

46/-

teak cases for 6/60 aqd 41100 only, fitted
with fuses and stitch 6/6 each.

SPECIAL Li, E.

First -mass English make. 6-v. 60 -amp hours, 25/ ea.
MAUDE RUBBER CO., 58, MEG ST., LONDON, W. 2.

Fix your crystal in

GOLD SEAL PLASTIC METAL.

It Is positively the best contact possible, and
results to LOUDER AND CLEARER SIGNALS.
Guaranteed to contain no mercury. Price 6d. per
packet, sufficient for 3 to 4 crystal cups. Of all
Wireless Stores
Wholesale Enquiries ter sample pkt. 6d.) to
SAMUEL LEVY. 53, Ben Jonson Road, Stepney,

London, E.1.

IIIÍIIU

Coomes' Crystal Set

IIIIIIIII

15'-

-

Varlometer tuned, enclosed crystal. Fitted in
polished oak desk -shaped Cabinet. Range 25
to 30 miles. Price 15/-, plus 1/- B.B.C. Fees,
not Including accessories.
" IONOPHONE "Valve and Crystal Set, £8-1S-0,
plus 6/. B.B.C. Fees. Not including accessories.
Particulars of our 2, 3, 4 and 5 Valve Sets sent
Write

willingly upon application.
Catalogue
" B.
and
Supplement.
Trade Terms on Request.

for

J. A. COOMES & CO., LTD.,
5, Holborn Viaduct, London, E.C.
Tel. No.: Cita 4460.
Connaught Road, Ilford, 'Essex.
Tel No.: 1379.

Showrooms :

Works:

.

G. H. STEARN.

®to your

and you

Specification : Polished Case
of Solid Mahogany, Ebonite
Top. Lacquered Brass Fit-

THE B.B.C. PROGRAMMES.

-

Maximum

arket.

Provinces Please Note

Special

Á.Offer

THE NEW

Limited
Quantity
Only

80 MILE

!

!

CRYSTAL

HELENITE
Every Spot Sensitive

F
11- Postree
(in Bos)

t

Worth

1/3

SEND POSTAL ORDER AT ONCE TO

HUGH, DOUGLAS

& CO.,

Wardrobe Court,

146a, Queen Victoria St., LONDON, E.C.4.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(Continued from page 910.)

380 metres. The signals being fairly good,
f resolved to try again.
Later I was able to pick up this
station again, and enjoyed an hour's
dance music.. Ship " jamming " prevented
me from hearing the speech properly, but I
heard the announcer say " \V G Y " (which
I believe is the New York station).
The music was very clear, and was so
strong at times that I was able to get back
into bed, and lie there with the 'phones on.
Other stations were received, but were very
faint.
The above were received on " unit I,"
aerial 00 ft. twin, 28 ft. high. I think.these
arc excellent results for one valve, and they
speak well for the " P. W." set.
Wishing you and the paper every success
n the.coming year,

I am,

Yours faithfully,
F. J. TAYLOR.
97, Florence Road,
Acocles Green, Birmingham.

THE WEEK'S BROADCASTING PROGRAMMES.
FORTHCOMING SIMULTANEOUS EVENTS.
February 10th.-\ ladimotPs Balalaika
Sunday,

Orchestra, 3 p.m.

Monday. February.

11th.-B.B.C. Literary Critic
and popular concert. S.B. all stations es. Cardiíi.
Dr. Saleeby. " Tristan and lsolde," .ter 3.
Tuesday, February 12th. -French talk.
Wednesday, February 13th.-B.B.C. Dramatic Critic.
Thursday, February 14th.-B.B.C. Mbsical Critic.
Estilo Society Talk. The Georgiana Concert
Party. Savoy Bands.
Friday, February 15th.-B.B.C. Film Critic. " Parsital,' Act 3.
Saturday, February 16th.-" Cavalleria Rusticana,"
" Pagliacci," lets 1 and 2.
'

LONDON (2 L 0).

Sunday. February 10th.-The Rev. Henry Edwards,
Vicar Designate of Watford. Mayfair Singers.
Monday, February 11tó.-Popular Concert by the
Wireless Orchestra. " Tristan are' Isolde,"
Act 3.
Tuesday, February 12th. -French Programme, by the
Band of H.M. Grenadier Guards.
Wednesday, February 13th.-Popular Orchestral

Programme.

Thursday, February 14th.-The

Georgians Concert
!'arty. ltachmrnfnotf Items. Lecture Recital
ott Modern Russian Music.
Friday, February 15th.-" Hamlet," produced by
Sydney Russell. " Parsifal," Act 3.
Saturday, February 16th.-See Simultaneous Events.
BIRMINGHAM (5I T).
Sunday, February 10th. -The Rev. W.Grome Merrilies'
address. The station Repertory Choir.
Monday, February 11th. -Programme mainly from
London.
Tuesday, February 12th.-Tho Pack of Cards Concert

Party.

Wednesday, February 13th.. -The Band of the Royal
Corps of Signals.
Thursday, February 14th. -Popular Orchestral Night:
Friday, February 151h.-Vocal and Orchestral Night.
Saturday, February 16th. -Request Programme, and
See Simultaneous.

CARDIFF (5 W A).
Sunday, February 10th. -Rev. Walter E. Rees.
Modern Russian Night.
Monday, February 11th. -Band of the 12th ,Royal
Lancers.
Tuesday, February 12th.-Entire Programme from
London.
Wednesday, February 13th. -Station Birthday %nutveraary. Special Items by the Director and
Stitt. Short Address by Mr. J. C. W: Reith,
Man. Dir. of the B.B.C.
Thursday, February 14th.-Programme from London:
Friday. February 15th. -Newport Glee Singers.
Saturday, February 16th.-Programme from London:

DO you remember when, months and months ago,
you first heard, of the -Cossor Valve ?
-

-

Do you. remember how sceptical you were and merely
passed it by as being just another Valve ?
Do you remember how, in spite of yourself, the advertisements intrigued your interest, and you read about
its curved filament and hood -shaped Grid and Anode ?
And later on, when your existing Valve departed this
life, you decided to give' " one of these Cossor
Valves " a trial ?

Do you remember how convincing were the results
you obtained on the first evening ? And that, there
and then, you became quite as enthusiastic as any other

Cossor

user

?

Of course you do

!

And that is exactly why there are considerably more Cossor Valves being sold to -day
than any other Valve.
P.1 For Detector and ""'Freci"ncy
amplification
..
..
P.2 (With red top) For High - Fre-

quency amplification ..
..
..
Waned' P.3 (With green top) corresponds in characteristics to P.I
..
Wueaeell P.4 (With blue top) (or
High -frequency use
..
..
..

A

L `hJ
121
A

`{J

From all Dealers.

Advertisement of A. C. Cossor Ltd.,
Aberdeen' Works, Highbúry Grove, N.5

MANCHESTER (2 Z Y).

Sunday. February 10th. -The Rev. Canori R. Layers
lfentp. The Albert Hall Choir.

_(Continued onpage. 912.): '
...

..
..
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.

.
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When

you

PROGRAMMES.

realised

have

that your poor tuning Is due
to that inefficient Slider and
Plunger, ask for the

.

G
-W. SLIDER
broad contact
which makes

Monday, February llth.-Programme mainly from
London.
Tuesday. February 12íh.2 Z17 Orchestra..
Wednesday, February 13th. -Mr. Robert Parker of
the .It.N.O.C. and Orchestra.
Thursday. February 14th. -Programme mainly from
London, with Lavilette, in extracts from Charles
Dickens.
Friday. February 15th.- Special Concert Night.
given In the Free Trade Hall.._ Z V Orchestra
accompanying. Beecham Operatic Chorus.
Saturday, February 18th.-See London Programme.

a

along ONE WIRE and rolls
smoothly over them Without
scraping or wearing them.

Slider win
' Gw,"
The
not clog tip or short circuit
,roar Inductance.
ou -ay."
tor
SLID
LAKERl
100 per cent effient. Price
1/-. orpost frees 1/3 from

J407,&

J. LAMER

CO.,

Romford Road,
London, E.7,

ENGLISH and Con Oriental tendtorles-nralfdble.
Some

NEWCASTLE (5

you wish to make your oww% receiver, or to Im.
prove the set you already have, you cannot do
better than obtain this took.. HOW TO ERECT.
CONNECT. AND MAKE Aerials, Complete Crystal
and Valve Receivers, Coils, Tuners, etc.; also the
latest t,ro and three salvo tuned Anode Receiver
and one and two valve Amplifiers.
144 pages (inoluding 28 diagrams). 1/3 post tree
Il

-1

--SAXON RADIO CO. (DEPT.14), SOUTH SHORE, BLACKPOOL

INVENTIONS
PATENTED. Trade Marks and Designs Registered.

Particulars and consultations free.
BROWNE & CO. Patent Agents.
9. Warwick Court, Holborn, London, W.C.1.
Enfa4llake, 1840.
Telephoner rhanrery, 7547.

TERMINAL TABS

.
.

CRYSTAL SETS - 74d. per set.
VALVE SETS
lie
Trade supplied.
Post free.

.

We

are

MERTON WIRELESS
ENGINEERING CO..

64. Victoria Street. Westminster S.W.
TELEPHONES REWOUND

Guaranteed. All makes 61-,except
4,000 ohms.
BROWN 'A" 61-, and SULLIVAN. wax -filled, IN per
pair. Ex -Army converted to high resistance 2/6 each
earpiece. Postage, all makes, td pair.
JOHN W. MILLER, 70-71, FARRINODON STREET. E.C.4.

to

----TRADE
For

.

BOXED CRYSTALS
of every description
for Lists.

Send
1

ONLY

Competitive Prices.

L. G. RUSSELL, Mineralogist,
to 5, Hill Street, BIRMINGHAM.

Sole importer -of the Mexican Gneiss Crystal.

WIWY NOT

All 4,000
have your ex-Arm, phones re -wound?
(Mint per pair. will do all make. Ea -Army, 5 A," 61-, Sullivan wax -filled 71- per pair.
Brown

'

'ostage 6d. extra.

,

O).

.

BOURNEMOUTH (6 B M).
Sunday, February 10th. -Rev. H. T. Maddford.
Eastclitfe Congregational Choir.
Monday, February 11th. -Programme mainly from
London.
Tuesday. February 12th. -Night, of Memories. Songs
with Orchestral Accompaniment.
Wednesday, February 13th. --Comic Opera Night.
Thursday. February 14th. -Programme mainly from
London.
Friday, February 15th. -Musical Comedy Night,
Saturday, February 10th.-Programme mainly from
London.

the sole designers and

proprietors of this tab.

N

'Sunday, February 10th.-Rev. G. C. Goodlet. Herman MacClond's Quintette.
Monday, February 11th. -Programme from London.
Tuesday, February 12th. -Popular Orchestral Night.
Wednesday, February 13th. -Popular Orchestral and
Vocal Night.
Thursday, February 14th.-Programme from London.
Friday, February 15th.-Poptdnr Night.
Saturday, February 18th. -Programme mainly from
London.

---BECINNERS' CUIDE TO WIRELESS -BEST BOOK OBTAINABLE.

vs/7-A,

(Continued from page 911.)

GLASGOW (5

S C).

Sunday. February 10th.-Rev. Llyle Rodger. The
Fellow, String Quartette.
Monday, February llth.-Programme mainly from
London.
Tuesday. February 12th. -Popular Night.
Wednesday February 13th.-Light English Night.
Thursday, February 14th -Instrumental and Vocal
Concert.
Friday. February 15th. -Story Recital Night, by
Percival Steeds.
Saturday, February 18th.-Welsh Programme, also
See Simultaneous.

ABERDEEN (2 B D).
Sunday, February 10th.-The Rev. George Walker,
D.D., Address. Beech Grove Church Choir.
Monday, February llth.-Programme Mainly from
-London.
Tuesday. February 12th. -Modern Finch Composers
Night.
Wednesday, February 13th.-Dance Night.
Thursday, February Itfth.-C'outic Opera, "' fire
Grand Duchess of Gerolstein."
Friday, February 15th. -Scenes and Characters from
Dickens. Saturday, February 16th. -Programme mainly from
London.

THE H.R.P.. 48, St. Mary's Road, Leyton. E.10.

OUR PRICES for

EVERYTHING WIRELESS
CANNOT BE BEATEN
Trade Supplied

Send for Lists

PHENIX WIRELESS SUPPLIES
308,
'

r
CO.

HIGH ROAD LEE,' S.E. 13.
Phone - Lee Green 1110

ADVERTISEMENTS FOR THESE
COLUMNS ARE ACCEPTED
UP TO FIVE P.M. THURSDAYS
FOR THE FOLLOWING WEEK'S
ISSUE. RATE -25/- PER INCH ;
MINIMUM SPACE ACCEPTED
HALF -INCH AT 12/6. CASH MUST
INSTRUCTIONS
ACCOMPANY
AND BE' SENT TO THE SOLE
ADVERTISING AGENTS,
JOIN H. LILE, LTD.,
4, LUDGATE CIRCUS,
LONDON, E.C.4..
TELEPHONE : 10806 CENTRAL.
:r^

fkchril

dds

1924.

Watch-Spring Condenser.
I saw recently the patent specification of a variable
condenser working on the principle of a watch spring. The two " plates " consist of lengths of
metal strip (they may he actual watch -springs),
and have one end attached to a fixed point, whilst
the other end is attached to a central spindle. They
are then interleaved with one another, and with tite
necessary strips of insulating paper. As the control
handle is turned, the springs are " wound up," and
the convolutions come tighter together and so increase the capacity.
It stntek me, however, that
although tite idea is ingenious, the condenser would
have certain disadvantages. one of which would be
the fact that the same setting of the control handle
would almost certainly not give the same capacity
every time. However, I have not tried it, nor even
seen the actual instrument (t-he patent is of American
origin), but perhaps some of my readers will come
across it, and let me know how it works.
Conical Loud -Speaker Diaphragm.
Another interesting device is dhat of Farrand and
Davis (U.S.A.); which includes a conical diaphragm.
about la inches in diameter, suitably mounted and
connected by its centre to an armature which is
actuated by the magnets of the reproducer, the connection between armature and diaphragm being a
stiff metal rod. The diaphragm Is made of stout
vellum or other similar material. Owing to the large
size of the diaphragm, no trumpet is necessary,
This principle seems to be in use in certain French
loud speakers, and Ims also been applied some years
ago to a gramophone reproducer. The reproducer,
instead of being at alittle distance from the diaphragm (a few inches), and connected by a rod. may
actually be located within the hollow of the dia-

phragm,and connected directly.

Wire Aerial.
The days when an elaborate aerial was considered
necessary for wireless reception seem to be passing
rapidly. What with umbrella frames, bedsteads,
and gas -cookers as aerials, it would seem that almost
anything In the metal line would serve. Naturally
these are very inefficient, but an aerial which is quite
efficient. though still somewhat in the " improvised "
category, may be made out of the wiring of the
front -floor bell. Either side of the line may be used,
and if the connection is made through a condenser,
there is no interference with the ordinary use of the
bell' elrend.
Bel

Fading.

Fading has been responsible for a good deal of
trouble with -broadcast transmissions, and in spite
of all the investigations which have been made to
ascertain its cause, or causes, no completely satlsfactory theory has yet been put forward to account
for it. There seems to be no doubt that it is due
not to any one cruise, but to a variety of causes
which operate to different, degrees at different times.
A new and ingenious theory, which has much to support it, is that a certainamount of fading may be
caused. in a city like London, by the presence in the
atmosphere of snake particles. It will be noted
that these .are frequently charged with electricity,
and may have ii similar effect to that due to charger{
thunder -clouds. anti to ionised regions generally,
which are admitted to be amongst the serious causes of
fading.
New Application of Wireless.
An ingenious application of wireless

s

Adding an H.F. Amplifier.

The addineof an H.F. amplifier toa crystal receiver
is a much simpler matter than many amateurs realise.
It is not necessary to make any great alterations in
the crystal set for the purpose. The H.F. amplifier
unit has first to be made up, or procured. and after
(hat it is only necessary to connect the output terminalsof the amplifier unit (that is, the plate and plus
H.T.) to the aerial and earth terminalsof the crystal
set. The crystal tuner acts as a tuned anode couplIng.
another' tuner being required for the H.F. unit.
Owing to the series capacity of the valve, it is desirable
to connect a condenser of small capacity ((1.0001)
across the aerial and earth terminals of the crystal set.
Improved Loud -Speaker Horn.
There must be innumerable shapes and designs
for the trumpets of loudspeakers. each claimed to
have some special acoustical advantages. 1 saw,
recently, however; one which struck me as being a
distinct change from the natal design. It consisted
of two horns, one inside the other, the edge of the
inner -horn being turned well over the edge of the
outer one. Tim sound was-es proceed up the space
between the two learns, and are reflected front' the
overturned edge of the timer one. It is claimed
that this type of dual trumpet is not only theoretically
advantageous. but that it gives greatly improved
quality of reproduction.

.

apparatus has
been made by a British mechanical engineer. It Is
well known that trouble in various kinds of machinery-,
due to over-heated or faulty bearings, etc., can often
be detected by an experienced mechanic by placing
the ear against the machine, and noting any peculiarity in the linos or characteristic sounds of the machine.
It is now proposed to place microphones In certain
positions on the machine, and' to connect the santo
to amplifiers and loud speakí'r, the latter located in
the chief engineer's office. The "chief" will then
periodically plug-in the various microphones. and
will be able to tell instantly whether everytlhing is
running smoothly, or, if there is trouble, where it is
located. '

"COUNTRIES OF THE WO)tLD," shortly to
appear in fortnightly parts, is a magnificent new
art publication which will describe the" Continents. Countries, and Chief Cities of the Globe.
It will be illustrated by nearly 5,000 photographs (the majority specially taken- for it),
including over 350 coloured plates. Famous authors and travellers contribute the
fascinating and instructive articles. Such
names as Joseph Conrad, Stephen Graham, Sir
Philip Gibbs, Rosita Forbes, Dean loge, etc.,
to mention but a few, are in themselves a
guarantee of the authority and CHARM of this
-

new work. _
It is hoped to complete " COUNTRIES OF
THE WORLD" in about 40 fortnightly parts.
Part lñwill be on sale February 12th, price 1'3.
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DU"E
Grid Leaks
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Constructional Chats
By PHIf.LIP R. COURSEY,

B.Sc.

NO. 5.

Grid -Leak resistances. form an
essential part of many radio
receiving circuits using thermionic
valves. In particular a grid leak is
very commonly employed when the
valve is used as detector, the leak
resistance being connected either
across the condenser which is
inserted in the wire connecting to
the grid of the valve, or connected
directly between' the grid and the
filament of the valve.

The function of this grid leak
resistance is to provide a path
through which the electrons which
collect upon the grid of the valve
can leak away hack again to the
filament. Hence it follows that the
value of this leak resistance is not
particularly important within comparatively wide limits. If the leak
has too low a resistance it will
impair the proper functioning of
the valve, while if it is too high the
use of reaction becomes difficult.
In many receivers the use of resistances of higher value than the conventional 2 megoluns often leads to
slightly improved results, and leaks
of 3 or 4 megohms resistance may
be tried with advantage.

The experimenter using very short
wavelengths is also specially recommended to try values other than
the normal one, in particular in
these cases a lower resistance value
(of about r megohm or slightly
less) often leads to improved results
and easier control of the receiver.
THE DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1921j, Ltd.,
Dept. E.

Ducon Works, Coldhawk Road, London, W.12.

:.

Ohms
4,000

POINTS TO CONSIDER.

s

.Lccry Phone sold under
GUARANTEE..
Every Phone ' is tested
before leaving Factory.

Per
Pair

\

Ire arc old -established
British 8lanufactarers,
whose object is to glee
complete satisfaction.

per pair.

Carriage paid United

Kingdom

distr't:uted by
with small offices and elaborate notepaper
and NO GUARANTEE or hope of redress it found tautty ?
Originals of upwards of too unsolicited Testimonials and letters of apprccia
lion can be seen at our ofices.

unscrupulous importers

GUARANTEEto

replace or return cash u

(4,000

BONTONE PHONES

ohms.)

BRITAIN'S BEST.

SENSITIVE, DURABLE, COMFORTABLE, AND
BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED.
Manufactured entirely by British Labour.
Apply to your local dealer or apply direct, giving your dealer's name, io

B. D. & Co. (Edward.A. Boynton)

Works : GOSWELL ROAD and CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.t.
Offices: :67-173, GOSWELL ROAD, LONDON, E.C.r.
Admiralty, War Office. and India Office Contractors.

IF WIRELESS WAS WIRELESS
Wireless is wire -less " so far.
but Svc is bound to play a

,.

'

somewhere in the installs lion.
Some amateurs con.,
fider the receptive qualities
before the appea.ance of their
sets. but even reception is apt
to be marred by a hopeless
conglomeration el wires and
!rayed insulation.
Set aside atreveninr of overhauling-make corcfu' adjustments-take each cud of wire
in turn, and with solder and
a touch of FLUXITE }?in
them neatly into place. You
at. hound to be satisfied with
the result of the few hours spent and the receptive qualities will attain highersensitiveness in consequence. Soldering is so simple when you use a touch of FLUXITEjust the smallest touch does it.
i(r

.

11,part

¡I

FLÚXZZ`E
SOLDERING SET
~-

DEALER TO SHOW YOU THE
NEATDWAREEE

ASK YOUR IRONMONGER OR

It is perfectly simple louse, and will
last for years in constant use. It
contains a special " small space "
Soldering Iron, with non -heating
metal handle, a pocket Blow -Lamp,
FLUXITE, Solder, etc., and lull
,instructions.- Price 7/6. Write to us
should you be unable to obtain it.

Reduced
Price

FLUXITE

SIMPLIFIES SOLDERING

Flitdtun, Phanc, Laden.

All Hardware and Ironmongery Stores sell

/..`slY`.

Phone-3do

not give complete satisfaction, sublect to
Phones being returned to us nitltin ydays of purchase, undamaged.

Telegrams :

-

[E.P.S. go.]

eD!'Y`

PHONES -

Why saddle yourself with Continental Phones

On the use of Grid Leaks.

Telephone
Hammersmith 1084.

BONTONE

FLUXITE iu tins, price
Buy a tin to -day.
AIM

Sd., 1/4 & 2/8.-

` `c

yi

I`

....

For the tool

test of your car or
motor -cycle, or any solder lag job. about the Iwme.

FLUXITE LTD,, 324; Bevington St., Bermondsey, England.

\
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Things you should
know about
Filament Control-

1924.

Your dull emitter valves must have fine control-and this fine control must LAST.
When you buy your rheostat, do not merely aslc whether it gives fine control.
do not rely upon the evidence of initial demonstration, but ASK HOW
LONG THE FINE CONTROL WILL LAST FOR.
If you are offered a powder rheostat-ASK, WILL THE POWDER'.', PACK "
together in use? ASK WHETHER ANY POWDER RHEOSTAT
YET MADE HAS EVER FAILED' TO " PACK " AFTER USE.
PACKING" means the tendency to close 'together which is an' inherent m
trouble in all powder' rheostatswhich rely upon compression to bring oao
o
about the variation of resistance.
"PACKING" is the great trouble of a powder rheostat.
sestraWSSMablinelreaMMESUSWith a cheap rheostat your dull emitter valves are always in danger. You
can get the valve to glow, BUT THIS IN ITSELF IS NO TEST OF 2
point
from
the
FINE CONTROL.g ASK HOW MANY'
The latest type of Lissenstat Control- ck
reache
ofke rrhéohe
t on
of minimumNS
the filament begins to glow until
the LISSENSTAT MINOR (prov. pat.)
with
is
accomplished
variation
whole
range
of
resistance
cheap
rheostat,
the
a
Oftentimes, with
ri
HALF A TURN OF THE KNOB, This means that a shade of a turn represents many ohms
tai
variation. A little turn too much, and the result is a burnt -out valve. Every time this sort of
ctsrnsnsr
dull emitter valve is in danger.
control is moved your expensive
p
HOW DIFFERENT IS LISSENSTAT CONTROL-every part of a turn represents a fractional change
o
.
Several turns are necessary to vary the resistance over the whole ofi"its range
of resistance
This is intended to provide something of the f4
Positive variation throughout'
beautiful
control
at
a
popular
LISSENSTAT
price.. Infinitely - superior to wire or' powder 9
IF you buy dull emitter valves, it is worth while using LISSENSTAT control.
'
rheostats. Well made throughout.- indestructible. C
AND LISSENSTAT CONTROL- A LONG TIME HENCE WILL BE THE SAME FINE.
The LISSENSTAT MINOR is the next ,best G>'
PERFECT: CONTROL- IT' EVER WAS.
SS
It
thing to LIENSTAT
contro h
3/6
Is it worth your while risking a substitute.whcn you can now get your choice of three type`3'ot LISSEN-- is a perect mule deviceitsc'f.
..
-

theis

'

=

'

.

STAT CONTROL?

For efficiency, use a Lissenstat Minor for each valve,

,

There is

perfectly free movement
of the whole resistor column-fine
variation of resistance because of the elastically' deformable spring
¡
discs -which form part of its unique construction-it is un ,deal r-1
'r 1
control .for dull emitter valves. All those '
V`''```"'`""""''""`',*
critical
elerwho desire exact control of
tronie emission should use the LISSEN:
LISSENSTAT
STAT. It adds range to a receiver in a way
you never thought filament control could.

The LISSENSTAT (prov, pat.)

a

t
,

t'""""""`

is

OS

the function of your aerial tó pick up-energy-it

is the

---

grid potential UNDER. ALL
CONDITIONS. LISSEN
ONi_sHOLE FIXING,- OF
COURSE-POSITIVE 2/6
STOPS BOTH WAYS

STRONGLY

r

LISstM

.

'II

Note the New Coils

:

20

30

Maximum
Wavelength

185

235

_.
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.

'

350

minimum Wavelength
100 -_

130

440

tai

LISSEN

)0s

t

so

its

160

Dlaximum

Wavelength

-

425
4rJ()

PRICE,`
4/10

'' -,

4/10

e

19/10

ISO to 10,000 metres

19/6

ISO to

1

600 metres
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-Radio Frequency Plus

Regeneration--That

'

I

is

`

why LISSEN REGENERA.TIVE-REACTANCE_(prov.

a

o

;=

°

ó

°° .

.e
as

lower
ír.r+

v6t.xu11e
pat.) has been so successfully used
- 360
40 675
¡.- s
1-'
.s,
.in the reception of American teless(x5i
851)
480
I
LO
phony' It replaces aerial reaction
,+`yB
:and makes a receiver exceptionally
1,100
300
sensitiv. - It is NON IIADIAT1,300
GOO
,
i5
G/9
5(N1 .
1,650
I NG,replaces plug-in coils,is
1,700
.100
820
700
2,150.
--in coifthan a set óf coils jo cover '
í`c:.... : `gib
065
2,300
7/7
350
g
3,000 '
85
3,200
s. a
200
1,885
. the same wide range, it is easier to
s
I
8%0
1,100
8,600
handle, one knob controls tuning
c
"^°
250
2,300
3,800
' 4 aio
.
. ,
t
4,300
0/2
4,600
1,400 .,and reaction. Introduced into the
2,500
300
;
anode circuit it forms on unIt y .^
'r4,
.equalled
first
stage
of.
radio
frey::
;
s;.
Audio Frequency in Reflex Circuits-It has been fou ,d that the LISSEN T2 iransformer is an ideal
h'
v.',.
.. K "g'ri
'
gamey, Reception is often possible
transformer in these circuits, where it yields very powerful amplification with great purity of tone.
t-.
with both aerial and earth conneo?`=:;:, )
An Excellent Light Transformer-one of the best light transformers made is the LISSEN T3.
with.
tions dispensed
Blue print
, X'
'
with each shows the easy connecBUILD WITH ALL LiSSEN PARTS-we guarantee every LISSEN 'part to satisfy you
lions. ' Unbroken regeneration
perfectly-we EXPECT to bear from you if you are not satisfied.
possible over the whole range. complete with internally connected switch.
applied for on trade heading.
Text Book of LISSEN Parts post free 8d.-free
No soldering. .LISSEN ONE -HOLE FIXING, OF COURSE.'
,
150 to 4,000_mctres
12s. 6d.
Tune always with a vernier (preferably rise the LISSEN Vernier,
specially designed for fine tuning in H.F. circuits, price 12;6.)
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500

950

200
250
295

-

4610
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900

5/4
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25/
16/6

LISSEN L-I'MI-TED,
if

8-16, Woodger Road,- Coldhawk Road,' Shepherd's Bush, London, W.12
Phone:

2339 Hammersmith. Telegrams:" Lissenium, Shepherds, London. (Foreign)
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30, 40 and

- FABLE 2.
TAIILhi
,Vavelengthrangewhenused as PrtmaryCotls withatand- Wavelength range when used as secondary Colts
with 901 mid. condenser in parallel.
:.rd P.M G. Aerial and '001 mid. condenser In parallel.

Minimum
Wavelengths

valve and

the

of

a

I
.

1.

No, of Coil.'

phase

in the same receiver." One 'stake of LISSENREAGTANCB (prov. 'pat.) -2
should be - used in everyreceiver. It makes reproduction purer, brings in VF)
distant stations with-fur -griaterease arid certainty, and makes a receiver far W
more, sensitive. LISSEN REACTANCE makes rapid tuning possible and
I
H.F, amplification exceedingly .efficient
and easy. It is 'simple to connect-sec _
blue print with ea h. It has a switch
already innunted and complete. No
60.
-complications,
fx
-

SON

Y PROV. PAT.
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LISSENAGON TUNING CHART.

i

every working

i
a

a

.

AND
SHARPLY
TUNE WIT!lOUT

BECAUSE
THEY
LOSS.
- ENERGY

F

Regeneration is ' No Alternative to Radio Frequency E
mistake to assume that 'because, aerial reaction is 2
is
AmplifiCati011-1t
used there is- nó nerd fur radio -frequency amplification o

there are practically -no damping losses to be ovete9al:, even
on the exttcine low wave -lengths.
-

.

can be selected to suit
eireuit,therebSobtaining correct

as

COILS TUNE

.

resistance

NETIC FIELD'BETWEEN rLISSENAGON%COILS, and
-TO THE'.NEGLIGIBLE LOSSES IN THE
PARTLY -DUE
COILS THEMSELIVES that LISSENAGON, coils will
oscillate easily ovétí though at a considerable distance apart.

LISSENAGON

-

There is a unique resistant
which cannot be duplicated because it is covered by definite patent claims.
Valves vary in characteristics, and ,it is an excellent thing to be able to
alter -the leak 'resistance to make full use 'of the critical features of the
With the LISSEN Variable Grid Leak the exact value of leak
valve.

function of your inductance to build up the voltage which will
- ,
opérate -tiro -grid of the first valve.
Do the coils you use make a maximum transfer of this energy
or is there any minute loss 'which weakens the strength of Your
detection? The magnetic linkage between LISSENAGON
coils is lsuchihat á transfer of energy w ill be effected even though
the coils arc comparatively a great distance apart. -The farther
apart coils can be ke-t the sharper and more selective tuning
becomes. IT IS PARTLY DUE TO THE STRONG MAG-

,

Sensitivity aided by the LISSEN VARIABLE- GRID LEAK w
element used in the LISSEN Variable Grid -Leak

Maximum Transfer of Energy
with LISSENAGON COILSis

/`

;

make the mistake of thinking tha LISSENSTAT (prov. pat.) U)
C'hing'as on ordinary rheos at-LET THEM TRY THE
a distant sin:ion you know is there, just a tiny turn A

To those who
Hi'.and the Detector valve.
Use a
control is the same
DIFFERENCE. After you have tried all the'other controls on your receiver in vain to bring in
of the LISSENSTAT knob wilt bring it in e:early and through a dead background of silence.
separate LISSENSTAT for each

It

.-

,

specially designed to provide a safeguard against búrnina out expensive dull a^
r A minimum' resistance can be left in circuit to protect the salve,
and yet the resistance can be -reduced to zero when full battery pressure is needed.
It gives all the 'beautiful ,' LISSENSTAT
C
f
at
,\
control with the additional protection namd, T
ea
L155ENST AT
Full resistance is 50 ohms: Use one for each
uNtVC
Q
1
H.F. ani Detector for efficiency

This

emitter'valvei.

-7/676"':::':'''::ti};:;::ti..%

Brings detection to the finest

The Protection of the LISSENSTAT UNIVERSAL-

bIt

" Lissenium, London."

RIGHT PARTS.
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£2'

Build up Beautiful Tone Quality-for

lmtnedtatety after the
too-this inconn,arah,e
transformer can also he used throughout. IT IIAS A COIL w'IOICtI
WOULD AMPLIFY BY ITSELF WITHOUT' ANY IRON CORE
AT ALL. 30/-.
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detector valve-a wonderful power ampliarr.
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